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Abstract
A prototype for inline, non-destructive inspection of uranium dioxide (UO2) fuel pel-
lets at production speeds of two pellets per second is presented. The system tests
the surface of each cylindrical ceramic pellet using three different methods: laser
2D profile, laser surface roughness, and machine vision camera. The arrangement
of these sensors allows for complete cylindrical and end surface inspection of every
pellet, which are judged against manufacturing visual inspection criteria. Sensor se-
lection and inspection arrangement have already been developed in past work, the
present advancements are in the area of system refinement and automation. Internal
non-destructive testing techniques of the dense ceramic pellets are explored, but ulti-
mately efforts are placed on the completion and testing of the inspection prototype. A
simple yet effective TRIZ-based pellet handling system using gravity feed is designed
and integrated, along with real-time control software developed in LabVIEW. The
machine vision algorithm and illumination setup are adapted to overcome challenges
identified with actual UO2 pellets. Testing is performed to optimize the system’s false
positive and defect detection results, from which the more common defect types are
tested and system statistical false detection rates are calculated. With relatively low
error rates and successful detection of all sample defects, the automated system is
validated for inspection of UO2 pellets.
ii
Dedication
To those dearest to me,
May we appreciate and enjoy the journey, not just the destination.
“The failure to meet our own expectations is not antithetical to happiness,
and I’d actually argue that the ability to fail and still appreciate the experience
is actually a fundamental building block for happiness.
...
Dream big and then do something. Anything.
The simple act of moving at all will change how you feel about the entire process
and serve to inspire you further.
Let go of the imagined result – it’s not necessary.
The fantasy and the dream are merely tools to get you off your ass.
It doesn’t matter if they come true or not.
Live, man. Just live.
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The nuclear industry has developed the standard of having nuclear fuel formed into
cylindrical ceramic pellets which are then stacked and enclosed in fuel bundles. These
pellets need to be inspected to ensure they are free of defects which aid in the safe
and efficient operation of nuclear reactors. This work focusses on natural uranium sin-
tered ceramic pellets or uranium dioxide (UO2) pellets used in CANDU
TM (CANada
Deuterium Uranium) reactors. However, the developed system is applicable to the in-
spection of any small diameter cylindrical pellets. Cameco Fuel Manufacturing (CFM)
has developed processes to manufacture uranium fuel bundles with some automation,
but opportunities exist to introduce further automation to reduce worker radiation
exposure, improve product quality, and increase productivity. An opportunity ex-
ists to enhance the process and include further automation such as with the quality
inspection procedures. Fitting an automated system to the job of non-destructively
inspecting uranium fuel pellets at production speeds poses many challenges but would
lead to many benefits for the final product.
The current pellet inspection process consists of visual inspection by workers in con-
junction with detailed testing of production samples. The analysis of end squareness
using a profilometer, internal grain structuring using dies and microscopes, and mea-
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surement of density using scales are all done off-line and done for batches of product.
Inline inspection exists by manual observation of pellets as they are handled between
work cells and stacked on trays. Only the portion of surface showing is inspected and
screened based on visual standards of defect classification.
To further improve product quality it would be ideal to have a system that performed
a complete surface inspection of every pellet. This can most effectively be achieved by
developing an automated inspection system. The proposed system could inspect the
pellets early in the fuel bundle assembly process where pellets can be easily removed
for reprocessing. The work in this thesis will improve the quality and frequency of
inspection; seeing what the human eye may not be capable of and at speeds that no
human could ever achieve. By automating aspects of quality control, inspection can
be more inclusive, precise, and consistent such that higher standards of production
can be guaranteed. Sintered ceramic manufacturing is a specialized field that requires
custom hardware or methods that is often protected by patents or that is kept as
a trade secret from competitors. Therefore, specific details of certain aspects of the
work here are also confidential in nature and have thus been presented in a general
manner.
This thesis will investigate the functionality of the previously developed sensor config-
uration along with a newly designed handling method, control software, and decision
algorithms. Putting these together, a complete automated pellet inspection system
solution for sintered UO2 pellets can be demonstrated. The design theory of the pellet
handling system, testing of the full prototype, and required redesign will be discussed
in this thesis along with the results found that validate the prototype system. Both
the needs and requirements for this project are based on the benefits and guidelines




Through the manufacturing of UO2 fuel pellets, there are many stages in which defects
in the pellets can be introduced. These defects appear in the final sintered and
ground pelletized product. After pellets are formed, sintered, ground, and washed,
the next step is to load the pellets into fuel bundles, if any flaws were to get through
they would appear here in the final critical stages of fuel pellet manufacturing. This
is the last chance to catch flaws, either from the pellet forming process or earlier
refinement processes, before they are permanently enclosed in zirconium alloy tubes.
The principal motivation for higher quality pellets is to reduce the chance for problems
in the reactor while undergoing nuclear fission. Given the extreme temperatures (near
1,800 ◦C at the pellet cores [1]) and pressures (between 10 to 12 MPa within the fuel
channels [2, 3]) which the fuel bundles are subjected to while in CANDUTM reactors,
the effects of any minor flaw become dramatically amplified. A defective pellet can
lead to failure of the fuel bundle either by failure of the zirconium tube it is contained
in or due to overheating caused by disturbed fluid circulation through the bundle.
Therefore, it is critical that only pellets free of any critical defects are packed into
fuel bundles since bundle failure can lead to operation problems of the reactor.
Surface defects affect the pellet integrity and usually indicates a flaw, imperfection,
deformation, or smoothness issue. Current inspection methods are based on visual
inspection of trays of pellets and can lead to potentially missed defects or over sorting
of acceptable defect pellets, i.e., pellets that contain only minor flaws and are wrongly
identified as defective. There is a need for an automated system to properly sort
between acceptable and true defective pellets based on the strict quality assurance
criteria outlined by the manufacturer. Closer observation of the criteria would reduce
over sorting and save on excessive reworking of minor flawed pellets.
Aside for safety reasons, the surface of each UO2 pellet needs to be inspected for
product functionality reasons; having a smooth tight stack of pellets in fuel tubes
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makes for more efficient fuel bundles. A smoother pellet surface increases contact with
the encasing tube and makes for a more efficient fuel bundle. Additionally, having
greater end squareness allows for tight densely packing pellet stacks, fitting more fuel
mass within the same zirconium allow tubes. This creates a need for stronger quality
assurance practices so that only high quality precision made fuel pellets proceed to fuel
bundle assembly. Having a high quality guarantee could allow the producer to charge
more for a higher quality product or make themselves more competitive over other
producers. To achieve this, 100% pellet inspection would need to be performed. This
would involve scanning the complete surface, both circumference and end surfaces, of
each and every pellet produced. Achieving 100% inspection calls for an automated,
system to handle, inspect, and reject pellets in line at production rates. Automating
the process will also reduce long term human exposure to low level radiation and
keep humans from handling nuclear material, adhering to the ALARA (As Low as
Reasonable Achievable) principle [4]. The result would create higher grade and more
efficient burning uranium fuel which also reduces the chance of fuel bundle failure and
removes human operators from hazardous conditions.
1.2 Problem Statement
This section will outline the problems that need to be solved regarding an automated
non-destructive UO2 pellet inspection system. To fulfill the need of 100% detailed
pellet inspection, an automated system will need to be designed and fitted into the
production line such that it does not interrupt production flow nor does it damage
the product in any way. Since it will also be an added stage in production, it needs to
physically fit along the production line and not occupy an excessive amount of space.
Although the added inspection will pay off in higher quality pellets and less reworked
pellets, it still must be economical to setup and maintain as to see quicker returns on
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investment.
The project objective in its first phase was to determine sensor selection and arrange-
ment. Based on the work completed by Vanderlaan and Nokleby [5], three differently
purposed sensors were chosen and arranged in sets of three around a central inspection
chamber seen in Figure 1.1. They had not only developed this novel pellet inspection
chamber method but also had a frame fabricated and the sensors mounted accord-
ingly. Validation of the chosen sensors was also completed for small pellet defect
inspection. Although a novel inspection system was developed, it was limited by not
having a fully developed material handling system, software control system and in-
terface, nor pellet end inspection. Additionally, the sensors had not done testing nor
were validated with real UO2 pellets and defects.
The objective of this project, being the second phase, is to demonstrate full inspec-
tion of actual UO2 pellets and to produce a viable production ready setup; functional
input and output feed systems along with rejection sorting and real-time program-
ing. To achieve full pellet inspection, additional end inspection will also need to be
incorporated in this new phase. Since UO2 testing can only be done onsite at Cameco
facilities, the final challenge will be to set up the system to work with real UO2 pellets
and conform to actual pellet sizing, nominal size variances, material properties, and
actual defects.
In order to reject only unacceptable pellets, detailed criteria that make up a GOOD
and BAD pellet will need to be interpreted from Cameco requirement documents.
These criteria based on the pellet size being tested will then need to be adapted to
sensor engineering specifications for use on the inspection system. Since there are
many types of defects and each have their own reject criteria, a standardized decision
criteria must be determined for each sensor type used. This follows with also having to
optimize sensor configurations and calibrations to handle the UO2 pellets and detect
all the various flaws associated with them.
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Figure 1.1: Automated pellet inspection system development by Vanderlaan and Nok-
leby; a) an over view of the inspection system with the input seen on the left of the
unit; b) the novel pellet inspection chamber loaded with representative stainless steel
pellets as seen through the sensor viewing windows; c) front view showing sensor lay-
out around the central inspection chamber; d) in-feed opening with linear actuator
mounted on the end and surrounded by the 2D profile scanners; e) out-feed opening
and surrounding surface roughness scanners.
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The material handling design problem that needs to be solved is the high speed yet
accurate and cautious handling of ceramic pellets through the inspection system. The
system must operate at or above production speeds yet still be accurate enough to
position pellets for meticulously detailed inspection methods. All of the handling,
scanning, and sorting must be performed without damaging the pellets in any way to
maintain its non-destructive objectives. It is important that pellets maintain a tight
pack within the inspection channel for inspection, both when stationary and while
moving, and still allow for quick sorting of passed and failed pellets. Synchronizing
the material handling activities with the inspection taking place is important for
identifying the proper pellet within the inspection tube stack as the defective one.
Therefore, pellet position tracking and sensor data matchup needs to be handled by
the main control program. For operating purposes, the main program should display
pellet tracking along with having a user friendly interface and be able to generate
production run statistics. Overall this is a complex problem to be solved involving
mechanical materials handling design, real-time software design, sensor data handling,
sensor calibration, and electrical design. The requirements involved in this problem
will be discussed next.
1.3 Requirements
This project involves many aspects of material handling, sensor data acquisition,
real-time software design, and electrical sub-systems. To organize the requirements
better, they have been categorized in a functional manner to include the following
classifications: inspection, mechanical, and software and communications.
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1.3.1 Inspection Requirements
These requirements involve anything to do with the inspection methods and process
of inspecting the UO2 pellets and range from expectation requirements to assumed
functional requirements of the system.
The main purpose of the system is that it needs to scan the full surface (circumference
and both end surfaces) of each pellet for defects and measure its smoothness with the
strict condition that scanning methods used must not affect the pellet in any way.
Some challenges expected are that scanners need to deal with reflectivity and per-
meability of the sintered ceramic material. Scans must accommodate slight pellet
stack length changes due to scanning tube setup (pellets stacked end to end within
the tube) by either using pellet position tracking or masking off area around pellet
transitions. Lastly, inspections need to be capable of distinguishing between normal
minute pellet variations (such as glare patterns or grain colour variations) and small
but actual rejectable defects.
It is expected that inspection requires near real-time rates to keep up with in-line
production rates of two pellets per second. To clarify, a full pellet scan does not
need to take place in real-time just as long as a full set of scans are complete in the
required time frame of 500 ms. Also, the system must be able to operate among
other machinery without affecting sensor performance. This means the system needs
to remain isolated from or be unaffected by manufacturing environmental acoustic,
vibration, radiation, and electrical interferences.
One assumption about the design requirements is that only a single pellet size will
be tested at a time and that the system will require alteration between different sized




These set of requirements focus around the mechanical aspects of the system. Since
there are several mechanical functions, further organization in terms of system, in-
spection, handling, and sorting mechanical requirements will be used here.
In terms of the general system, the design is heavily constrained by the adopted design
that uses a cylindrical inspection chamber, since this is a key component to the original
design that was determined to be optimal. The system should aim for a compact
footprint since factory space is always at a premium since it is to be added into an
existing production line. Lastly, the system should implement off the self components
where possible to eliminate unnecessary design and keep parts standardized. One
goal was to keep the mechanical costs to a minimum while achieving the required
system speed and accuracy. There is no defined budget for this project but it can be
assumed that it needs to be within a reasonable amount to keep production, setup,
and maintenance costs low. This is to be considered when choosing building materials
and pellet handling methods and techniques.
Mechanical inspection considerations involve the need to control the flow and position
of pellets through the inspection chamber and be able to accurately position pellets in
their scanning windows. This allows pellets to align with their appropriate scanning
fixtures. The system must also, at some point of the inspection and handling, make
both ends visible to cameras for end inspection.
Focusing on the handling aspect, the adopted inspection unit design requires pellets
to be fed through a cylindrical inspection chamber. Pellets are to be fed one at a
time to accommodate the inspection methods in use but multiple pellets are held in
the inspection tube at all times. The total system period set at 500 ms per pellet
(based on a two pellet per second goal) also applies to the material handling in-feed,
out-feed, and sorting sequences. While adhering to these cycle requirements, the feed
system must also accommodate inspection methods that require pellets to remain
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motionless and those that require movement at a consistent rate. Moving a stack
of pellets through the chamber at high speeds may cause issues of pellets lifting or
separation of the stack and give improper results. Therefore the feed system must
provide an absolute pellet stack starting position that does not change and is able to
hold pellets tightly in a consistent and repeatable stack within the inspection chamber.
This ensures pellets always align to their scanning windows. Additionally, it needs
to avoid pellets pushing and riding up within the chamber (described later in this
paper as unsettled pellets) such that it makes certain the pellets always remain along
the bottom inner surface of inspection tube to be positioned appropriately for the
scanners. Again as before, it is assumed that only a single pellet size will be tested at
a time and that the handling system may require alteration between different sized
production batches. Lastly, it is predicted that the pellets will likely arrive and leave
the system lying on their side along a vibrating (also known as endless) conveyer, as
these are already used for handling pellets elsewhere in the facility.
Further to handling aspects, the system must manipulate and handle pellets without
damaging them in any way in order to conform to non-destructive testing. UO2
exhibits a brittle ceramic property and requires special handling. The ceramic pellets
are fragile and can be easily chipped if mishandled; therefore, the handling system
must control any impact forces. It is ideal to eliminate any unneeded handling of the
pellets to ensure minimal interference with surface integrity. The inspection system
must also be able to operate with UO2 pellets taking into account its special material
considerations; only stainless steel or compatible materials can contact the product
to avoid risk of contamination.
Finally, mechanical requirements related to sorting operations include the need to
handle rejection of failed pellets post inspection. The system at the least needs to
be able to sort out pellets classified according to their defects as BAD. Pellets that
are defect free or have passable defects need to either continue to the next stage of
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production or be sorted as GOOD. Further pellets that require reworking or further
manual inspection could be sorted separately. The pass or fail sorting speed needs to
be less than or equal to the system sequencing speed.
1.3.3 Software and Communications Requirements
This project is part of an ongoing project; therefore, there are many inherent re-
quirements that have already been set out by the hardware, system functionality,
and communications. All requirements pertinent to the software and communication
aspects for this project are defined here. Serial communications, real-time operation,
and tracking are the main areas of focus.
Since most of the sensors and controllers used in the system communicate using serial
interfaces, it is required that the system be able to handle serial communications
using the specific protocols unique to the devices in use, such as the set of Keyence
controllers. The program will need to decode or interpret sensor messages into usable
values by use of custom made sensor drivers or by the drivers of the manufacture
(if they exist) to handle the unique protocols. The programing also needs to take
into account calibration of sensor values, more specifically the camera readings and
roughness gauge readings, to properly match units of measure. Overall, the system
needs to relay all values from each sensor and controller into a central program and
use this information for decision making of whether a pellet is classified as GOOD
or BAD. The control program will need to handle and interface with the following
communications:
• 2D scanners and roughness gauges - read and write through serial ports
• Indexing motor controllers - write to serial ports
• Camera external controller - read and write digital signals
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Next, the requirements related to software speed and real-time operation must be dis-
cussed. As was stated in the previous requirements sections, the system speed, which
is based on a production volume of 2 pellets per second, gives a 500 ms time frame
to process each pellet. This would require the software to gather sensor data, control
actuators, and make decisions in real-time to ensure it meets its cycle requirements.
Different from that mentioned in the inspection requirements section, the equivalent
scanning of a full pellet does need take place in real-time since all the stages of the
scanning process are controlled together by the main program. This is because all
sensors must run during each software cycle, but actually represent individual sensor
scans of multiple different pellets, not of all the same pellet simultaneously. In terms
of timing, the real-time system must also accommodate for mechanical pellet handling
delays in the feed system operation. Also, as in the mechanical requirements section,
pellets need to remain motionless for some scanners. Therefore, the software needs to
coordinate scanning triggers to match these time frames and keep them as short as
possible.
In order for the system to run in real-time it must demonstrate the following properties
specific to this project:
• Have a timed system
• Complete all inspection tasks within 500 ms time frame
• Track individual operation times
• Handle system or operations if overtime
Adhering to the definition of a real-time system, the system must use timers to control
critical tasks ensuring they elapse within a designated time slot and the handling of
missed or overdue deadlines. To make the system deterministic, it must be able to
handle missed deadlines for time dependent tasks such as communications, pellet
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indexing, scanning, and the overall cycle to meet the requirement for 2 pellets per
second. The system needs to handle past deadline events in such a way that it does
not disrupt production line flow unless it is absolutely necessary.
The last areas for software requirements are user interfacing and pellet and result
tracking. The main program needs to identify and track pellet position within the
inspection system for full pellet scanning and for data logging purposes. Since each
cycle takes scans from multiple different pellets at once, the results need to be pieced
together for individual pellets. A method of tracking individual pellet results through-
out the inspection system is required to get a full scan of all pellet surfaces from each
scan performed on it and relay the final result to the sorting operation. As a proto-
type undergoing testing, it must also track and log inspection results for experimental
analysis and validation. Also for testing and operators, the software needs to have
a user friendly interface to understand what the system is doing in a full overview
window. The program structure should have its sensor controls separate from the
overall main program and interface to allow for more detailed background algorithms
which output a simple Boolean pass or fail flag.
1.4 Contributions
As a continuation to an ongoing project it is important to highlight what this thesis
contributes compared to the previous one; what improvements and value are being
added to the project and what it is contributing to the research community.
The first area of improvement would be pellet handling. The added features of having
a functional feed system and rejection system allow for automated operation. Gravity
feed modifications were made to incorporate the new handling systems and also feature
modular components.
On the software side, a more sophisticated and streamlined data acquisition method
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was incorporated that increases scanning speeds. A true real-time programing archi-
tecture was used along with an improved user interface of the main program and an
executable version of the machine vision program.
When looking at the sensors and sensor control programs, pellet end inspection us-
ing an additional camera was added. An improved vision algorithm was developed
that incorporates the following new features: image processing enhancements, edge
detection enhancements, pellet tracking and simultaneous multiple master image com-
parison. Also, a more effective illumination setup was developed for the inspection
cameras. In terms of the other sensors, new settings and measurement methods for the
2D profile scanners were implemented and the average roughness (Ra) scanners were
recalibrated based on circular grinding samples to closer match the circular ground
pellets.
When looking at the testing performed, the project demonstrates an improved appli-
cation of the inspection system. A significant new contribution is testing the sensor
setup with real UO2 pellets and real defective pellets. This validates the system can
detect all the most common defects at production rates. It also demonstrates the
system can operate in-line and sort out BAD pellets appropriately.
Another area to consider is how this work contributes to the research and industrial
world. In a broad view, the contributions would be the development, creation, and
experimentation of a new system to improve the quality of UO2 fuel. The system
would inherently remove workers from a radioactive environment, increase inspection
to 100% of production, reduce reworking of minorly defective pellets, reduce fuel
efficiency loss due to defects, and reduce change for reactor contamination due to a
failed fuel bundle related to pellet integrity failure.
This thesis work provides a new system setup for inspecting UO2 pellets and an inno-
vative automation method for handling pelletized products without need for complex
and expensive machinery. Also, an experimentally designed machine vision algorithm
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and illumination setup to deal with defect detection on a cylindrical reflective surface
with very little colour or grey scale variation between defects and a smooth surface ex-
hibiting glare variations has been developed. Lastly, new LabView drivers for various
sensors were created.
1.5 Organization of Thesis
Through exploring the needs and problems behind this work, an understanding of its
scope and challenges has been illustrated and will serve as the focus for the remainder
of this thesis. The detailed requirements overview will act as the instructions used to
govern later design work.
To follow this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 will be the background material asso-
ciated with this thesis, covering everything from UO2 manufacturing process to the
design methodology used. Chapter 3 will cover the pellet defect classification. Fol-
lowing will be the methods in Chapter 4, which encompasses all the applied design,
programing, algorithm creation, and sensor setup. Once this full understanding of the
systems function is developed, the testing and results section is covered in Chapter 5.






Considerable research has gone into the development of this project. With much of
the inspection system design completed in the first phase of this project, the focus
of the background research has been on additional scanning features for the system,
feed system design, control programing, and vision system optimization. First, a
summary of the UO2 manufacturing process is presented to identify potential areas
of defect origins and to review current quality control measures. Having a better
understanding of where defects originate will help find the most strategic place along
the production line to implement the inspection unit. Next, internal inspection is
presented for feasibility of available technologies and whether such a feature could
easily be added to the inspection system already under development for this project.
A patent survey follows with focus on pellet inspection handling methods and this is
followed by a review of different handling equipment available to accomplish this task.
Next, concepts covering the design methodology of TRIZ are summarized. TRIZ is
a Russian problem solving method which was used later in the design process. Its
non-traditional approach needed to be better understood before its results can be
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presented in successive chapters. Details about TRIZ can be found in Section 2.5.
After, a comparison of real-time control software was performed to choose the most
appropriate platform for development. Lastly, a summary and review of machine
vision methods is given. This encompasses both machine illumination methods and
image processing methods with focus on examining UO2 pellets. The background
information presented in this chapter will act as the foundation for methods used and
decisions made in later chapters.
2.1 UO2 Manufacturing and Quality Control Pro-
cesses Review
With an increasing demand for clean power comes an increasing demand for more
electricity to be produced using nuclear power generation, as seen through the growth
of nuclear power in China, South Korea, and India [7]. The power production demand
increase is also evident through trends showing an increasing demand for nuclear fuel
production [8]. Producing more fuel requires production conditions to be ramped
up at all stages through the manufacturing process, especially at the end stage of
production where the uranium fuel pellets are fabricated. The area of focus here is on
the improvement and acceleration of quality control methods for the UO2 fuel pellets.
Uranium extraction is an interesting study since there are so many variations in the
different ores discovered, but this also means that the end product quality control
needs to be well developed to ensure production is standardized and consistent [9].
In order to gain a better understanding of what control measures are required, an
overview of nuclear power and fuel production are needed. After which a review of
quality control methods and areas where potential impurities may originate will be
examined. Lastly, a cause and effect analysis is performed to find the root causes of
pellet defects and their effect within a reactor if they get through quality inspection.
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2.1.1 Overview of Nuclear Energy
A brief understanding of how nuclear energy is produced will aid in the understanding
and the importance of fuel quality in the later sections.
The basis of nuclear energy production is the concept of fission. When a fissile mate-
rial, such as uranium, is split by free neutrons it produces heat energy. The splitting
of the large uranium-235 atom releases more neutrons (on average 2.44 [10]) and
causes a chain reaction whose speed is controlled by the moderator. Only large un-
stable atoms, like U-235, are able to undergo fission. [11] The heat released from
the reaction is captured and converted into electrical energy through steam turbines.
According to Cameco Corporation a uranium pellet weighting 7 grams produces the
energy equivalent to: 3.5 barrels of oil, 17,000 cubic feet of natural gas, or 1,780
pounds of coal [11].
There are many various forms of nuclear reactors which use different varieties of ura-
nium fuels, fuel bundle arrangements, methods and mediums for extracting the heat
produced, and cooling methods. The focus of this research will be on the Canadian
developed CANDUTM (CANada Deuterium Uranium) reactor since it uses natural
UO2 as a fuel source. A CANDU
TM reactor is a form of Pressurized Heavy Water
Reactor (PHWR) which has features designed to work specifically with natural UO2
fuel. Heavy water, deuterium oxide (D2O), is a naturally occurring form of water
in which the H molecule has an extra neutron, represented as D, which reduces its
tendency to absorb the free neutrons needed for fission. By using heavy water, the
reactors can function with natural uranium in the form of UO2 making the fuel manu-
facturing process more economical [12]. According to a report on uranium conversion
processes, the conversion services which produce UO2 account for only 2% of the total
nuclear fuel cycle costs, where enrichment required for enriched uranium accounts for
50% [6]. Natural uranium is more economical due to fewer manufacturing processes
required, but compensates by requiring a higher grade of fuel and the use of special
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materials to reduce neutron absorption [13].
2.1.2 UO2 Production
Uranium production is not a new venture, but advancements in technique, production
volume, and quality are always being made due to a steady increase in demand [8].
The basis for uranium extraction methods and processes which are still in use today
were developed in the 1950s [9]. The fundamental steps in producing natural uranium
fuel are outlined in Figure 2.1: exploration, mining and milling, refining, conversion
and fuel manufacturing [14].
Figure 2.1: Nuclear fuel cycle [14]
The first step in uranium production is exploration, in other words finding natural
deposits. Potential deposits can be found through aerial surveying then sampled to
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determine if the grade and quantity will match economic needs [14]. This validation
process may take several years since uranium minerals have such a higher variance
in composition. There are about 185 known variations in existence and each will
have a slightly unique extraction process and corresponding unique operation costs
[9]. Naturally occurring uranium is relatively abundant. It typically occurs in three
radioactive isotopes (U-238, U-235, U-234) of which U-235 is the most sought after
since it is the only natural fissile material [9].
The next step is mining and milling. Once a perspective uranium deposit is found
and deemed profitable, mining can begin. The goal of the mining and milling process
is to produce uranium rich powder (U3O8) which the industry calls yellow cake [14].
Next, the extracted ore is milled. Milling involves a few steps: comminution, leaching,
purification, precipitation, and refining the concentrate [9].
Comminution involves crushing and grinding the raw ore which may be some mix-
ture of valuable uranium and waste materials [14]. Modern methods employ a two
stage comminution process, first either autogenous (AG) or semi-autogenious (SAG)
milling is done, this is then followed by a finishing mill, often ball or pebble. Cameco
Corporation’s milling facilities at Rabbit Lake use AG as the primary milling and ball
milling as the finishing step [9].
The pulverized ore is now in a workable state for the next step, leaching, where
acid treatments are used to remove the uranium metal from the waste rock material
[14]. The most common leaching method, due to its low cost and availability, is
acid leaching using sulphuric acid, although in cases where excessive acid is needed
alkaline-carbonate leaching may be more economical [9].
The outcome of the leaching process is a uranium-bearing solution which still contains
all the waste materials originally present in the raw ore. These waste materials need
to be separated through a liquid-solid separation step. Separating the waste solids is
done through filtering methods, often with the use of filters, centrifuges, or progressive
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thickeners after which they proceed to a final wash to remove any uranium trapped
in the waste materials before they are disposed of [9].
The last main step of producing yellowcake is concentration and purification where the
solution undergoes chemical processes to selectively dissolve and purify the uranium.
It is vital that this step remove remaining impurities from the ore such as arsenic,
iron, molybdenum, nickel, vanadium, and zirconium since these impurities may later
affect the pellet quality [9]. The uranium is returned to a solid state by precipitating
it out of the solution using such precipitants as ammonia gas. The resulting precipi-
tates are a mixture of urinates, polyurinates, uranium-hydrolysis products and other
precipitated impurities [9]. Additional washing/filtering may be done at this stage to
remove the remaining trapped impurities; alternatively the solids may be baked at
high temperatures to produce the same effect [9, 14]. Once the solids are dried the
U3O8 powder, or yellowcake, is complete.
Following the mining and milling processes comes the final stage in UO2 production:
refining and conversion. The yellowcake produced from milling must again be re-
fined and have any remaining impurities removed. This final refining step produces
a highly pure and concentrated uranium trioxide (UO3) which is then converted into
either uranium dioxide (UO2) for use in heavy water reactors (HWR) or uranium
hexafluoride (UF6) for use in light water reactors (LWR). At this stage the UO2 is
ready for pellet manufacturing whereas the UF6 must go through enrichment and an
additional conversion to enriched UO2 [14]. For this reason UF6 is often produced
from only partially purified uranium concentrate unlike natural UO2 which requires
high purity to increase effectiveness [9]. At their Blind River plant, Cameco Corp pro-
duces 18,000 tons of uranium per year (tU/y) of UO3, of which they convert 12,500
tU/y into UF6 and UO2 (2,500 tU/y UO2 capacity) at their Port Hope plant [6].
Although enriched fuel is not the focus of this research, it is important to note its
differences from natural uranium fuels. Natural uranium only contains by composition
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0.7% of the U-235 isotope, whereas enriched uranium contains between 3-5% [14]. For
this reason, natural uranium needs to compensate with a more specialised reactor and
careful selection of non-neutron absorbing materials for anything related to its fuel
bundle and reactor design [13].
2.1.3 UO2 Pellet Manufacturing
The pellet manufacturing stage of the CANDUTM nuclear fuel cycle involves forming
the highly purified UO2 powder into its final ceramic pellet state and assembling them
into fuel bundles ready for the reactor. Figure 2.2 outlines and describes the steps
involved in pellet manufacturing: from powder form, to pressed pellet, to sintered
pellet, to rod assembly, and to a full fuel bundle [15].
Figure 2.2: Stages of UO2 fuel assembly manufacturing [15]
The first step is pressing; the process used to form the UO2 powder produced from
conversion into cylindrical shaped pellets, known as green pellets. A press and cylin-
drical die are used to form the powder under high pressure into its desired pre-sintered
shape [15]. Variations of this process exist between the die shape used, pressure of
the press, whether the press is single or double acting, die release used, and binding
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agents. All of these variations can greatly affect the final product and need to be
optimized based on the properties of the UO2 powder being used [16].
Next is sintering. The green pellets will hold the cylindrical pellet shape, but are very
fragile and need to undergo a sintering process to convert the pressed powder into a
hard ceramic form. The green pellets are sintered in an electric furnace at 1,600 ◦C
for a prescribed time. The sintering is done in a complete hydrogen atmosphere to
reduce the likelihood of any air to surface reactions that may develop impurities [15].
Sintering methods too vary depending on the properties of the UO2 powder being used
and the desired properties of the pellets, both structurally and chemically. Variations
could include sintering time, temperature, atmosphere conditions, and annealing [16].
Grinding and washing take place after sintering is complete. The sintering process
causes the green pellets to shrink in size and often in a non-isometric manner. Grind-
ing is used to achieve the correct diameter of the pellet sizes after sintering and take
approximately 0.10 - 0.15 mm in diameter off the pellets to achieve this. The grinding
wheels use a coating of diamond grains as the abrasive material and employ a liquid
coolant to achieve the best grind quality. Grinding is a critical stage of the pellet
manufacturing process since it may bring out any large flaws that exist due to the
forces involved [13, 15]. After grinding, the pellets go through a finishing wash and
dry to remove any residues from grinding or other steps.
The final stage of pellet manufacturing is to assemble the fuel bundles. The finished
pellets are sized and placed into stacks to be loaded into specially manufactured
zirconium tubes to form the fuel rods. End caps are welded into place and act as a
seal for the tubing. Multiple rods are then assembled into bundles and are all welded
together using zircaloy end plates, which server to hold the bundles together. The
zirconium material has been specially selected for use with natural UO2 fuel because
of its low neutron absorption properties [15].
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2.1.4 Quality Control and Internal Inspection
The quality control of uranium pellet production is not a simple task since it involves
many factors and requires monitoring at all stages of processes needed to create the
UO2 powder and pellets. Although, as expected, some of the last key processing steps
in UO2 powder production have the greatest influence over its quality, such as: the
precipitation of uranium from the concentrated solution, the proceeding washing or
calcination of the solids, the refining of UO3 powder, and the conversion to UO2 [16].
The importance of some of these steps was already outlined in the earlier sections but
now their impacts will be addressed. First the characteristics that affect UO2 pellet
quality will be examined followed by quality testing methods.
The quality characteristics of a uranium dioxide pellet originate from the powder,
green pellet, and sintered pellet characteristics. These quality characteristics can be
both chemical and physical in nature, although by the pellet manufacturing stage,
the physical traits are the main parameters that can be changed [16]. The chemical
composition mainly effects neutron absorption but impurities have also been found
to influence physical flaws. For example, having minute impurity levels of sulphur
was found to cause exaggerated grain growth as well as cause coring, spalling, and
cracking [16]. In terms of physical powder characteristics, common parameters are
particle surface area and size distribution, degree of agglomeration, and agglomeration
strength which are influenced by the oxygen to uranium chemical balance of the
powder, and by the bulk and green densities [16].
All the mentioned powder characteristics greatly affect the quality of the sintered
pellets in terms of the resultant microstructure, porosity, grain size, and volume dis-
tribution [13]. These ceramic pellets produced through sintering techniques may con-
tain flaws due to the quality of agglomeration and inhomogeneous packing of the
UO2 powder [13]. Even small variations in the sintering process such as sintering
time, sintering atmosphere gases, moisture levels, and post sintered annealing may
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drastically affect the pellet compressive strength. This can be attributed to reduc-
tion in microstructure flaws (such as cracks), porosity concentration, grain size, and
density [13]. For instance, post grinding annealing was found to be a very effective
method for increasing pellet strength regardless of what other sintering processes it
previously encountered [13].
When testing for sintering performance, it is essential to have consistent green pellet
density and powder composition. Green pellet density is mainly dependent on the
following pressing factors: applied pressure, press dwell time, die wall lubricant, and
binding agent used. All of these pressing parameters as well as powder quality need
to be carefully specified and followed if consistent sintering quality is to be achieved.
If the UO2 powder contains a mixture of higher oxide levels and higher strength
agglomerates, then pellet structure inhomogeneity will result due to different sintering
behaviours [16]. It is important to note that although pellet density can be used as
general quality check, it alone cannot determine the tensile strength of the sintered
pellets; pore and grain sizes as well as volume distribution all play a vital role and
need to be considered. One important implication of this is the fact that pore volume
decreases with increasing density which causes fewer but larger pores and therefore
decreases strength [13]. The optimal microstructure for PHWR using collapsible
sheet fuel are pellets with a uniform microstructure, small pores, and a fine pore size
distribution, all of which can be achieved by proper selection of chemical and physical
powder parameters [16].
Some of the main quality characteristics that need to be monitored are impurities,
powder and pellet density, pellet dimensions and strength, and agglomeration prop-
erties [8, 16]. Not all of these properties can be measured using a single test; there
are many different destructive and non-destructive tests that can be used to get a full
understanding of the characteristics in question. Such test methods will be described
next.
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One form of destructive test is mechanical resistance testing which is used to determine
pellet microstructure quality. Compressive strength tests such as the Static Brazilian
test can be used with finished sintered pellets to evaluate the tensile strength. A
higher tensile strength is attributed to homogeneity, fine pore size and distribution,
and minimal microstructure flaws; all of which contribute to a higher quality prod-
uct. Having good mechanical characteristics is also essential to withstand the forces
involved with post-sintering grinding. If any microstructure flaws exist in the pellets
after sintering, then grinding will cause their failure and result in more serious chips,
cracks, and fissure defects [13]. To check the mechanical strength of UO2 powder prior
to sintering, die pressing can be used. In die pressing, the agglomerate strength can
be measured based on observing the changes in compression curve of the powder until
failure of the pressed pellet [17].
Non-destructive tests using imaging and X-rays are also beneficial. X-ray diffraction
tests are effective at detecting higher oxide inclusions and X-ray imaging can be used
to determine homogeneity within the fuel particles [16, 18]. When non-destructive
testing is coupled with in-line monitoring systems it becomes very effective since it
runs at the same speed as production and there is no need for sampling. A high
degree of computing power and data storage is needed for such high speed in-line
monitoring systems which mean they often require a Computer-Aided Quality As-
surance (CAQ) system. When in-line non-destructive quality control instruments are
paired with CAQ and the appropriate software, both quality assurance capabilities
and response times are significantly increased. This is also beneficial since radioactive
waste material usually consumed in destructive testing is decreased [8].
2.1.5 Fuel Pellet Defect Cause and Effect Analysis
By putting together the findings from the previous sections on nuclear fuel pellet
production, a root cause and effect analysis is performed. This analysis is aimed
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at finding the root causes for the formation of various pellet defects based on the
understanding of pellet production, and both powder and pellet characteristics. Also
explored are the potential effects of having a defective pellet make its way into a fuel
bundle and into a reactor.
2.1.5.1 Root Cause Analysis
When trying to find the root causes to a problem, one approach used is to keep asking
“Why?” until the underlying cause is found. Generally a cause is revealed within five
iterations, giving this approach its name, 5 Whys. The problem that was analyzed
was the creation of a defective UO2 pellet. Figure 2.3 summarizes the causes found
in the manufacturing process that may generate defects.
The first root cause found, as seen in Figure 2.3, was that of having trays of green
pellets layered and processed through the sintering furnace. The sintering process is
known to create end square defects and it is because of this reason. The weight of the
upper trays on the pellets create the undesired end square deformations before the
pellets are fully sintered.
Several more root causes were found which were related to the formation of chip,
crack, and pit defects. First, the more obvious cause of pellet chipping or cracking is
through mishandling or from excessive vibration. Fuel bundles which receive excessive
vibration or rough handling are not fuelled into a reactor since chipping of pellets may
result within the fuel channels [1]. Similarly, damage may be caused when transporting
pellets along vibratory conveyers in pellet production or from manually transporting
trays of pellets between manufacturing processes.
Even if the brittle pellets are handled carefully; chips, cracks, and pits still may result
from other causes. Another more direct cause could be the remainder of chemical im-
purities from the concentration and purification processes. As mentioned in Section
2.1.4, even a minute sulphur impurity could cause unwanted material properties and
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Figure 2.3: Root cause analysis – 5 Whys applied to the defective pellet problem
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result in pellet cracking [16]. The least obvious cause would be changes in powder
properties that un-calibrate the manufacturing process with regards to sintering and
pressing. A change in the powder composition, such as the oxygen to uranium chemi-
cal balance, or bulk densities, between production batches may influence the resultant
microstructure strength [13,16]. Parameters of the production process need to be ad-
justed as required to ensure each specific lot of UO2 powder received from the refinery
produces pellets that conform to the required specifications [2]. Un-calibrated press-
ing or sintering parameters may cause a weak microstructure which under the forces
of pellet grinding could cause defects [13, 15]. The following pressing and sintering
factors must all be properly adjusted, even small variations could drastically affect
the pellet compressive strength: applied pressure of the press, dwell time, die wall
lubricant, binding agent used, sintering time, temperature, atmosphere conditions,
and annealing [13,16].
The next root cause identified relates to non-cleanup and grinder defects. During the
sintering process, as pellets shrink in size and take on a ceramic form, non-isometric,
and areas of greater shrinkage, may cause non-cleanup defects. The grinding wheels
are set to a specific resultant diameter. If the pellet profile is already less than the
required diameter, then the area will be left un-cleaned during the grinding process.
Similarly, if the grinding wheels become un-calibrated, grinder damage or wheel marks
may result, even on uniformly sintered pellets.
The final root causes attribute to the less common inclusion and foreign material
defects. Inclusions may be introduced into exposed batches of UO2 powder during re-
processing procedures, whereas foreign materials may result from handling equipment
contamination.
By analysing the full UO2 pellet production process, several root causes were identi-
fied. These root causes can be taken into consideration by the manufacturer in efforts
to reduce the creation of defects, in conjunction with the automated inspection de-
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velopments in this thesis.
2.1.5.2 Effect Analysis
The Appreciation approach is another method used in cause and effect analysis that
looks at what effects a problem may have on the system. It is used to gain an
appreciation for the issue by asking “So what?” until the complete resultant effect
is realized. The problem to be analyzed is that of quality control failure: having a
defect pellet, packed into a fuel bundle, and used in the reactor. The effects of this
problem will be analyzed by implicitly asking “so what?” until a clear understanding
of the effects is achieved.
As nuclear fuel is irradiated, an increasing amount of hazardous fission products are
formed within the hot inner part of the pellet [1, 2]. Reactors use a multiple barrier
approach in order to prevent or impede the release of radioactivity from the fuel to
workers and the public [19]. The first three barriers in their respective order are as
such: the ceramic fuel pellets, the zircaloy fuel sheath, and the Heat Transport System
(HTS) [1].
First, the ceramic fuel pellets (exhibiting a high melting point) act to lock in most of
the released fission products [1, 19]. Uranium dioxide holds about 95% of the fission
products within its structure, but through micro-cracks in the cooler outer part of
the pellet, they are allowed to migrate and escape into vacant spaces within the fuel
element [1].
Second, the sealed zircaloy tubes of a fuel element act to contain the free fission
product inventory [1, 19]. The zircaloy fuel sheath has been designed to maintain
internal gas pressure below that of the coolant under normal operating conditions,
otherwise conditions for fuel bundle failure are created [19].
A failed fuel bundle is one that allows fission products to escape through a fuel element
rupture, which can vary from small holes to large splits, into the HTS [1,2]. Typically,
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a fuel failure results in the escape of only a small fraction of the total fission product
inventories from the defective element and can simply be allowed to decay within the
boundaries of the third barrier, the HTS [2].
Generally, UO2 pellet defects result in either failure of one, or both, of the first
two barriers. Cracks, for instance, contribute to loss of fission products containment
within the pellet (first barrier). During normal operation, thermal stresses create
radial cracks in the brittle, less hot, outer region of the UO2 pellets. These cracks
may strain the zircaloy sheath, but are not likely to cause fuel failures in normal
conditions [1]. Larger pellet defect cracks would not only allow larger quantities of
fission products to escape, but may overstress the surrounding sheath, causing fuel
element failure.
Chipped UO2 pellets cause element failure in two possible ways. First, the sharp
edges they leave may puncture the sheath causing fuel failure [1]. Second, the missing
material areas increase the stresses on the sheath, from which it may rupture under
operating pressures [20]. Additionally, the local geometric irregularities may cause
distribution to the uniform coolant flow within the bundle and create elevated thermal
stresses [19].
Non-cleanup pellet defects and pellet surface finish impurities have the effect of re-
ducing thermal conductivity out of the pellet and into the zircaloy cladding [2]. In
normal operation the HTS pressure forces the sheath against the smoothly ground
surfaces of the pellets [1,19]. A surface finish defect hampers heat removal and causes
the centre temperatures of the UO2 pellet to be higher, possibly melting the UO2 and
releasing more fission products in the fuel element. Increased gas pressure inside the
element may lift the sheath away from the pellet and further impair heat removal.
The mechanical stresses from the internal gas pressure and thermal expansion of UO2,
combined with sheath weakness at high temperature, may cause fuel failures [1].
Lastly, in terms of pellet defects, end squares inhibit the UO2 pellet design feature
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which minimizes circumferential ridging of the sheath [19]. The increased pellet spac-
ing makes ridging more likely and may attribute to more disruptive coolant flow and
stresses on the sheath.
The escaped UO2 and radioactive fission products from failed fuel contribute to plant
radiation levels and cost of cleanup systems, therefore, it is important to avoid gross
fuel defect deterioration [2]. One major advantage of CANDUTM on-power refuelling
is that failed fuel bundles can be removed from the core as soon as they are discovered
(or whenever most convenient). Although, most defects get worse if they are left in
the reactor and can have several serious consequences if not removed; fission products
released into the coolant increase radiation dosage to plant staff, while higher radiation
levels can limit worker time allowed in the plant, and costs of routine work at the
station increases [1]. In more extreme cases, high concentrations of fission products,
such as iodine-131, in the coolant require that the plant be shut down as they increase
the risk of release to the public [1,19]. With the ability to promptly remove defective
fuel, contamination and radiation levels in the HTS can be kept very low, helping to
lower radiation dosage to station staff [1, 2].
Typically, fuel defects have little impact on reactor operation. A defect can be removed
from the core without reducing power or significantly disturbing the operation of the
reactor [2]. Depleted fuel is used when a channel is refuelled prematurely to remove
a defective fuel bundle, but the used fuel that is removed to get the defective bundle
out is not replaced in the channel as too much handling of brittle irradiated fuel will
likely damage it [1]. Partially used fuel is wasted as a result of defect removal.
Through this analysis, it is apparent that UO2 pellet defects may create many un-
wanted effects within a reactor, all of which increase the likelihood of fuel bundle
failure. Although drastic failures are unlikely, the increased radiation exposure from
failed fuel elements, additional maintenance costs, and wasted fuel from removal are
all undesirable results and should be minimized as much as possible.
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2.1.6 Summary of Findings
It is apparent that the onset of flaws can occur in many forms and during many
stages of the UO2 manufacturing process, but to achieve defect free UO2 pellets,
quality control must be placed in the final stages of pellet manufacturing. Inspecting
post grinding would be ideal since this is the final process where flaws may appear.
Since flaws occur randomly and unexpectedly, it is important to employ an in-line
monitoring system that is able to check each pellet for external and internal flaws or
impurities. Internal scanning tests need to be investigated further for microstructure
and internal flaws, particle homogeneity, density, and porosity since these are the main
characteristics that determine quality in the pellet stages of production. The adopted
inspection system design already employees an array of externally scanning sensors.
In-line internal inspection may also be effective and could be used for earlier detection
of impurities but would require further development that is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
2.2 Internal Inspection Techniques Review
During nuclear fuel manufacturing it is crucial that every design specification is met
with the upmost control. Nuclear fuel bundles which pass quality checks are used
directly in nuclear reactors where fission produces energy in the form of heat. If any
defects exist in the materials or assembly, the fuel bundles could potentially fail in the
pressure tube. Defects can exist in the UO2 fuel pellets themselves, in the zirconium
tube material their assembled into, in the tube welded seals, or in the assembly and
welding of the tubes into bundles. It is vital to prevent local hot spots on the fuel as-
semblies during reactor operation, which are generally caused by the fuel pellets if pits,
cracks, chipping, or other defects are present [21]. Overheating and failure caused by
pellet defects can be prevented by more thorough quality inspection methods during
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manufacturing, such as internal inspection, which poses some challenges. Conven-
tional optical techniques do not allow for internal inspection of these opaque dense
uranium ceramics, therefore alternative methods such as X-ray, eddy current testing,
dye penetrants, and acoustic imaging are required [22]. The 1965 International Sym-
posium on Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) in Nuclear Technology emphasized how
non-destructive methods have contributed greatly to the reliability and performance
of nuclear industry parts and equipment. Most common methods include ultrasonics,
eddy current testing, magnetic fields, X-rays, and radiation detection. For example,
fuel element tubes use ultrasonic inspection techniques to detect hidden and surface
flaws in and on the tubing walls, respectively. Transverse and Lamb waves are used
for tubing flaw detection employing a pulse echo method with a water coupling fluid.
For natural UO2 fuel elements, ultrasonic inspection is used to determine quality of
heat treatments and grain size in the ceramic material. Lastly, assembled fuel ele-
ment rods are examined through employment of radiographic inspection done in an
X-ray facility [23]. These examples illustrate the use of non-destructive testing for
different nuclear applications. This section of the chapter will focus on potential
non-destructive internal testing methods of natural UO2 fuel pellets used in PHWR
and manufactured by Cameco Corp. Several different methods will be reviewed but
first some ranking guidelines based on inspection requirements of UO2 production are
needed.
2.2.1 Inspection Method Ranking Criteria
Each NDT technique has its own benefits and limits. It is important to develop a
set of ranking criteria based on the needs of uranium dioxide pellet manufacturing
and flaw detection. The following is a list of such criteria written in descending order
of perceived importance. When examining each potential inspection method in the
following sections, these criteria will be considered in order to judge their feasibility.
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This will help to rank the methods and determine which should be pursued further.
Degree of non-invasiveness – The term non-destructive can be used to describe
each of the tests presented in this report, but not all provide the same degree of
non-invasiveness. Some methods require a physical coupling to the test specimen or
applied stresses to excite any defects, while others are completely non-contact and
produce minimal material stresses. This is seen to be the most important criteria
since the product is to be inspected in-line with other manufacturing processes and
disrupting its state would only add extra unwanted processing steps. Also, the parts
cannot be damaged in any way or the testing method would fail.
Inspection speed – In order to keep up with production demands, an inspection
technique that is able to measure and analyse quickly would be highly desirable. Being
able to inspect at or above production rates means there would be no interruptions
to product flow and an in-line inspection system with 100% sample rate would be
possible.
Inspection detail or accuracy – A balance is required between speed and accu-
racy since performing an inspection quickly with no valuable meaning is useless. An
inspection method must be accurate enough to provide proper judgement whether a
specimen has passed or failed using a given quality standard. Further detail may be
beneficial in classifying the type or degree of the defect for further processing or for
defect tracking, but is not the first necessity.
Modularity – A modular inspection system would be one that requires minimal re-
calibration between product batch runs and a minimal time to perform recalibrations
if required. Also, being modular it must be able to accept any variety of UO2 pellets
produced, both in size and material composition.
Past supporting research – This criterion may be a result of the previous criteria
being successful. If a design or technology is popular for a given application and there
is strong research supporting it, that design is likely superior to its alternatives.
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Safety measures required – An inspection method is only good if it can be per-
formed safely. If the method provides the best inspection results but poses severe
health risks and requires additional safety measures to operate properly then its fea-
sibility is reduced.
Size of apparatus – Similar to the previous criteria, if an inspection apparatus
occupies a considerable space due to its equipment or safety measures, its feasibility
is reduced. This inspection system is designed to be in-line with production and
should aim to not interfere with operations.
2.2.2 Acoustic Emissions
The first non-destructive testing method to be reviewed is acoustic emissions (AE).
Although research supporting AE and dense ceramic production is less popular, the
method has potential in rapid material property checks and is based on simple un-
derlying acoustic properties of materials. AE has been described as the creation of
transient elastic waves when there is a sudden change of stress in a material. The
change in stress may be caused naturally during use or by an external stimulus such as
a change in pressure, load, or temperature [24]. For example, B.K. Gaur, et al. have
shown use of AE in uranium material with a thermal stimulus as a stress source [25].
AE has potential applications in nuclear fuel production and therefore an understand-
ing of its principles is needed.
According to a NDT educational source [24], in AE the production of a stress wave
propagates to the material surface where sensors are used to record the data. Emis-
sions from material that is loaded near its yield stress or such that plastic deformation
occurs are the most measurable. AE only occurs once stress levels exceed those that
have been previously encountered, such as when plastic deformation or crack prop-
agation occurs. This is known as the Kaiser Effect [24]. The release of energy in
the form of elastic waves from deformations is much like a naturally occurring ultra-
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sound generation source [24]. This simplicity is what makes AE an attractive testing
method.
Furthermore, there exist two unique differences to AE compared to other NDT tech-
niques; the signal source and the state of the material being examined. Signal sources
typically are not generated externally, but occur within the material itself due to
natural occurrences while it undergoes stress. Sources of AE generally originate from
defect development such as the initiation and growth of cracks, slip, and dislocation
movements within a material. For this reason, AE is often used on structures while
in operation which provides the materials with the general working stresses required
to produce or worsen the types of defects just mentioned. This leads to the second
difference, materials being examined are in a dynamic state and are in service. AE is
typically used to monitor active fractures and defects rather just steady state mate-
rial properties [24]. An example of using AE during an active stage of production is
presented by Reynaud, et al., where AE monitoring is used during the powder press-
ing stage of ceramic compact manufacturing. They discuss that a primary source
of flaws in uniaxial pressed ceramic pellets is the ejection of the compacts from the
press mould. Using AE methods, it was possible to detect the formation of these
flaws. Also possible was the classification of flaw and type of powder being used just
by measuring the AE event counts and amplitudes generated. This method allows
detection of defects as soon as compact is formed rather than after the defect wors-
ens through further processing, such as sintering and grinding stages of production.
Another benefit of flaw detection during compaction is the ease to reuse materials
compared to if further processing was done [26]. AE used in an active production
stage agrees to its typical uses and shows potential but is not the only way it can be
applied.
Alternative methods of applying AE can be used as well. Using the principles of
AE from a NDT resource centre for professionals [24], it can be seen how alternative
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forms of application exist by generating AE sources on demand for testing a given
material. Use of the Kaiser Effect mentioned before, where no AE is generated if
the new load threshold is not meet, can be used to determine if material defects are
present by applying a constant load and measuring any emissions that occur from
a flaw. If no flaws are present, the applied load will not cause any change to the
material structure and no AE will be generated. Another method of defect detection
can also be through measuring the attenuation of an AE signal. A simulated AE
source is created using a simple device called a Hsu-Nielson Source. The Hsu-Nielson
Source uses the breaking of mechanical pencil lead against the material to relieve a
small local deformation and produce energy in the form of a stress wave (simulating
the release of energy caused by a crack) [24]. This method can be used to create a
simulated AE source and read the acoustic resonance of the material to determine
if any flaws are present. The last alternative method reviewed uses the difference in
sensor readings to determine the presence of defects. Techniques for source location
assume that AE waves travel at a constant velocity through a uniform material [24].
If a defect is present between the source and a sensor, the reading will differ from
a secondary sensor. No supporting research was found that used these alternative
forms of AE measurement with sintered ceramics. Research will be needed if further
development is desired. It may either mean the idea is novel, or reasons exist that do
not make it suitable for ceramic compact production.
The NDT Resource Center [24] mentions that AE methods can only gauge the degree
of damage or flaws of a structure. This generalization has advantages and disadvan-
tages. It is beneficial since AE readings provide an immediate and complete volumetric
inspection of the desired structure; if needed multiple sensors can be used to increase
level of detail. Generalization can be limiting since details about size, depth, and
complete part acceptability can only be determined using more thorough NDT: X-ray
or ultrasound methods. Another issue, is that external noise can often cause problems
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with reading accuracy. Successful use of AE in loud service environments requires sig-
nal discrimination and noise reduction techniques. Sensitivity of motion measurement
can be on the order of picometres, but this is often limited by the presence of nearby
background noise, such as in manufacturing environments [24]. AE can provide useful
and rapid testing data, but depending on inspection needs, it may be limited in the
level of detailed provided and by other ambient manufacturing acoustics that exist.
By exploring AE concepts and areas of application in the NDT of nuclear fuel pellets, it
is obvious that a potential high speed pass or no-pass inspection method exists. Level
of detail may be limited as to size and shape of flaw, but defect classification has been
shown possible. The popularity of research supporting AE testing in ceramic compact
production is low which may suggest the suitability for the task. Concerns also exist
to the degree of non-invasiveness since all methods discussed involve physical contact
for reading AE and generation of material stresses close to yield stress for producing
detectable AE sources. In term of modularity, it is assumed common correlations will
exist between defects and AE readings for any given UO2 pellet and that creating a
baseline reading will not involve substantial time. The remaining criteria, apparatus
size and safety, are seen to be a significant concern based on the type of sensors and
sources used in AE. Overall, this NDT technique shows promise, but would require
further independent development and justification.
2.2.3 Ultrasound
Another acoustic oriented NDT method is ultrasound testing. Although it shares
similarities with AE, such that propagating waves are being analyzed, it differs sig-
nificantly in the source of the acoustic waves, how the waves interact with the target
specimen, and the way the measurements are interpreted. A patent document [22]
comments that conventional optical techniques do not allow for internal inspection,
therefore, alternative methods such as X-ray, eddy current testing, dye penetrants,
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and acoustic imaging are required. Where, radiographic apparatuses are bulky and
require high energy beams, eddy current tests only work on conductive materials and
are only useful for near surface defects; acoustic imaging has gained popularity since
it overcomes these issues and can easily penetrate bodies to measure subsurface ma-
terial properties [22]. Recent publications discuss the use of ultrasonic methods for
measuring porosity, cracks, and inclusions in powdered ceramic compacts [27].
However, ultrasound NDT is a very vague statement. There are many forms of ul-
trasound that vary depending on the source and detector configurations, such as two-
sided using transmission waves, single-sided with two transducers measuring reflection
and surface waves, or single transducers measuring reflections and echoes. Ultrasonic
transducers can also be used to emit and receive longitudinal or shear waves, and
can be coupled to the test specimen physically or be non-contacting. An overview
of some popular techniques will be given in an attempt to determine the abilities for
ultrasound NDT techniques when used with dense sintered ceramic compacts such as
UO2.
2.2.3.1 Coupled Ultrasound
Ultrasonic inspection methods that use some form of fluid or physical link, other than
air molecules, to link the test specimen to the emitting and receiving transducers are
said to be coupled. The coupling can be accomplished by submerging both trans-
ducer and part in a fluid or having a continuous gravity flow or pressure jet of the
fluid between the two objects allowing the acoustics to transverse through [28]. Of-
ten this coupling medium is water but could vary based on the application. Studies
mention it is important to choose the proper coupling fluid and operating frequency
for ultrasonic testing. Having a smaller wavelength may actually hinder readings if
it has a magnitude equal to or less than the microstructure size of the material. The
reason being, wavelengths with a magnitude similar to the microstructure size become
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scattered and attenuated in the material as they interact directly with microstructure
elements [27, 29]. Moreover, in terms of the coupling fluid, to properly measure the
low Rayleigh wave (the wave that propagates along interface between material and
coupling medium) velocity on the uranium dioxide samples, the coupling fluid must
also have a low propagation velocity as defined in a mathematical relation between
material and coupling fluid. Another concern of choosing a coupling fluid is that the
attenuation must be low to preserve signal integrity and reduce noise. As an example,
methanol was chosen for the coupling fluid in an experiment involving nuclear fuel [29].
Another experiment demonstrates the precision of ultrasonic measurements. Longitu-
dinal ultrasonic velocity was measured using an ultrasonic thickness meter with very
small error between 0.1% and 1%. Errors arose from time-of-flight measurement and
can be reduced using advanced methods such as pulse-echo superposition and cross
correlation of digitized echoes, which can achieve errors less than 0.1%. Using these
advanced techniques, the pore to volume fraction can be measured with an accuracy
of 0.1% [30]. It is clear that coupling provides a better interface between transducers
and test specimen, but care has to be taken in selecting the appropriate ultrasound
frequency and physical medium based on the materials being examined. Applications
of the mentioned pore to volume fraction and other parameters will be discussed next.
2.2.3.2 Correlations to Density
The variation of material density alone is not a defect, but it can be correlated to
defects that alter the microstructure and pore distribution. Panakkal, et al. [31], used
ultrasonic velocity to measure the density in sintered UO2 pellets. For the test setup,
an ultrasonic thickness/velocity meter was used to measure longitudinal ultrasonic
velocity. More specifically, a Krautkramer CL204 with probe diameter 8 mm, and
10 MHz centre frequency was used in the experiments along with Exosen 7 as a
couplant. Fuel pellet properties for UO2 pellets are stated as: theoretical density
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10.97 g/cm3 (with an acceptable range of 90-97% of theoretical), specimen length
of 14 to 16 mm, diameter of 12.35 mm, and surface roughness less than 0.8 µm.
Calculations for longitudinal ultrasonic wave velocity, porosity ratio, and change in
longitudinal velocity are also given [31]. Using this experimental setup and material
sample specifications, the experiments were performed.
The result of the study had ultrasonic velocity plotted against the known sintered
densities (which were measured using ASTM standards). The plot exhibited a linear
relationship, meaning measurements are consistent with different densities and scale
in the same linear relation. The decrease in ultrasonic velocity with increasing poros-
ity was found to be greater than theoretical formulas predicted and may be in part to
the formula assuming spherical scatterers of pores where actual samples have various
pore sizes and complex distributions. Using these results, any density measurement
that deviates from the linear relation may be a result of microstructure differences,
such as the presence of micro-scale cracks. The study concluded that ultrasonic wave
velocity is a valid method for quickly checking density in a production setting and
it may be possible to use newer dry-coupling methods rather than use of a couplant
fluid [31]. This shows that a simple ultrasonic velocity test can be successfully cor-
related to material properties, such as density, at speeds required for production.
Alone, density measurements do not provide defect classification, but can be used to
determine irregularities in material structure.
2.2.3.3 Correlations to Structural Characteristics
The elastic modulus of a material can be a good predictor of the presence of defects. A
ceramic pellet free of defects will maintain its material specific elastic modulus, where
if one were present, the material resistance to stress will be hindered. A research
paper by Panakkal [30] showed a relationship exists between longitudinal ultrasonic
velocity and elastic moduli of sintered UO2. Measurement of the longitudinal and
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shear ultrasonic velocities can be used to calculate UO2 pore volume fraction, sim-
ilar to the previous paper findings. From this, the elastic moduli can be found as
a function of the pore volume fraction, such that, at lower pore volume fractions a
linear interpolation of elastic moduli exists. Though this method is not conclusive,
since pore volume ratio is not the only determining factor, pore structure also affects
the elastic moduli of a material and its resulting ultrasonic velocity. Pore structure
is affected by powder characteristics and fabrication parameters such as compaction
pressure, sintering temperature, and time. Despite other factors affecting the results,
the total error for this experiment was 2.5% and can mainly be attributed to cali-
bration errors. This suggests a good correlation between elastic moduli and porosity
in UO2. Variations in pore size, structure, and distribution are represented with fair
accuracy through ultrasonic velocity readings making it a good predictor of elastic
moduli. These results demonstrate that elastic moduli of UO2 can be determined us-
ing longitudinal ultrasound velocities without the need to measure density [30]. Being
able to relate the UO2 pellets structural properties directly from ultrasonic readings
means only one parameter needs to be calibrated per manufacturing batch, making
this technique more modular.
Schilling, et al. [27], used ultrasonic velocity and attenuation to examine its relation
with macroscopic and inter-particle behaviour. If the specimen thickness and distance
away from the transducer is known, the ultrasonic longitudinal velocity can be found
by measuring the time-of-flight within the specimen. Finding the time-of-flight in the
material requires knowledge of its signal attenuation. This can be found by compar-
ing successive backface echoes. As mentioned in a previous section, it is important
to select an appropriate wavelength since if very small, an increased level of Rayleigh
scattering (component of attenuation dealing with pore scattering) occurs. In this
experiment testing sintered alumina, longitudinal ultrasonic waves were generated at
a frequency of 2.25 MHz using a planar immersion transducer in a pulse-echo ar-
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rangement. Choosing a wavelength well above the material pore and agglomerate size
reduces the amount of Rayleigh scattering and provides more accurate material read-
ings. Also, in order to find accurate ultrasonic velocity and attenuation measurements,
it is important that top and bottom axial surfaces be parallel to each other. Meaning
this method, using time-of-flight measurement and attenuation corrections, requires
measurements to be taken on the flat axial end surfaces of the specimen pellets. The
conclusions of this study state that ultrasonic attenuation and velocity measurement
correlated with standard compression testing values for material characterisation [27].
This method of ultrasonic inspection provides a good overall material characterization
using a single transducer but is partially limited by the need for parallel axial surfaces
since accessing these along the production line requires orientation manipulation to
accomplish.
Lastly, Roque, et al. [29], used acoustic microscopy to characterize material elastic
parameters in UO2. The characterization of material elastic parameters can be found
using ultrasonic velocity measurements alone, but this technique lacks the ability for
local analysis, providing an overall evaluation of the pellet exclusively. As an alter-
native, scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) offers local and detailed measurements.
SAM methods are able to characterize material elastic properties by using the veloc-
ity of a surface acoustic wave, called a Rayleigh wave, which is dependent on said
material properties. An acoustic microscope can be used as an acoustic signature de-
vice, where the interference between reflecting and surface Rayleigh waves determine
mechanical properties. The acoustic ray is fired at a particular incident angle in order
to detect the interference between the two waves. Local measurement can be used for
examination of fractured samples since an acoustic lens is used in microscopy. The
lens focuses the sound waves at the target where detailed inspection is desired. In
this way, measurements can be taken at a choose depth in a sample [29]. Therefore,
if desired, more detailed inspection of material mechanical properties is also possible
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using acoustic microscopy ultrasound methods.
2.2.3.4 Acoustic Imaging
As mentioned previously, an acoustic microscope can be used as an acoustic signa-
ture device [29]. Another application is an acoustic imaging device. As an imaging
device, contrasts in image colour represent the acoustic reflectivity or transmission
of the material. Imaging generally requires scanning of the sensor to provide a full
picture. Measurements are taken at a constant height from the target to generate a
two dimensional image, or can be taken at various heights for a three dimensional
image [29].
Figure 2.4: Demonstration of Sonoscan Virtual Rescanning Mode showing a single
sample data file gated at three different depths [32]
Sonoscan Inc. has developed some very advance methods for acoustic imaging. From
an application note, acoustic microscopy is used to scan a high-performance ceramic
disk of thickness 9.53 mm and diameter 20.3 mm. The scans were done using an
advanced method called virtual rescanning mode (VRM) by Sonoscan. This method
saves all read signals into a data file. If an image is desired at a given depth, the
data can be re-analysed to produce the image as shown in Figure 2.4 [32]. Another
application note provided by Sonoscan Inc. exhibits the use of Q-BAM on a ceramic
material sample. Q-BAM is a scanning method that produces a virtual cross-section
of the specimen by acoustically focusing at each scan level for visualization of internal
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voids and defects. Figure 2.5 illustrates how this advanced method can be used to
inspect for voids [33]. The advanced acoustic imaging methods available by Sonoscan
are impressive, but require extensive scanning of a single specimen to produce detailed
images. This timely inspection method could not be used in-line with production, but
could aid as an alternative to destructive examinations used.
Figure 2.5: Multiple Q-BAM performed on a single ceramic sample showing the pres-
ence of voids (bright regions) [33]
A review of patents found applications of acoustic imaging in automation and produc-
tion situations. One patent [22] claims to use an array of transducers and synthetic-
focus techniques to produce real-time digital imaging. The invention proposes real-
time digital acoustic imaging using data acquisition and digital reconstruction in less
than 30 ms. Transducers are arranged so they propagate through an acoustic medium
such as water or metal to the object being examined. An array of transducers is to be
used with automatic time delay correction to generate a synthetic-focus and a com-
plete cross sectional reading of the sample in real-time. The patent claims to use a 32
element transducer array system allowing for the claimed 30 ms real-time display [22].
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A second patent [28] claims to have automated an acoustic micro imaging method.
An acoustic micro imaging (AMI) system operating at high resolution requires a cou-
pling medium. Further, the patent deals with semiconductor wafer scanning and is
conflicted by the wet working environment and its robotic handing methods. After
inspection, the semiconductor wafers undergo a preliminary drying to allow robotic
retrieval, followed by a more thorough drying for storage [28]. For UO2 scanning,
wet environments exist in the grinding and washing stages of production, but cou-
pling fluids may require different properties due to the dense nature of the pellets and
therefore a separate handling stage may be required as with the semiconductor wafers.
These patents suggest methods to allow detailed micro imaging to be incorporated in
a high speed production setting.
2.2.3.5 Non-Contact Ultrasound
Ultrasound is a common non-destructive method for defect and property testing of
materials, though it is limited by the need for a physical coupling often in the form of
liquids [34]. Coupling fluids are often used between a dense target object, such as sin-
tered uranium, and the ultrasonic transducer to increase transmission efficiency [27].
Although contact and fluid immersion ultrasound provide detailed information about
materials quality and properties, they often limit use with early stage production
materials that are very porous or fragile. Non-contact ultrasound (NCU) provides a
solution to this issue and can be used at any stage in production [35].
When dealing with porous materials and an ultrasonic coupling fluid, there are con-
cerns the materials chemistry or microstructure will be affected, for this reason, there
is an interest in dry coupling techniques [27]. A publication reviewed such a dry cou-
pling method. The solution was to hold the ceramic powder compact between two
transducers and apply a uniaxial compressive stress [27]. However, issues arose from
this solution since the specimens were fragile and the measured longitudinal velocity
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and attenuation were strongly affected by the compressive load. Non-contact air cou-
pling methods or laser photoacoustic techniques can be used to avoid this issue [27].
This form of dry coupling technique may be useful in other applications, but the
fragile nature of green and sintered UO2 pellets restricts its use here.
Non-contact ultrasound transducers shows potential in dense material examination
but have not yet been seriously investigated for material characterization at the time
of a recently written paper [34]. Some application notes exist that prove the inspection
abilities of NCU. One such application is with green powder metal compacts. Both
transmission and velocity images were generated of a 14 mm thick green powder
iron compact and display a fair level of detail as seen in Figure 2.6 [34]. A different
application note shows a porous sintered ceramic material 22 mm thick being tested
for velocity and thickness measurements using a NCU transmission method [34]. The
data interpretation is seen in the display box of Figure 2.7 on the top right of the panel
and corresponds similarly to the material specifications. Accuracy of these readings
is to be questioned since no detail is given in either source.
Figure 2.6: Green Iron Compact NCU Transmission (dB) [left] and velocity (m/s)
[right] acoustic images [34]
The final application note is provided by Ultran Inc. and demos a NCU inspection of
alumina ceramic material. The Ultran M510 series provides transmission, same-side
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Figure 2.7: NCU transmission test on a porous sintered ceramic test material display-
ing thickness and velocity readings [35]
pulse-echo, single, and multichannel systems for production lines. The M510 is capable
of high resolution detection of cracks and voids, determining density and porosity, and
other mechanical properties [35]. Figure 2.8 was produced by three increasingly dense
alumina test specimens and illustrates the ability to determine material densities and
defects using NCU. Just like coupled ultrasound; crack detection, moisture detection,
porosity, and texture analysis are common applications of NCU systems [35]. NCU
presents viable solutions for a completely non-invasive method to inspect fuel pellets,
but its accuracy needs to be determined compared to coupled methods to decide which
is most viable. The inconvenience of coupling fluids may be offset by significantly
better results given similar equipment and setups.
2.2.4 Radiology
The practice of X-ray techniques for NDT methods is popular among the nuclear
fuel industry. X-rays are high frequency electromagnetic wavelengths in the range of
0.01 to 10 nm. When fired at an object there are two major outcomes: rays become
attenuated through scattering and absorption or a portion of the rays are transmitted.
Transmitted X-rays are the ones used in conventional two-sided imaging. Based on
material properties, the degree of attenuation can be found and the strength of X-ray
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Figure 2.8: Transmission in Alumina of varying densities using NCU devices [35]
chosen to provide an adequate transmitted image. To penetrate very dense materials,
such as uranium pellets and zirconium tube assemblies, an X-ray of the magnitude
in the vicinity of 200 keV would be appropriate [21]. As a comparison in strength,
a 150 keV high flux X-ray source was used in a one-sided imaging application [36].
X-rays may be powerful enough to penetrate dense materials, but its benefits must be
weighed against the safety hazards it poses. When it becomes a hazard to operate due
to the degree of flux, it needs to provide significantly better results than a comparative
method in order to be justified.
2.2.4.1 Two-Sided Imaging
The conventional X-ray imaging methods used in medical applications are based on
two-sided transmission techniques. In the same way, these techniques can be used to
inspect uranium fuel pellets for voids, cracks, or other changes in material. A problem
exists for scanning pellets while assembled in their tubes. According to Lekeaka-
Takunju, et al. [21], ultrasound testing is not viable due to noise created by the
interface between the cladding and pellet. The most viable solution of scanning pellets
while assembled in their tubes is by X-ray tomography since the electromagnetic
waves will continue to penetrate any object with material difference or air gaps. The
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imaging technique outlined involved X-rays taken of the same cross-section over a
complete range of regular interval rotations to reconstruct into a full tomographic
(cross-sectional) image. X-ray fan beam projections are used to create a single cross
sectional recording. To achieve a fan beam, the X-rays are shaped by a collimator,
which aligns the rays in the proper orientation along a given opening shape. An X-ray
of appropriate energy is able to penetrate a cross section of the tubing, which includes
both the zirconium cladding and the ceramic pellets. Both zirconium and uranium
are very atomically dense materials and cause severe attenuation of the X-ray beam
through the cross section. This leads to increased exposure times needed for each
projection in order to get an image contrast that will provide enough detail. Lekeaka-
Takunju, et al. [21], proposed the use of more advanced reconstruction algorithms,
reducing the number of projections and the overall time needed for the tomography
image. Figure 2.9 illustrates the use of image reconstruction, algorithm application,
and thresholding to analyse a set of cracks in a sample. Two-sided X-ray tomography
shows promise in detection of internal flaws, but may be inadequate due to exposure
times required and hazardous environments created.
2.2.4.2 One-Sided Imaging
In contrast to two-sided X-ray imaging, one-sided imaging detects radiation on the
same side of the test specimen. In work done by Scott [36], X-ray backscatter imaging
was used to detect visually obscured objects in real-time. X-ray techniques usually
require a radiation source and a detector on the opposite side of the object, where one-
sided X-ray imaging uses high energy radiation and backscatter imaging techniques to
see concealed objects without physically passing the obstruction. Backscatter imaging
is most effective when paired with coded aperture imaging since the signals are so
weak. In the study, it was found that low powered X-rays are not effective at producing
a clear image using this method. In addition, image acquisition is not possible on a
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Figure 2.9: Result of a 30 projection reconstructed tomographic image on sample with
real defects: (a) Optical image, (b) Pre-processed binary image, (c) Reconstruction
with convex interpolation, (d) After thresholding [21]
real-time basis due to level of flux, and therefore, the time required to illuminate
the target. Image reconstruction also required extended processing time and limited
potential for real-time imaging. An important note is that high flux levels required
for this technique made it hazardous to operate the device [36]. The magnitude of
X-ray source required for one-sided imaging of dense objects may be less compared to
two-sided transmission imaging, but it still brings a degree of hazard into the design
that may be avoided simply by using alterative techniques.
2.2.5 Eddy Current
The final NDT technique reviewed in this thesis is eddy current testing, a common
test in the nuclear industry. This method measures electromagnetics in a material
through induction coils. Eddy current tests only work on conductive materials and
are only useful for near surface defects [22]. This testing method is not possible on
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UO2 pellets since they are non-conducting [21]. Eddy current testing is however often
used in the nuclear industry to inspect tubes within reactors and full fuel assemblies,
but cannot be used to inspect fuel pellets. There is no supporting material found
demonstrating use of eddy current for fuel pellet inspection for this reason.
2.2.6 Review of Techniques
After reviewing the variety of NDT techniques commonly used in the nuclear industry,
it is apparent that some provide more advantages than others. The ranking criteria
defined in the beginning of this section were used to judge feasibility of each inspec-
tion method. Reiterating them with the new knowledge will help determine which
technology should be explored further and which ones should not be considered for
the application of dense sintered ceramic compact NDT. Eddy current testing will
not be considered in this ranking since it has already proven ineffective for uranium
pellet inspection.
For the degree of non-invasiveness, both non-contact ultrasound and X-ray techniques
have demonstrated the ability to not disturb the specimen in any way physically while
performing inspections. The next best method proved to be coupled ultrasound test-
ing. Coupling fluids do come in direct contact with pellets and limit its use to sintered
pellets only, but this obstacle can be easily overcome since water washing processes
are already applied to post sintered UO2 pellets. Coupled ultrasonic inspection can
be used directly after grinding and washing before the pellets are finally dried. Lastly,
acoustic emissions requiring stress stimulus to produce detectable waves potentially
makes it the most invasive method reviewed.
Inspection speed has been reported in many of the research papers. The most rapid
inspection methods include ultrasound and AE. More specifically, ultrasound methods
that correlate wave velocities and wave attenuation to material properties were found
to be the fastest. These correlated inspection methods and AE methods provide
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near instant results of the overall pellet structure, making them ideal as a pass-fail
inspection method. More detailed ultrasonic imaging techniques typically require
scanning of the part and would only be able to maintain production speeds if large
arrays of transducers work together. X-ray techniques are not viable for production
speeds since the high density of UO2 requires lengthy exposure times to generate
usable images.
Inspection detail or accuracy often is related to inspection speed. Slower inspection
methods can offer higher detail, but at a significant cost to speed. Based on the
highest ranking inspection speed methods, both correlated ultrasound velocities and
AE readings provide similar levels of detail and accuracy. AE is able to detect ex-
tremely minute acoustic variations, but is subject to external environmental noises.
Both acoustic microscopy and radiographic imagery can provide extreme detail, but
are not overly viable due to speed restrictions.
The most modular inspection methods involve transmission. X-ray and ultrasound
transmission methods are not concerned as much with per batch material calibra-
tions since flaws are based on contrasts of the produced images. Flaws should always
strongly contrast the background; only minor calibrations would be required to ad-
just exposure or threshold settings. The remaining ultrasound and AE methods are
deemed equally less modular since they all require the calibration of readings to an
ideal sample. Recalibration is likely needed per production batch runs.
Past supporting research is strongest for ultrasound techniques. There are several
papers showing a large variety of ultrasonic methods for dense ceramic compacts.
AE methods are used extensively in other applications, but are not popular in dense
ceramic manufacturing due to the fragile nature of the materials. Since sintered, UO2
pellets are fragile but rigid, it may allow for novel new research with AE methods.
Lastly, X-ray inspection is also common in the nuclear industry, but is more often
applied to assembled fuel bundles rather than the fuel pellets alone.
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The only technique where safety measures are mentioned is X-ray. Radiation hazards
are common for dense material inspection since such high level of flux is required to
penetrate or illuminate the material.
Lastly, size of apparatus is unknown and depends on implementation. Sensors and
sources for AE and ultrasound are insignificant in size, but additional handling re-
quirements such as for axial surface inspection of ultrasound, would increase the
devices overall footprint. Radiographic apparatuses are generally bulky since they
require high energy beam generators [22].
Based on these ranking criteria and this discussion, it is apparent that ultrasound
testing is the leading inspection method for this application. However, a better un-
derstanding of accuracy differences in coupled and non-contact ultrasound is needed.
Finally, AE methods show potential and could be studied further to find similarities
in other applications to the current one.
2.2.7 Summary of Findings
A comprehensive review of several competing NDT techniques was performed. Each
method was ranked based on defined criteria in ascending order of significance: degree
of non-invasiveness, inspection speed, detail and accuracy, modularity, past support-
ing research, safety measures required, and size of apparatus. The most common
NDT techniques in the nuclear industry were found to be ultrasound, radiology, and
eddy current testing. AE methods were also examined as an opportunity to be ap-
plied to the area of dense ceramic compact quality inspection. Based on the ranking
criteria, ultrasound inspection techniques were noted as the most applicable to in-
line production inspection of UO2 pellets. Ultrasound based inspection displayed the
most potential in both high speed material characteristic classification methods and
detailed internal imaging methods; none of which risked pellet integrity. AE meth-
ods were mildly more invasive, but also showed considerable potential and may be
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explored further. X-ray imaging required high levels of flux and, therefore, time to
inspect the dense ceramic material that is the focus of this research. Also, X-ray
methods displayed a potential health hazard since such high energy beams are to be
used. Eddy current testing was found non-applicable to UO2 pellet testing since the
material is non-conductive. This method can only be used in conjunction with assem-
blies containing conductive materials, such as fuel bundles, or detection of metallic
inclusions. As mentioned previously though, the implementation of internal inspec-
tion is beyond the scope of this thesis. The findings here backs this statement since
all techniques found were in development or research stages or did not fully match
the application requirements. Overall the review of current methods was insightful in
determining the most viable methods and areas that need further validation in future
works.
2.3 Pellet Inspection Systems Patent Survey
A review of existing patents was done to learn of pellet inspection and handling
methods that have already been developed. This patent survey was used to generate
ideas and to ensure an identical infringing design was not proposed.
The pellet inspection system by Ahmed [37], Figure 2.10, shows the use of opposing
rollers to position the pellets along a moving conveyer for inspection. The rollers allow
for the rotation of the pellets along the inspection line, ensuring a full outer surface
inspection. Also shown is a simple ramp feed mechanism into the inspection unit and
a similarly simple exit ramp with a rejection sorter.
Next, the patent in Figure 2.11 by Wilks [38] demonstrates the use of mechanical
grippers to transfer pellets from one inspection stage to the next. All grippers are
fixed on a moving bar and move in time together synchronously transferring pellets
between stages. In a more detailed view of the gripper system, Figure 2.12, it can be
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Figure 2.10: US Patent 5,147,047 showing a conveyer feed system and rotating rollers
that continually rotate pellets for inspection [37]
seen that cylindrical rails are also used to hold the pellets in position and perform
circumference scanning operations.
The patent by Yaginuma [39] shows a complex system of cam wheels that not only
position pellets for inspection, but act to rotate axially the pellets and transfer them
to the next inspection wheel (see Figure 2.13). Several larger transfer wheels are
used to feed and remove pellets from the system. The system incorporates both axial
and end pellet scanning. This method is very elegant but at the same time requires
an intricate system of cams, cam housings, and pellet separation devices to ensure
only a single pellet is feed into the cam at a time to prevent jamming. If designed
properly though, it would provide a very continuous controlled flow of pellets with
great accessibility for any type of inspection needed.
An earlier patent from Yaginuma [40] shows a simplified cam handling system and
rejection method for pellets in Figure 2.14. This design similarly rotates pellets while
the indexing cams transfer the proceeding pellet to its next station. It again provides
good opportunity for scanner placement. The simple tilting rejection ramp design
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Figure 2.11: US Patent 4,349,112 showing the use of multiple grippers along a moving
support to increment pellets through several inspection stations [38]
Figure 2.12: US Patent 4,349,112 with a detailed view of grippers and again showing
roller rails used to hold the pellets and orient them [38]
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Figure 2.13: An elaborate pellet handling system that uses rotating cams to position,
rotate pellets, and move pellets, US Patent 5,652,432 [39]
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would allow for quick transition between sorting gates.
Figure 2.14: US Patent 5,186,887 showing the use of simplified cam system for pellet
handling but with the addition of a rejection system [40]
A different approach using a pellet transfer device, or pellet pusher designed by Di-
Grande [41] can be seen in Figure 2.15. Here a rotating drive wheel is used to transfer
linear motion to a pellet transfer arm. But one inherent issue with this design, as
outlined in the patent, is the lack of support on the pellet stack which causes these
pellets to ramp up under the pushing force and resistance of pellets further up in the
stack. This is a major aspect that needs to be solved in the current design for this
thesis project. Although encased in a cylindrical inspection chamber, small ramping
can still occur due to diameter spacing within the chamber.
Many patents were reviewed for design inspiration and to avoid patent infringement.
The focus was around pellet inspection systems including handling methods, not
just on the inspection methods alone. Of all the patents found, the ones presented
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Figure 2.15: US Patent 5,076,997 showing use of pellet pusher device and its inherent
issue of lifting when unsupported [41]
represent a general overview of the varying design ideas in existence. Several similar
patents were found, but by selecting the most visually representative patents, their
concepts are represented more effectively.
2.4 Pellet Handling Equipment
This section will cover a review of different material handling equipment which matches
the project specifications regarding weight of the product, cycle times, and workspace
required. The handling tasks that needed to be incorporated were: feeding the in-
spection system from the production line, manipulating or exposing both ends of each
pellet for end inspection prior to being fed into the system, indexing pellets through
the inspection camber, and sorting output pellets. Since the delivery method of pel-
lets is unknown at the time, a variety of options will be presented, ranging from
simple two axes of control up to four. There are is an endless selection of robot arms
and custom handling devices, but for this project cycle time, cost, repeatability, and
unit size, were the main factors considered. Finding integrated systems that meet
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the cycle requirements, accuracy needs, and were reasonably priced and sized could
greatly reduce the time, complexity, and budget needed to create custom hardware.
Some systems even have additional features such as being capable of working in clean
room conditions as to not contaminate the product. The handling system problem
had also been analyzed by an application specialist from Festo Inc., Colin Middleton.
Mr. Middleton provided recommendations and quotes on different feed arrangements
using Festo products. Through reviewing a selection of available and suitable han-
dling equipment, an idea was given of which off-the-shelf parts can be incorporated
in later design processes.
2.4.1 Pick-and-Place Systems
For the function of feeding pellets into the inspection system from the production
line a pick-and-place system may need to be used. Pick-and-place systems can vary
greatly in complexity based on the difficulty of the material handling task. Handling
systems usually involve at least two axes of movement and a method to pick the
objects, whether that is a gripper or a suction head. The cycle time is one measure
of a systems performance and a critical factor being considered for this application.
Cycle times are based on an inverted ‘U’ path moving up along the Z-axis, across
along the Y-axis, down along the Z-axis and reversed along the same path to the
start position. Cycles have been compared with their time in milliseconds and size,
Z/Y/Z, in millimetres. Since the delivery method was unknown for the UO2 pellets,
a variety of pick-and-place options were explored.
2.4.1.1 Specialized Handling Modules
The HSP Handling Modules by Festo [42] are designed to feed small parts in a confined
space thanks to its small package size and specialized design. The modules use an
inverted ‘U’ shaped guide to control the sequence motion while a controlled rotary
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input controls the motion. Rotation of the shaft in the centre of the unit gets converted
into motion along its Y- and X- axes using the guide as seen in Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: HSP Handling Modules by Festo showing internal function of inverted
‘U’ guide [43]
Some of the main features of the HSP module are its compact design and low cost
for a pick-and-place system. Also having adjustable stroke along both Y- and Z- axes
and possible wait positions along cycle path make its seemingly simple design very
versatile. The smallest and fastest unit covers a maximum path size of 30 mm on the
Z-axis and 68 mm on the Y-axis. This unit is capable of a 600 ms cycle time over a
20/52/20 (Z/Y/Z) mm cycle while using a pneumatic drive and with the minimum
dwell times the unit can produce with controlled motion. Although the HSP handling
module does not quite meet the 500 ms required cycle time, due to its size and low
cost, it is possible to have two working simultaneously to achieve the handling task.
2.4.1.2 Gantry Systems
A gantry system typically consists of several linear motion rails connected together
that can perform the same motion as the previous handling module but with no set
path to follow. One of the highest speeds and most innovative gantry systems available
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would be Festo’s High Speed T Gantry EXCT [44] seen in Figure 2.17. The system
uses two stationary motors mounted along the y-axis and a recirculating toothed belt
to control z-axis motion. Movement is achieved by simultaneously controlling both
motors. The kinematics allows free movement of the end effector along the 2D plane
while keeping the main masses (i.e., the motors) stationary at both ends. Since the
moving mass is greatly reduced, higher dynamic response and cycle times are achieved.
Figure 2.17: Festo High Speed T Gantry EXCT where the blue rectangle illustrates
workspace in y- and z- axes [44]
The unit is capable of speeds up to 5 m/s, performing a 50/200/50 (Z/Y/Z) mm
cycle in only 640 ms and with a possible workspace of 300 mm on the Z-axis and
1,000 mm on the Y-axis. Comparable two axis gantry systems are in the 1.5 - 2.0
m/s maximum velocity range (e.g., the Epson EZ Modules 2-Axis Robots produced by
Epson robotics) [45]. The Festo unit possesses very fast cycle times for a gantry system
and due to its innovative design it can claim many other advantages, including a lower
cost for comparable high speed handling units. However, even with its industry leading
performance compared to all other gantry systems on the market, the gantry still
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does not meet the cycle requirements and covers a larger workspace than potentially
needed.
2.4.1.3 SCARA and Robot Arm Systems
A robotic arm setup may be effective if pellets are being fed with different orientations,
from multiple sources, in batches on trays, or require a complex path. A typical
robotic arm will have a minimum of three axes of control for movement within three
dimensional Cartesian space, the addition of further axes are for rotation control.
Some robot arm setups are specifically good at high-speed pick-and-place operations.
Two such arrangements are SCARA (Selective Compliant Assembly Robot Arm) and
parallel (or delta) robot arms.
The Epson G1 Mini SCARA Robot [46], seen in Figure fig:EpsonG1, is an example of
a high-speed pick-and-place robot arm. This miniature SCARA configuration robot
offers four degrees of freedom with the highest cycle time in its class. Cycle times of
290 or 300 ms are achievable with combined arm lengths of 175 or 225 mm, respec-
tively, both with 100 mm Z-axis range. The specific cycle size is not given. Other
similar SCARA robots are offered by Omron and Denso. The Omron SCARA XG
series Tiny Type [47] produces a cycle time of 330 ms over a 25/100/25 (Z/Y/Z) mm
cycle with a combined arm length of 120 to 180 mm and 50 mm Z-axis range. Finally,
the Denso HS-G Small Size 4-axis SCARA robot series [48] is slightly slower with a
cycle time of 350 ms, but over a larger cycle size of 25/300/25 (Z/Y/Z) mm and a
larger combined arm length of 350 mm combine, 200 mm on the Z-axis. For their
miniature size, these SCARA systems perform at very high speeds and meet the cycle
times required while offering more degrees of freedom than the other systems so far.
Being a true robotic arm with high accuracy and performance also means the cost of
such units would be significantly more than a simpler handling method.
Pick-and-place robots are also common in a parallel arm configuration as with the
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Figure 2.18: Epson G1 Mini SCARA Robot [46]
ABB IRB 360 FlexPicker [49] seen in Figure 2.19. Parallel robot designs allow for high
speed operation due to their low mass linkage design and offer superior accuracies due
to the multiple linkages. The FlexPicker is one of the leading high speed robots in
the industry and was purpose built for pick-and-place operations. The FlexPicker is
capable of cycle times up to 300 ms over a 25/305/25 (Z/Y/Z) mm cycle and with a
cylindrical workspace 800 mm in diameter by 200 mm in height for their smallest unit.
Parallel robot configurations generally make for larger robots with a relatively small
comparable workspace. In the case of the ABB robot, the workspace is still larger
than is likely needed for this application but provides a benchmark of performance. A
smaller alternative to ABB’s parallel pick-and-place robot that can achieve the same
impressive speeds would be the Omron Mini Delta Robot [50]. The Mini Delta is
able to achieve the same 300 ms cycle time and 25/305/25 (Z/Y/Z) mm cycle size
as the FlexPicker. Its smaller cylindrical workspace of 500 mm in diameter by 135
mm in height makes it more appropriate for this application. These units inherently
offer three degrees of freedom, but can be easily upgraded with a fourth for part
rotation. Lastly, the Festo Tripod EXPT from Festo’s Advanced Handling Systems
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product catalogue [44] offers an alternative parallel robot configuration where linear
actuators are used oppose to the rotary ones present in the ABB and Omron robots.
This configuration achieves a slower cycle time of 400 ms over the same 25/305/25
(Z/Y/Z) mm cycle size. With a smaller workspace at 450 mm diameter and 100 mm
height the Festo unit offers speed advantages over their other linear systems but not
over comparable delta robot configurations. Parallel or delta robot configurations
have potential with their high speeds and accuracy capabilities, but much like the
SCARA robots, are suited for pick-and-place operations where items have varying
position and orientation. These units are comparable to SCARA in performance but
should only be considered if a more dynamic pick-and-place operation is needed.
Figure 2.19: ABB FlexPicker robot sketch with workspace [49]
2.4.2 Indexing Systems
The next operation in pellet handling is to index them through the inspection system
in a controlled manner that meets the cycle time requirements. Two main motions
can be used, reciprocating or continuous, and can be achieved by linear or rotary
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actuators. For these devices speed and repeatability are of main concern.
2.4.2.1 Linear Feed Actuators and Feed Control
Controlled linear motion generally comes in the form of electrical linear motors or
linear drives. With these, position, speed, and actuation profile can be precisely
controlled.
Some examples of linear motors include those produced by Festo, such as the Short
stroke cylinder ADNE-32- -LAS [51]. This linear motor offers speeds from 1,800 to
1,900 mm/s with strokes of 15 to 35 mm respectively. For its small size (see Figure
2.20), this LAS (Linear Motor, AC Synchronous) has a repetition accuracy of ± 0.1
mm, which is acceptable but the least accurate compared to other actuators. Another
similar linear motor by Festo, the Electro-cylinder DNCE-32-100-LAS [52], gives a
repetition accuracy of ± 0.02 mm with speeds of up to 2,000 mm/s with the shortest
stroke size at 100 mm. Using the same linear motor technologies, the Electro-cylinder
offers improved overall performance and could be used to extend past a single pellet
length if needed, such as when loading the system.
Figure 2.20: Festo ADNE model Short stroke LAS cylinder [51] (left) and Festo
Electro-cylinder DNCE-32-100-BS-“3”P-Q [53] (right)
Linear Screw Drives make use of an electric servo to control a linear drive cylinder.
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The Festo Electro-cylinder DNCE-32-100-BS-3P-Q is one such example [53]. Shown
in Figure 2.20, this cylinder is ball screw (BS) drive with a spindle pitch of 3 mm
(3P), and features a non-rotating piston rod (Q). It offers a stroke of 100 mm with
a speed of 150 mm/s and repetition accuracy of ± 0.02 mm. Although the speed is
significantly slower than the comparable linear motor, it would still meet the cycle
time required of moving approximately 40 mm over a time of 500 ms. One of these
cylinders had already been purchased in the previous phase of this project and was
therefore considered. Wittenstein [54] offers a similar linear actuator product line as
Festo with integrated drive and controller working with BS or rod-less slider linear
cylinders.
Feed control methods can take on many forms, anything which assists in controlling
the flow of the pellets that is not necessarily an actuator. The Festo Feed Separators
HPV [55] is designed to do just that, it controls feed of products along a production
line with a continuous feed as seen in Figure 2.21. The innovative design replaces the
need for two actuators and controllers related with them, making it a cost effective feed
control unit that is simple to implement. Often the Feed Separator is incorporated
along conveyers; used to index pellets directly off the UO2 production line, but could
also be used to control flow of pellets out of the scanning unit. The Feed Separator
can achieve cycle times of 53 ms (for the Size 10 unit with 10 mm stroke length) and
223 ms (for the Size 14 unit with 20 mm stroke length) putting it well under the
required index rate.
Figure 2.21: Festo Feed Separators HPV (items seen moving from left to right) [56]
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2.4.2.2 Rotary Motion
Where linear actuators are designed specifically for reciprocating motion, rotary drives
can turn both continuous feed mechanisms and reciprocating linkages. There is an
extensive supply of rotary motors and, therefore, choosing an appropriate one can be
a challenge. For the purpose of this project, simple but precise controlled motion is
desired and, therefore, stepper motors and servos have been investigated.
The design of stepper motors allow them to have position control without requiring
feedback. Each step is a measure between motor poles and a set number of steps will
rotate the motor an absolute number of degrees. A set of motors already available
from previous projects are the Applied Motion Products HT17-071 high torque 2-
phase hybrid stepper motors [55] seen in Figure 2.22. They have a fixed step angle of
1.8◦ per step and generate a bipolar holding torque of 0.333 N·m (47.1 oz-in). These
motors can be wired in series or parallel wiring configurations and follow the National
Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) 17 standard dimension.
Figure 2.22: Applied Motion Products HT17-071 stepper motor series [55]
The NEMA 17 standard was published in the NEMA ICE 16-2001 (Motion/Position
Control Motors, Controls, and Feedback Devices) document and standardized face-
plate size so any NEMA 17 size motor can fit mounts designed for a NEMA 17 stepper
motor [57]. This makes for easy replacement of motors knowing they are all of a stan-
dard size. Similar motors by other manufactures include some very affordable motors
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from DFRobot and Robotshop.com, as well as the OMHT series by Omega [58]. The
DFRobot Hybrid Stepper Motor for 3D printers FIT0278 [59] is NEMA 17 standard
and produces a holding torque of 0.343 N·m (48.6 oz-in) and with the same 1.8◦ step
angle as the previous motor. A large variety of stepper motors for 3D printers and
CNC machines are carried by Robotshop.com [60]. These motors are inexpensive yet
provide the same motor accuracies and NEMA 17 standard sizing. Lastly, more ad-
vanced stepper motor series which include integrated motor drivers are also available
by several manufactures: Anaheim Automation offers the 17MD line of stepper mo-
tor with integrated drivers [61], ABB has their DSMS-Series DC integrated stepper
motor with microstepping driver [62], and JVL offers their MIS integrated stepper
motors [63].
Servo motors are the other motor of choice for investigation since they also achieve
precise rotation without the need of encoders due to their integrated controllers and
gearboxes. One limitation of servos is that they cannot perform continuous motion
and have operating angles up to or under 360◦. For this reason they are better
purposed at controlling a linkage or performing sorting actions. The Hitec HS-805BB
Mega Scale Giant Servo [64] is an example of a high performance servo motor. It
measures about 50.8 mm (2 in) square by 25.4 mm (1 in) wide and can be seen in
Figure 2.23. The integrated gear box still provides outstanding torque, 1.94 N·m (275
oz-in), at a maximum rotation speed of 60◦ in 190 ms. The Hitec is limited to an
operating range within 360◦. Another comparable servo series by Dongbu Robot is
the HerkuleX Smart Servo DRS-010X Series [65]. In under a 50.8 mm (2 in) square
by 25.4 mm (1 in) wide motor casing these smart servo motors allow for programing
through a computer interface to configure over 50 motor settings. They offer a 320◦
operating angle with 1.17 N·m (166 oz-in) stop torque and a maximum rotation speed
of 60◦ in 166 ms. Servos are typically found in smaller format but these large format
servos produce outstanding torque at high speed over large operating angles and make
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them a valid option for this project.
Figure 2.23: Hitec HS-805BB Mega Scale Giant Servo [64]
2.4.3 Position Limit Control
The last area of pellet handling covered is position limit control. This includes any
device that can be used to trigger control systems that a limit has been reached or an
object is present. Omron carries a large variety of optical, physical, inductive, laser,
and ultrasonic proximity and limit switch devices [66]. Using a proximity sensor in a
production setting means the system would always know if there are pellets available
to be fed into the inspection system. The use of a physical or optical switch is also an
inexpensive way to ensure absolute encoding on moving mechanisms or motors. Some
of the Festo products previously examined have limit sensors as add on accessories
for just this reason.
2.4.4 Recommendations
For pick-and-place operations it was found that a complete system which meets cycle
times was hard to find unless more complex systems were used. If a more sophisticated
system is not needed, such as with the SCARA or delta robot arms, it may be possible
to use the specialized or gantry systems in alternative configurations. Either two such
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devices could work in alternating succession to meet the original cycle time or they
could move several pellets at once requiring slower cycle times. An alternative to
using a pick-and-place system would be to couple a more material flow approach,
using ramps and channels to guide pellets, with a continuous feeding index and use
simpler materials handling devices to control the flow. If such an approach were
attempted, or if rotary drives are to be used then custom parts may be required to
achieve the desired function. For feed actions, linear actuators may cost more upfront
but rotary drives will require additional custom hardware to complete their function.
Both drive types show potential and are more dependent on the final control method
to be chosen. The same is true for use of limit sensors; their use depends on feedback
requirements of the final control method chosen.
2.5 TRIZ Design Methodology
For the mechanical design aspect of this project a design methodology that originated
in Russia was used to generate innovative solutions. The mechanical portion to design
was the feed system which involved an in feed, out feed, sorter, and method of exposing
each end of each pellet to an end facing camera. Designs using the TRIZ method
will be presented later in the thesis and, therefore, requires a brief background and
explanation.
2.5.1 TRIZ Introduction
TRIZ is an acronym for the Russian phrase “teorija rezhenija izobretatelskih zadach”,
which translates in English to “theory of inventive problem solving” [67, 68]. Its
founder, Genrich Saulovich Altshuller from the Soviet Union, conducted research on
patents in a search for commonalities between them. He was imprisoned after World
War II for presenting his ideas on improvement, but continued his research covering
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hundreds of thousands of patents and came up with patterns of evolution and the
40 principles, two main elements of the TRIZ method [67, 68]. TRIZ is based on
the idea that universal principles of innovation exist and can be derived from past
inventions and innovative thinking [69]. It builds on the thought process that someone
somewhere has already solved the problem before, and that it just needs to be adapted
to the current problem. Using the building blocks of past innovation, problems can
be solved far more efficiently and effectively [68,69].
More than an engineering design method, it is a creativity tool and problem solving
method that is based on an algorithm using logic and data not intuition alone. Cre-
ativity tools often involve some form of brainstorming and rely too heavily on luck or
the individuals within the group, not on the method, and the result is unpredictable
and unreliable. The TRIZ structure produces reliable and repeatable creativity that
can be applied to new systems or to refine older ones [68,69]. TRIZ is not to replace
other engineering design methods, but can make them more efficient [67].
2.5.2 TRIZ Findings
Altshuller discovered three main commonalities among the thousands of patents re-
viewed. He found that solutions tend to be repeated across various industries and
fields of science. Also, innovation tends to find its solutions from areas outside where
they were developed. Lastly, identifying and classifying problem contradictions lead
to a creative solution for that problem [69]. From these findings, Altshuller was able
to develop the TRIZ principles.
2.5.3 TRIZ Principles
The first step in the TRIZ method involves identifying any problem trade-off contra-
dictions that exist then finding ways to eliminate them [69]. There are two kinds of
contradictions:
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Technical or Trade-off Contradictions – Are typical engineering trade-off where
if one aspects gets better the other gets worse. For example, inspection speed and
detail form a trade-off contradiction; if speed is increased generally detail decreases.
Physical or Inherent Contradictions – Are considered inherent contradictions
where requirements are in themselves contradictory or opposite in nature. For exam-
ple, a physical contradiction exists for an axe, which needs to be both heavy (to carry
momentum) and light (for ease on user); a solution could be a hollow handled axe.
The next steps are to identify system and environmental resources, explore the ideal
solution, apply the patterns of evolution, and finally to view the problem through the
40 lenses.
Resources – The goal is to identify easily available and idle resources. Resources
can consist of energy, materials, objects, information, space, or components already
present in the system [67].
Ideality – Increasing system ideality towards what would be the ideal final result or a
perfect system is the TRIZ method. Ideality is increased when the positives outweigh
the negatives of a design and can be achieved with less resources and cost with less
complexity [67]. It may be easy to identify the ideal solution, but a user of TRIZ
needs a method to resolve contradictions and find a technical solution to the ideal
final result; that is where patterns of evolution and the 40 innovative principles help
next.
Patterns of Evolution – One pattern of innovation taken from history is the tran-
sition to the micro level, such that parts or sub-structures of things get smaller as
the technology advances. The system is segmented into smaller subsystems such that
they become more specialized. Some common examples are computers, microfiber
materials, and water cutting innovations. Another pattern is the transition to the
macro level, where the system is expanded and improved by adding more features
to it. But a system with too many added features eventually becomes too complex
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such that it needs to be convoluted into a simpler system that still contains all the
benefits without the complexity. This expansion and convolution is the transition to
the macro level [67]. As a simplification of the method, the system can follow micro
level transition which takes the system into smaller parts or macro level transition
which expands the system. These transition concepts can be used to solve the system
ideality.
40 Innovative Principles – Identifying contradictions, resources, ideal state, and
patterns of evolution for the system are all consecutive steps to the TRIZ solution,
but sometimes the answers given by these methods may still be too vague. The 40
innovative principles are tools which can be used to relate the earlier methods into a
final problem solution. These tools can be thought of as lenses, as Fox puts them in
his book on TRIZ [68], problems can be examined through the 40 magnifying lenses
of TRIZ to see the solution. An example of a principle that could be used with this
system would be Principle 13 – the other way around. The idea here is to invert the
object or method, turning it upside down either literally or figuratively [67]. For this
project the function of pellet control was switched from being at the input to a more
ideal process of controlling output where pellet stack and position can both be set.
All together this problem solving thought process algorithm helps generate new and
innovative ideas in an effective and efficient manner. It has been applied to the
mechanical portion of this project for this reason. Solving the feed system problem
using TRIZ will be presented in Chapter 4 of this thesis.
2.6 Real-Time control software
Software is a very important aspect of this project since it controls all other systems,
handles all the data communications, and is responsible for implementing and execut-
ing the decision criteria. Much like any mechatronics project, all components of the
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system including mechanical, electrical, and software need to be operating effectively
for the system to work. The previously developed Visual Basic based programs did
not fully meet the design requirements and, therefore, were deemed in need for a
complete redesign. To start this redesign process a new software platform had to be
chosen, one which contained built in functionality to reduce redesign time and pro-
vide robust programs. This section will cover what LabVIEW is, what its Real-Time
Module does, what a real-time operating system is, and why LabVIEW was chosen
over MATLAB.
As a brief description, LabVIEW is a graphical dataflow software language (G Pro-
graming) aimed at engineers and scientists which includes advanced, yet easy to use,
tools and functions designed to service fields which require interaction with real-world
data and signals [70]. Some examples of the built in functions applicable to this project
include measurement/data acquisition, control systems, modular hardware interfac-
ing, pre-made setup wizards for communication ports, and built in timed program
structures. LabVIEW makes use of two windows, a block diagram programing win-
dow and user interface (UI) interactive window, to create programs with advanced
programing and UI functions [70].
The LabVIEW Real-Time module is a combination of LabVIEW graphical program-
ing with powerful real-time features creating deterministic systems. The Real-Time
Module runs on a standard Windows computer that interfaces with an embedded
real-time target. Targets do not have user interfaces and can be anything from a
National Instruments designed controller device, to a programmable logic controller
(PLC) with real-time support, or a standard computer that has been converted into
a real-time target using LabVIEW Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) [71]. Since
there is no interface on the real-time target, a host or other linked computer is needed
to act as the visual interface and communicate with each other via supported Ethernet
connections [72].
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Typically, LabVIEW applications are run on a General-Purpose Operating System
(GPOS), but these are better suited for multitasking, not for real-time applications
which require all resources to be focused on a single task. By using an embedded
RTOS on a real-time target, the interfacing displays running a GPOS on a host
computer can crash and be rebooted without effecting the real-time system operations.
This provides the best of both systems; reliable standalone system and interactive
interfaces [71].
The question when designing a system with a G Programing language often comes
down to which software is better suited for the application; National Instruments
(NI) LabVIEW and MathWorks MATLAB have been considered for this project [73,
74]. These are the two largest multifunctional software packages using graphical
programing, but both have their own advantages. Both have deployable executable
code generators for real-time systems, LabVIEW Real-Time Module and MATLAB
Simulink Coder (formerly Real-Time Workshop). Both can run on RTOS. NI has
incorporated it in many products or can use LabVIEW Real-Time to convert any
standard personal computer into a target. Both also include schedulable tasks but
LabVIEW Timed Loops are pre-built for easy integration [74]. Lastly and most
importantly, LabVIEW has far larger hardware support which is why it was chosen.
LabVIEW supports both NI and other branded standalone controllers and sensors
making it ideal for this project which uses many different interfacing hardware devices
[75]. MATLAB, on the other hand, is especially good at numerical computation, which
in this case is not a major requirement, therefore NI software was chosen [76].
2.7 Machine Vision Lighting and Post Processing
There are two main systems involved in machine vision, one being the lighting and
camera setup and the other being the image processing. The cameras themselves are
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an important aspect but these were already purchased in the previous developments
of this project so the focus will be on lighting arrangement and image processing.
To better understand concepts used in Chapter 4, a summary of these concepts both
investigated and implemented are presented.
2.7.1 Lighting Fundamentals
The importance of proper lighting is often overlooked in vision setups, which is fre-
quently the cause of system setup delays, but with a wide variety of cost effective light-
ing available today it would be unwise to settle with improper illumination. Therefore
getting an understanding of proper illumination is needed. Lighting is a major aspect
of machine vision and without the proper lighting, details of interest will not have
good contrast and clarity. Having quality lighting of the appropriate type and config-
uration are essential for creating a robust vision inspection system. UO2 sintered and
ground pellets are cylindrical in shape and exhibit reflective properties making them
difficult to consistently illuminate. Finding the best configuration for this application
needs an overview of possible methods with their accompanying advantages and dis-
advantages. Several leading illumination manufactures’ white page documentations
are gathered here in a review of illumination techniques and practices [77–79].
According to the experts at CVI Melles Griot [77], the primary job of the illuminators
is to use light rays to illuminate an object so it will appear consistently clear to
the camera collecting the light rays and to work independent of the lighting in the
environment. The illumination setup, however, should not emit light rays that will
not be part of the image, such that they fall outside the field of view of the camera and
lens. These rays will be wasted and will only interfere with the image, contributing to
glare and reducing the overall image contrast and uniformity. When deciding which
arrangement to use, it is important to remember the goal of a machine vision lighting
system: to produce lighting that is appropriate to the object under inspection. This
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is achieved when the following three requirements are met:
• Maximizing the contrast on features of interest
• Minimizing the contrast everywhere else
• Provide a measure of robustness
2.7.1.1 Common Setup Techniques
Common lighting practices include the use of filters, specific light sources, colours,
and elimination of ambient light. A more in-depth analysis of lighting is needed, but
these auxiliary methods will serve as a good introduction and need to be considered
when analysing the more fundamental lighting aspects.
Polarization – Used to reduce glare off specular surfaces. An ideal polarization setup
would have a polarizing filter on the illuminator that is perpendicular to a polarizing
filter on the camera lens. This allows only the light that has been scattered off the
object and not the specular reflections to display in the image [77].
Light Sources – Many different lights are available which all provide different lighting
characteristics and spectrums of rays to match specific applications. Some varieties
of lights include light emitting diode (LED) point source, fluorescent diffused, and
xenon strobe [77]. The most common lighting types for small object inspection is
LED, fluorescent, and quarts halogen. LED sources have become a lot more cost
effective over recent years and provide great application flexibility, lighting stability,
life expectancy, and moderately high intensity [78].
Colour – Using monochromatic light sources can sometimes increase feature contrast
levels. If imaging in colour, lighting sources often need to cover the full visible spec-
trum of output, but when using black and white (B&W) or monochrome cameras
then monochromatic LEDs can be used. It is a good idea to match the sensor of
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the camera (in terms of peak wavelength sensitivity) with the appropriate spectral
distribution of certain light sources to make full use of its output [78].
Ambient Light Interference – Ambient light can come from many unwanted
sources but are part of the working environment and sometimes need to be alleviated
without disrupting this environment. Ambient light can come from overhead mounted
area lighting for the factory work space, from the sun through building windows or
from other nearby inspection systems. Three methods to dealing with ambient light
include high powered short duration lighting, filters, and physical enclosures. Using
a high intensity light source and overpowering the ambient condition while using a
short exposure time can be an effective method, similarly a high power strobe could
be used. High and low pass filters can be used on the camera to filter out unwanted
spectrums of ambient light. Sometimes simply building an opaque enclosure around
the unit can be the most effective method but its appropriateness depends on the
application. [78]
2.7.1.2 Reflectivity and Lighting Principles
When considering the sample under inspection, its surface shape, geometry, reflec-
tivity, composition, position, orientation, homogeneity, and colour are many of the
important factors that affect how it will interact with illumination [78]. Fundamental
lighting aspects can now be expanded on, such as looking at reflectivity and lighting
techniques in more detail.
An object can produce two types of reflections or often a combination of both: specular
and defused.
Specular Reflections – They reflect incoming light in a single direction, much like
a polished metal surface. Specular reflections often saturate the image since the light
intensity is comparable to the illumination source. This level of brightness on an object
is unreliable since if a small change in angle or position occurs between the object and
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camera the intensity distribution can completely change. This issue was found on the
ground UO2 pellet surfaces and the light interference with the grain structure and
the pellet curvature. The best method to light objects exhibiting specular reflection
is with diffused lighting to even out intensities [77].
Diffused Reflections – They scatter incoming rays at various angles, much like a
sheet of matte white paper would. Diffused reflections are a lot more stable since the
intensity of reflection is greatly reduced and since reflected light intensity does not
change significantly with angle or position of the object relative to the camera. If an
object exhibits diffused reflection it can be lit with either a point source or diffused
lighting [77].
There are two main lighting techniques: point or diffused. The term lighting solid
angle is used to describe the area around a unit sphere in which the illumination is
coming from, where the object is at the centre of the sphere (shown in Figure 2.24).
Illumination that exhibits a small angle of incidence is considered a point and a large
angle is diffused [77].
Figure 2.24: Lighting solid angle sphere showing a small incident angle [77]
Point Source – Are generally small and can be mounted at some distance from the
object being inspected, making them easier to integrate into a system. Some examples
of point like lights are ring lights, LEDs, and incandescent lamps. These illuminators
produce high intensity light and are more efficient than diffused sources but do not
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match all applications. Point like lighting are good if it is desired to have images with
sharp edges, shadows, and surface feature detail. They are not particularly good with
objects that produce specular reflections though since they create areas of reflection
that saturate the camera and dark regions elsewhere [77].
Diffused Light – Can come from an inherently diffused source such as florescent
lamps or by placing a diffuser in front of a point source. Using diffused illumination
with a specular object eliminates bright reflections but also reduces surface texture
detail, surface angle characteristics and blurs edges. Also, integrating diffused illu-
minators are often more difficult because they need to surround a much larger area
around the object. For example, some very specular surfaces require a semi-sphere
area of coverage and must be in close proximity around the object, often interfering
with handling equipment [77].
Lighting direction is the next major factor in an illumination setup. The variations
of lighting direction are: bright field, dark field, and backlight [77].
Bright Field – In bright field illumination, the light rays are roughly perpendicular
to the surface of the object. The whole object is illuminated and features display as
varying levels on the gray scale. Coaxial illumination, in which the light source is on
the exact same axis as the camera and lens, is the extreme form of bright field lighting
which could be useful with only some specular surfaces, but also with deep features
or for the elimination of shadows [77]. Most specular surfaces will produce reflection
hot spots of glare when used with bright field and coaxial lighting. Common coaxial
arrangements are ring lights mounted around a camera or a light affixed with a beam
splitter. Bright field lighting is the most commonly used vision lighting technique
which represents the most basic and familiar form of lighting most commonly used in
everyday life, including sunlight [78].
Dark Field – Illumination that places the light source almost parallel with the surface
of the object. Dark field allows textures, surface irregularities, contaminants, and
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scratches to appear bright and all else appears dark. This illumination works best
when surface items in question are raised from the surface to reflect the low angle light
into a perpendicularly mounted camera [77]. Dark field lights come in many forms
from circular to linear; the most basic form is a single directional light source [78].
Backlight – This illumination method is as the name implies, behind the object being
inspected. The main use for backlighting an object is to inspect something translucent
or to obtain a silhouette. Silhouettes provide a simple binary image to pattern match,
measure geometry, inspect holes, or check part placement and orientation and for this
reason are often used with material handling systems [77,78].
2.7.2 Applied Lighting Example
An example taken from ‘A Practical Guide to Machine Vision Lighting’ from Ad-
vanced Illumination (Figure 2.25) perfectly illustrates many of the concepts discussed
in an applied example of glare from a curved plastic surface. For this application
the use of an off axis light source showed the most effective results at eliminating the
glare while still illuminating the label. This technique was even more effective than
polarization.
In summary, the above lighting knowledge can be used to choose the most appropriate
lighting options for a given sample, but there is no substitute for actually testing
different lights and arrangements to find the optimal machine vision illumination
setup for the specific product.
2.7.3 Image Processing
The image captured by the camera may not highlight all defects in question, even with
an optimal lighting arrangement, especially since UO2 pellet defects vary greatly in
properties from small cracks to large surface non-cleanup markings. Post image pro-
cessing is the next chance to enhance the images and implement decision criteria when
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Figure 2.25: An example of how changing illumination position and type may be more
effective than applying polarizers to eliminate glare: coaxial ring light without polar-
izers (a), coaxial ring light with polarizers leavings some residual glare (b), off-axis
ring light without polarizers (c), off-axis broad area linear array (BALA) light ori-
ented parallel to the bottle’s long axis (d), off-axis BALA light oriented perpendicular
to bottle long axis (e), diagram showing BALA light function (f) [78]
comparing to an ideal pellet. A summary of image processing methods researched will
be given, with more focus exclusively on operations that showed the most promise
and those that were implemented. Much of the material was gathered from a uni-
versity information source [80] and a National Instruments supplement information
guide [81], both of which provided extensive detail on image processing.
2.7.3.1 Grayscale Morphology
Grayscale morphology methods are the building blocks of many complex image pro-
cessing operations, they are simplistic but can be very effective is used properly. Also
known as mathematical morphology since the operations performed are based around
a few simple mathematical concepts. A few uses for these operations, among many
others, can include edge detection, noise removal, detail enhancement, and image seg-
mentation. The two most basic morphology operations from which all other grayscale
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morphology operators are derived are erosion and dilation. On their own they can be
very effective tools as well [80].
Erosion – The basic effect of this operator is to erode away the boundaries of brighter
pixels; typically these are items in the foreground. The end result is areas of bright
pixels shrink and closed loops or holes within them grow [80]. This operation has
potential to reduce unwanted grain and glare highlights (Figure 2.26) and breaking
the boundaries which attach many smaller glare spots into larger areas (Figure 2.27).
Figure 2.26: Demonstration of erosion used on an a greyscale image, note the greatly
reduced glare hot spots from the light bulb from just two erosion passes on the original
image [80]
Figure 2.27: Illustration showing a binary image and the result after erosion, the
boundaries are eroded and the circular parts are no longer touching allowing them to
be counted separately and not as one connected area [80]
Dilation – The effect is opposite to that of erosion. Dilation enlarges the boundaries
of brighter pixels or foreground items. The result is areas of bright pixels grow in
area and holes within these regions become smaller [80]. This operation has potential
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to highlight defect markings which may appear small or insignificant in the captured
image (Figure 2.28).
Figure 2.28: Demonstration of dilation used on a greyscale image, note the highlight-
ing of the glare hot spots on the light bulb surface from just two dilation passes on
the original image. Image credit [80]
2.7.3.2 Arithmetic Operations
Image arithmetic is another area of image processing which performs arithmetic op-
erations on images. An extension of this topic is logic operations, which can also be
effective image processes but will not be covered as they were not used or experimented
with.
Multiplication – Pixel multiplication can take the form of multiplying corresponding
pixel values between two input images or its more popular use of simply multiplying a
scalar constant across all pixels, known better as scaling. If the scaling factor is greater
than one, the resulting image will be brightened and the opposite result is observed if
the factor is less than one. Scaling provides a more natural way to brighten or darken
an image and retains the original image contrast levels as opposed to simply adding
a fixed offset which will be covered in the next operation. Multiplication becomes
more effective when clamp conditions can be added to the operation. Clamping stops
values from exceeding the maximum 8-bit value and prevents values from wrapping
back over to zero [80].
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Addition – Pixel addition has two useful forms; using two input images and adding
corresponding pixel values to produce a new output image or using a constant offset
across all pixels. The first case of adding two input images is useful when trying
to overlay a processed form of the original image back on the original image. Using
a bounded condition when adding two images ensures pixel values cut off at the
maximum value, in many cases being the largest value in 8-bit. Using pixel addition
to produce a constant value offset can help to brighten or darken an image, but will
do so uniformly and not maintain image contrast. If too much is added the image will
either appear white washed or values start to wrap back to zero and image integrity
is lost [80].
Subtraction – Pixel subtraction performs the opposite operation to addition, as is
expected. But its uses vary significantly from addition. The most useful form is to use
two input images and take the corresponding pixel value subtraction between the two,
producing an image of the remainder of the operation. One use of pixel subtraction can
be to remove uneven illumination in an image or unwanted background noise. This can
be done by taking an empty image with the same illumination or background present
and subtracting it from the original image. Bounded condition is another option were
it stops values from exceeding the upper and lower bounds on 8-bit pixel values and
takes image order into consideration when performing subtraction. This condition
is more effective for background subtraction situations. Another very effective use
of pixel subtraction is to detect changes between images. If items remain the same
between images the result will be pixel values of zero, whereas if items were to change
or move their subtracted values will result in bright regions in the final output. Adding
an absolute value condition is often most effective for change detection. This way any
change, darker or brighter will result in highlighted regions on the final image. An
example of this can be seen in Figure 2.29 [80].
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Figure 2.29: Absolute image subtraction between two input images showing the moved
and rotated parts in bright grayscale from the zeroed background. Contrast stretching
has been applied to make the resultant image clearer [80]
2.7.3.3 Edge Detection
Edge analysis is yet another group of tools fundamental to image processing. Though
each tool has the same objective there are many different algorithms and implemen-
tations. An edge detection tool attempts to find the edges in an image using various
mathematical methods and outputs an image consisting of just the found edge out-
lines. This can be useful for object detection or to highlight edges within objects
for further analysis. Some mathematical models for edge detection include: Sobel,
Roberts Cross, Compass and Canny.
Both Sobel and Roberts Cross operations perform 2-D spatial gradient measurements
and highlight areas of high spatial change which usually correspond to edges. Roberts
Cross is a more basic operation but can be performed in a very short time while
Sobel compares more pixels increasing its computation time. Through this extra
computation, Sobel smooths the image more, making it less sensitive to noise and
improving detection of less pronounced edges [80].
The Canny operator is said to be the optimal edge detection method. It first smooths
out the input image, then employees 2-D spatial gradient algorithms similar to the
Robert Cross method, and finally suppresses the edges so only the exact edge is given
in a fine outline and any noise is greatly reduced. Figure 2.30 compares Sobel and
Canny algorithm outputs.
Lastly is Compass edge detection which takes an alternate approach to the previous
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Figure 2.30: Demonstration of edge detection methods dealing with a noisy image:
image of an object with added noise (a), Sobel operation applied showing strong
edge detection but also a considerable amount of noise included (b), Canny operation
applied showing the more fine-tuned outline without any residual noise (c) [80]
methods. It takes one input image and outputs an estimated edge gradient magnitude
image as well as an estimated edge orientation image. By analysing edge orientation
it hopes to better find edges to complete objects rather than unwanted noise.
2.7.3.4 Blob Detection
A blob analysis is used to detect two-dimensional shapes within an image and does
so through the use of thresholding. Cognex VisionPro (the machine vision software
used in this project) training guides [82] were referenced to give an overview of the
blob tool capabilities available. The blob analysis returns many properties about
the found blobs including their area, centre of mass, perimeter, principle axis, and
quantity found. The main applications of blob detection is to inspect for number,
size, shape, and position of objects or to sort or classify object based on their size and
shape. It is particularly useful when objects vary greatly in size and shape making a
trained model impossible to setup.
Blob analysis segments an image between its foreground object pixels (blobs) and the
image background pixels. Segmentation is done using a set polarity and threshold.
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Blob polarity can either be dark blobs appearing on a bright background or bright
blobs on dark. The threshold is the pixel value level from which a blob is segmented
from its background pixels. Any pixel value inside the threshold will be counted as
part of an object and are grouped into blobs. There are many different threshold
methods to determine the threshold value: fixed, relative, dynamic and soft or hard.
Fixed – Uses a single set value, anything above or below according to the polarity
will be considered a blob.
Relative – Uses a set percentile value of pixel distribution and changes the threshold
accordingly. For example, a relative threshold of 40% with an image containing dark
objects may have a threshold value of 30 since a large portion of pixels are in the
lower region in a histogram and fulfill the set percentile quickly. As another example,
if the same relative threshold is used on a brighter image, the threshold value may
become 140 since the distribution of pixel values on its histogram will be higher on
the scale. Relative threshold functionality can be seen in the illustrated example of
Figure 2.31.
Dynamic – Threshold which takes the same principles found in relative, but the
percentage is chosen dynamically based on the pixel distribution. This results in an
even more dynamic and appropriate threshold selection.
Soft and Hard – Soft thresholds apply a smoother boundary around the threshold
value using weights transitioning from a value of zero to one or vice versa depending on
polarity. Hard thresholds provide a more accurate blob analysis but needs confident
selection of the threshold value since its cut off is exact and harsh. Hard or soft
threshold functions are paired with any of the threshold selection methods, fixed,
relative, or dynamic.
The grey scale histogram of an image may not always have a clear distribution or
distinct peaks and therefore choosing a threshold may be difficult. For these cases
a relative threshold may be better suited and if images are not consistent then a
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Figure 2.31: Relative threshold example showing accompanying histograms and
threshold values for the images on the left with varying degrees of grey level. Im-
age credit [82]
dynamic threshold may be beneficial.
Machine vision image processing can use many basic but effective operations such
as grayscale morphology and image arithmetic. For example, erosion can be used to
reduce unwanted noise or specks of glare then have the image subtracted from a master
to check for changes. Some more advanced tools include edge and blob detections.
Edge detection algorithms are useful for highlighting the outlines of shapes and can
use image addition to impose them back on the original image to enhance feature
shapes. Blob detection can serve as a tool to detect and measure changes found on
the object. This preliminary research has helped single out which methods show the
most potential in solving this machine vision problem, but an optimal algorithm can
only be found through testing with real samples under proper lighting.
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2.8 Summary
This chapter aimed to form a foundation of knowledge needed to understand the
methods and material presented in later chapters. The focus here was on areas of
advancement to the project which included internal scanning techniques, feed system
design, real-time software development, and machine vision techniques. Additionally,
background knowledge of the UO2 manufacturing process and inspection techniques
were introduced to better understand the scope of the project.
Based on the findings of where defects and impurities are likely to occur along the
stages of UO2 pellet production, in-line inspection of external flaws positioned post
grinding in UO2 pellet production is the most effective way to guarantee defect free
pellets. Internal inspection methods may catch impurities earlier in production but
its implementation is beyond the scope of thesis. A review of internal inspection
methods backs the fact that further development and research is required for such an
addition. The findings here found that ultrasound inspection techniques most closely
match the requirements of the product and production line. Ultrasound methods are
in a true sense non-destructive, with minimal stresses applied to the product, and are
able to conduct inspection at high speeds, but no off-the-self scanners could be used
without extensive research. Other methods reviewed show promise but contain other
inherent setbacks.
By reviewing several patents related to pellet inspection systems a good set of varying
designs was collected from which ideas can be drawn later in the design process.
One of the more elegant patented designs used rotating cams to control position and
orientation all while using simple continuous motions of the cam wheels and allowed
good access for pellet inspection devices. Following this, a variety of pellet handling
equipment was researched for application to this project, meeting the high rate cycle
time, cost, and space requirements. The exact UO2 pellet delivery method to the
inspection system was unknown and, therefore, investigation of systems was aimed
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to cover different delivery situations. Several complete pick-and-place systems were
found with industry leading cycle times, although some of the simpler systems did not
fully meet cycle times, they show opportunity to combine several lower cost units or
expand handling to several pellets at once. More expensive robotic systems performed
within cycle requirements but are better suited if a more dynamic pick-and-place
operation is needed. For pellet indexing through the inspection system, both linear
and rotary drives show potential and depend more on final design decisions made
later using the TRIZ method. TRIZ design methodology helps provide a structured
algorithm to follow for generating innovative ideas. Its efficient and effective process
was applied to the mechanical portion of this project, the feed system design. Through
using idle resources, patterns of evolution and the 40 innovative principles, the ideality
of the inspection feed system can be approached.
Finally are the control software and machine vision aspects. NI LabVIEW was chosen
as the software development platform due to its greater support of external hardware
interfacing compared to other competing software. It also contains all the real-time
capabilities needed for the requirements of this project and more advanced RTOS
features for future development. Machine vision can be a complex problem to solve
which involves the problems of illumination and image processing. Machine vision
illumination is very dependent on the object properties, such as surface shape, reflec-
tivity, homogeneity, and colour. For cylindrical reflective objects, such as UO2 pellets,
a more diffused light source may be effective to provide consistent illumination but
may not produce high levels of contrast on defects, a quality inherent to diffuse light-
ing. Off axis lighting or polarization are also other leading illumination methods when
used with reflective surfaces. These illumination techniques may work in theory but
no single method can be singled out until tested and may involve a combination of
methods. Also, there are several post processing operations, such as erosion, image
subtraction, edge and blob detection, that show potential in defect detection and im-
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age enhancing but the right combination can only be tested for proper effectiveness




All the theory and background knowledge has been outlined in the previous chapter,
but this means little without a method to judge pellet quality. In order to apply
the adopted inspection system along with the techniques just presented, clear pellet
defect specifications needed to be defined. Understanding what classifies each defect
as BAD will aid in calibrating the system with more realistic decision criteria. The
opportunity here is to set accurate criteria to reject only pellets which exceed defect
limits and allow those that pass to continue through the system to reduce the amount
of over sorting performed. Reducing or eliminating over sorting of passible defective
pellets would save in material reworking costs and efforts. The process of defining
these criteria specific to the system starts with defining the standard pellet sizing
being used, then applying this sizing and sensor availability to create pellet defect
specification, and lastly to identify any limits and resolutions related to the judging
criteria methods. This process of starting with the technical documents provided
by Cameco Corporation and turning them into specific sensor judging criteria, using
defined measurement units, is presented in the sections to follow.
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3.1 Standard Pellet Specifications
Most of the judging criteria for a GOOD or BAD pellet are based on the pellet
dimensions as percentages of length, diameter, or circumference. For this reason, the
dimensions of the pellets being inspected need to be well defined before criteria can be
considered. Table 3.1 clearly defines the nominal dimensions for the standard pellet
currently being produced by CFM. The dimensions were supplied by Cameco [84]
and were confirmed by taking measurements of sample pellets at their Port Hope
Conversion Facility (PHCF).
Table 3.1: Nominal dimension for a standard sintered UO2 pellet produced by CFM
Diameter 12.20 mm to 12.23 mm
(Typical 12.21 mm)
Length 16.5 ± 0.5 mm
(Typical 16.3 mm)
3.2 UO2 Pellet Defect Specifications
The defect specifications process has been approached by using a multi-step engi-
neering method where each stage defines more specifics to each criteria until final
measurable values are defined for each sensor. First, decoding and clarification of
technical defect inspection criteria is needed and is done through clear rewording and
descriptive illustrations. Next, the set pellet size is applied to criteria where mea-
surement of area is appropriate and includes assumptions of object shape and related
calculations. Each defect type is then assigned methods of inspection related to the
available inspection sensors and cameras. Finally, a summary of each sensor is given
along with the defects and judging criteria which have been specified.
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3.2.1 Defect Technical Specifications
Requirements classifying a GOOD pellet are summarized based on documents supplied
by Cameco Corporation [85]. Any other form of defect that does not fall under these
classifications is not permitted. Unless stated otherwise, defects have an acceptable
quality limit (AQL) of 2.5%. The AQL is a limit based on the average number of
occurrences. Allowable defect limits are defined in Table 3.2 for end squares, chips,
cracks, pits, surface finish, grinder wheel marks, inclusions, and non-cleanups. The
accompanying figures in Table 3.2 are drawn to scale (unless otherwise stated) and
represent assumptions for measurement of each classification. These assumptions will
later be used in calculation of the defect areas.
Table 3.2: Technical UO2 pellet defect specifications with scale appropriate represen-
tative figures
Defect Type Sub Type Criteria
End
Squares
General Pellet end must be square to cylindrical surface within
0.1 mm Total Indicator Readout (TIR).
NOTE: scale slightly exaggerated for illustration pur-
poses.
Chips General Depth is not a factor when considering chip defects it is
based solely on size of the largest dimension.
End Face
Chips
Either a) the total length (l) of a single major dimension
(MD) or b) the sum of multiple MDs (l i) must be less
than 100% of the pellet diameter.
Table 3.2 continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page




Either a) the total length (l) of a single MD must be less
than 30% or b) the sum of multiple MDs (l i) must be
less than 75% of the pellet diameter.
Corner
Chip
Chips that are completely within 0.5 mm (l) of a pellets
corner can be ignored.
Cracks End Face
Cracks
Total cumulative crack length (l) must be less than 25%
of the pellet diameter.
Table 3.2 continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page




Total cumulative crack length (l) must be less than 25%
of the pellet circumference.
End
Cracks
Cracks within 2 mm of a pellet end must have a length
(l) less than 25% of the pellet circumference.
If length is more than 25% of the pellet circumference




Either a) a single pit must have a MD less than 2.5 mm
(r), b) a maximum of two with MD larger than 1 mm
(r) in size, or c) a maximum of fifteen with MD larger
than 0.5 mm (r) in size.
Any number of pits allowed with MD smaller than 0.5
mm (r) in size.
Table 3.2 continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Defect Type Sub Type Criteria
Non-
Cleanups
General Non-cleanups follow an exception where they have an av-
erage outgoing quality limit (AOQL) of 5%. The AOQL
is based on a per batch basis.
Cylindrical
Surface
Non-cleanup must have both a) a length less than 50%
of the pellet length and b) the pellet ends cleaned to






Customer requires less than 0.8 m.







Must be less than two revolutions and less than 0.05 mm





General Must be free of any visible inclusions and foreign mate-
rials.
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3.2.2 Defect Specification Calculations
Based on the understanding of the UO2 pellet defect criteria some calculations are
needed that will be used to classify a defective pellet. Selected defects and criteria
can be classified based on the area of the defect, a property measured by the vision
systems. Not all defects can be classified based on visible area, but chips, cracks,
pits, and non-cleanups are primarily a visual defect and have specific criteria that
can easily be converted to a measure of area. Though chips and pits also create a
geometric change to the pellet, the depth of the defect is not defined in the criteria.
Table 3.3 provides area calculations related to the defined criteria in Table 3.2 and
are based on the typical dimensions for sintered UO2 pellets defined earlier in Table
3.1.
Table 3.3: Area calculations related to UO2 pellet defect specifications
Defect Type Sub Type Dimension Specific Criteria and Area Calculation
Chips End Face
Chips
Either a) a single chip MD or b) multiple added chip
MDs need to be equal or greater than 12.21 mm in size:
a) Singular end face chips generally take on the form of
a rough semi-circle. Assuming the area of a single semi-
circle with diameter equal to the MD yields an area of
58.55 mm2.
b) End face chips generally take on the form of a rough
ellipse and rarely exceed 3 chips. Assuming the area of
three ellipses with minor dimension being 1/2 of the
MD where the MD is 1/3 of the max chip size gives an
area of 19.51 mm2.
Table 3.3 continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page
Defect Type Sub Type Dimension Specific Criteria and Area Calculation





Either a) a single chip MD needs to be equal or over 3.66
mm or b) Total added chip MDs needs to be equal or
over 9.16 mm in size. Chips generally take on the form
of a rough ellipse and rarely exceed two chips:
a) Assuming area of a single ellipse with minor dimension
being 1/2 of the MD gives 5.26 mm2.
b) Assuming area of two ellipses with minor dimension
being 1/2 of the MD where the MD is 1/2 of the max
chip size MD produces an area of 16.47 mm2.
Therefore choose smallest area of 5.26 mm2 for detection.
Cracks End Face
Cracks
Sum of crack length must be equal to or longer than 3.05
mm.





Sum of crack length must be equal to or longer than 9.59
mm.




Defective if a) a single pit is 2.5 mm or larger, b) more
than two pits are 1 mm or larger, or c) more than fifteen
pits are 0.5 mm or larger in size. Assuming pits are a
rough circular shape:
Table 3.3 continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – continued from previous page
Defect Type Sub Type Dimension Specific Criteria and Area Calculation
a) A single pit would be 4.91 mm2 in area.
b) Two pits ranging from 1.0 to 2.4 mm in diameter
would give a cumulative area of 1.57 to 9.05 mm2 respec-
tively (average 5.31 mm2).
c) Fifteen pits ranging from 0.5 to 0.9 mm in diameter
would give a cumulative area of 2.95 to 9.54 mm2 respec-
tively (average 6.25 mm2).





Either a) a length equal or greater than 8.15 mm or
b) the pellet ends are not cleaned to required diame-
ter within 3.26 mm of each end.
Non-cleanups take on various forms but will be general-
ized to take on the area of an ellipse with the minor axis
being 1/2 the major axis in length.
Assuming area of a single non-cleanup ellipse yields an
area 26.08 mm2 in size.
3.2.3 Defect Engineering Specifications
With an understanding of the pellet defect criteria and with area calculations for
several of the defect cases, engineering specifications can be applied. Specifications
are needed for inspection system sensor components to classify a pellet as BAD. The
engineering specifications in Table 3.4 relate the judging criteria for each defect type
to individual sensor detection capabilities and to the calculated values from Table 3.3.
There are three sets of sensors in use on the inspection system: 2D laser profile scan-
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ners, machine vision cameras (both end and circumference facing), and laser surface
roughness scanners. The 2D scanners each measure a portion of the circumferential
surface profile. They compare the measured profile to a saved master and report the
maximum displacement from the master profile. Next, the end and side cameras mea-
sure detected blobs after comparing a captured image to a saved master non-defective
pellet. The final sensors in the system are a set of Ra scanners which read the sur-
face roughness along the cylindrical face of a pellet. Each of the 2D scanners, side
cameras, and Ra scanners are arranged in sets of three around the cylindrical surface
of the pellets and measure only a portion of each pellet; together they complete a
full circumference scan. More details on the sensor arrangement, capabilities, and
calibrations will be presented in the next chapter, but this overview was necessary to
understand the allocation of sensors to defects in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: UO2 pellet defect engineering specifications
Defect Type Sub Type Sensor Detection Specifications
End
Squares
General CANNOT MEASURE DEGREE OF END SQUARE-
NESS using current sensors. But can use current sensors
to inspect for known end square properties.
2D Scanners: Test for unspecified surface deviation on
cylindrical face as a result of end square.
Side Cameras: Look for markings of unspecified size that
signify an end square.
End Cameras: Look for raised edges of unspecified area
signifying an end square.
Chips End Face
Chip
End Cameras: Look for sum of blob area larger than
19.51 mm2.
Table 3.4 continued on next page
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Table 3.4 – continued from previous page




Side Cameras*: Look for sum of blob area larger than
5.26 mm2.
2D Scanners**: Test for surface deviation on cylindrical
face as a result of a chip.
Corner
Chip
All Cameras: Edges of pellets already masked off and ig-
nored due to large variation in pellet corner detail and po-
sition resulting in false triggering of camera algorithms.
Cracks General Only camera system is able to reliably see cracks but is
LIMITED TO AREA MEASUREMENT and does not
measure their length making it difficult to classify as a
defect due to their small resulting area.
End Face
Cracks









Edges of pellets are partially masked off and ignored due
to variations in pellet edge detail which could cause false
triggering of the camera algorithms. Extreme or smaller
end cracks MAY BE MISSED as a result but typically
partials of end cracks would still be captured.
Table 3.4 continued on next page
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Table 3.4 – continued from previous page
Defect Type Sub Type Sensor Detection Specifications
Pits Cylindrical
Surface
2D Scanners**: Test for surface deviation on cylindrical
face as a result of a pit.






Side Cameras: For part ‘a’ look for a blob area larger
than 26.08 mm2.
2D Scanners: For part ‘b’ the system is NOT set up to
determine the location of specific defects but will trigger












2D Scanners: look for a 0.05 mm diameter variation.
Side Cameras: variation in surface finish may appear as





General All Cameras: use blob area settings of other defects to
find inclusions and foreign materials since size not spec-
ified.
2D Scanners: difference in reflectivity of surface may
trigger the laser scanners.
*: Will not be able to add areas from other camera views, software works each
camera algorithm independent
**: Chip and pit defects do not have depth criteria and therefore specifica-
tion values are unknown and to be calibrated experimentally based on sample
defective pellets
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3.2.4 Sensor Engineering Specifications
By applying each sensor to specific defect detection in Table 3.4, the final sensor
engineering specifications can be generated. In Table 3.5 the detection specification
of each sensor is defined separately and provides a clear designation of sensor re-
quirements for detecting defective pellets. Since areas vary greatly for camera defect
specifications, the system should be calibrated to detect the smallest area defects.
Table 3.5: Sensor engineering specifications related to detection of UO2 pellet defects
Sensor Defect Criteria Values
2D Scanner Depth setting unknown for chips and pits and are to be
determined experimentally using sample defective pellets.
Chips and Pits: Test for surface deviation on cylindri-
cal face as a result of a chips or pits
Grinder Wheel Marks: look for a 0.05 mm diameter
variation
End Cameras Chips: Look for sum of blob area larger than 19.51 mm2
Cracks: Look for sum of blob area larger than 1.53
mm2
Side Cameras Non-Cleanups: For part ‘a’ look for a blob area larger than
26.08 mm2
Chips: Look for sum of blob area larger than 5.26 mm2
Cracks: Look for sum of blob area larger than 4.79
mm2
Pits: Look for sum of blob area larger than 1.57 mm2
Ra Scanners Surface Finish: any roughness measuring over 30 micro
inches
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3.3 Detection Limitations and Recommendations
The inspection system limitations have been identified through the criteria specifi-
cation procedure for each set of sensors. These will be explored next along with
recommendations for resolution. First the machine vision system will be examined,
followed by the 2D scanners, and lastly the Ra scanners.
One major inspection limitation for the inspection system in general is that no specific
sensor is capable of measuring end squareness. End squares are a commonly seen
defect and some resolution needed to be found. A possible compensation would be
to use the current vision systems to inspect for markings and deformation caused by
the defect. Future developments though could use vision techniques to measure the
specific end angles with more specialized machine vision analysis tools.
Limitations to the machine vision include not being able to distinguish between defect
types. For this reason a simplified classification criteria is used to classify all defects
based on areas and makes the system over sensitive for larger defects such as non-
cleanups but not sensitive enough for smaller ones such as cracks. Without defect
distinction the current algorithms measure area and not length of cracks, making
them harder to detect and judge. The current software also does not consider position
of defects for some defects which require end distinction, such as end cracks and non-
cleanups. Even if the current camera algorithms detect the proper blobs, they do not
track position or defect classification and therefore distinguishing a defect, specifically
an end crack would not be possible. If made possible though, the system could sort
end crack defects for further post testing as required in the criteria. A potential
solution to these limitations could be to use more sophisticated pattern matching
algorithm with trained sample defect objects. Defect types and positions could be
determined and undergo more specific analysis.
Some more vision system limitations that may be easier to overcome include position
tracking and area addition. Pellet position tracking could be used to aid in reducing
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size of masks around pellet edges set in place due to pellet shifting from variations in
stack length. Adding a pellet tracking feature to the image processing would better
focus the comparison algorithm and allow for minimal edge masking. Many defect
criteria require the sum of defect MDs, such as with chips, pits, and cracks. The
adopted algorithm only measured the largest blob areas independently. By adapting
this to add the largest detected blobs it would be more realistic to the defect criteria
requirements. A limitation of this still is that each camera around the circumference
only inspects one third of the pellet at a time, not full cumulative area for defects
like chips. If several smaller defects were distributed around the pellet, addition of
detected areas between cameras is not possible with the current arrangement.
To get a more accurate area measurement, it would be recommended to calibrate each
camera’s pixel area. By creating a simple calibration template with a standard set
area, the image processing algorithm can be used to relate the actual area to viewed
pixel area and result in more accurate defect measurements.
Next, the 2D scanners are limited by the fact that pits and chips are not classified
based on depth, which is the basis behind the cross sectional measurements the 2D
scanners provide. The scanners can be calibrated based on sample defective pitted
and chipped pellets since these are more common defects and since the sensors cannot
be set to distinguish between both shallow defects such as grinder wheel marks and
deeper defects such as pits and chips. Another limitation still is each sensor operates
independently, much like the cameras, and defects appearing in several areas around
the circumference are not added. Additionally, only slices of a pellet are taken and
readings are not continuous such that defects may be missed if not captured in the
sample rate taken. For these reasons, the 2D profile scanners cannot be relied on alone,
but instead compliment the vision system as an added safeguard or redundancy.
Lastly, in terms of the surface roughness sensors, since no previous testing had been
done on actual UO2 pellets it would be crucial to ensure all scanners are reading
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properly when in their fixtures mounted around pellets in the inspection chamber.
The reflectivity of the pellets and actual sizing would not have been tested when the
sensors were initially calibrated.
3.4 Summary
Through a step by step process the UO2 pellet defect inspection criteria have been
adapted from manual visual inspection instructions to measureable engineering spec-
ifications for the automated system. Decision criteria were found for each sensor
corresponding to each defect that could be encountered. By considering the current
sintered UO2 pellet dimensions, areas were calculated to represent the unit of mea-
surement familiar with the machine vision programing used. Together these defect
specifications will aid in more realistic decision making and is hoped to reduce or
eliminate over sorting of passable defects. Unfortunately some limitations do exist.
The variety of different criteria and vast sizing differences between defect types make
distinguishing between these defects difficult especially since the components of the
automated system rely on a single value for decision making. Despite these limi-
tations, the ability to screen every pellet is still an advantage and some reasonable
recommendations have been made about resolving most limitations either through
programing adjustments or future works. The inspection system criteria developed




Prototype Design and Methods
This chapter will serve two important purposes; firstly to describe the work done
and secondly to present the reasoning behind (or the design intent of) the choices
made. It will tie strongly into the concepts reviewed in the background sections of
Chapter 2. Much of the developments in this work relates to systems that are visual
in nature, therefore, many visuals will be provided to guide understanding of the
system, concept ideas, and its progression. All aspects of system development were
covered, including mechanical design, software and algorithm design, sensor setups
and calibrations, communication interfacing, and electrical design. The prototype
design component of this chapter involves designing and also creating all the system
components of the inspection unit such that the final product represents a functional,
testable prototype.
The first system covered is the mechanical system. The prototype creation of this
system applied TRIZ design methods, CAD designs, and rapid prototyping methods
to create its components and construct the final working prototype. Testing was
also performed to confirm aspects of the angled feed system, ensuring they would
function as intended before designing and constructing a complete prototype. Further
testing of the completed prototype was performed to ensure proper function. Here,
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rapid prototyping was used to its advantage by refining the design through fast and
inexpensive part redevelopment.
The next topic covered involves the sensors used. A brief overview of the sensors of
the inspection system is provided along with any changes made to their measurement
setups. The design of custom electronic enclosures, which act to encase all the sen-
sor electronics and controllers, is also covered, along with improved communication
interfacing hardware. Lastly, the roughness sensors and cameras were recalibrated to
improve measurement accuracy.
For the software component, a full overview of the completely redesigned control
program is given; from program structure, to software implementation, to deadline
handling methods, to communication management. The software package used to
create the control software provided more advanced tools and a greatly improved user
interface. Despite some difficulties encountered, the new software produced significant
functionality improvements and allowed for full prototype testing.
The last system to receive a full overhaul was the machine vision system. An overview
of the original algorithm is given, along with its limitations. From there a systematic
method was used to improve the system performance with both glare reduction and
defect detection. As testing with actual pellets began, additional issues and limitations
became apparent and were solved using a combination of methods. Finally, the overall
performance of the vision system is reviewed and include unexpected benefits along
with any new or lingering limitations.
The topics within this chapter, in many cases, follow a chronological order; naturally,
the order in which concepts were conceptualized, tested, and finally implemented.
However, the overall presentation of each system in the chosen order was done for
clarity and understanding of the concepts presented and of the system as a whole.
For this reason, the mechanical system design is presented first.
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4.1 Mechanical Feed System Design
The design problem that needed to be solved was to create a sintered ceramic pellet
handling system used with the adopted pellet inspection system. Based on the re-
quirements set out in Chapter 1, the handling device must be capable of accurately
handling pellets within the inspection chamber, yet be fast enough to meet produc-
tion requirements. In addition, the handling system must be able to feed pellets into
the inspection chamber, sort pellets as they exit, and manipulate pellets to expose
both end faces for end inspection. The main design constraint of this project was
the cylindrical inspection chamber; being a central component to the original design,
it cannot be changed. The patent survey presented back in Chapter 2 was applied
here to generate ideas and avoid infringement. To aid the process of the feed system
design, a detailed TRIZ analysis was performed using three different TRIZ problem
solving models and a TRIZ based evaluation. Once a TRIZ based solution was found,
the concept of an angled system was validated through testing. CAD models were
generated which incorporated all the final design concepts, including an angled frame
and gravity feed system components. The design of additional components, such as
the infeed, took ideas stemming from the TRIZ analysis to match the ideality of the
other systems. Manual calculations were also done prior to the CAD design for the
outfeed cam to ensure the forces generated fell within motor specifications. Following
an overview of the completed prototype, a detailed redesign section explains issues
encountered and redesigns used to solve them. Lastly, safety considerations for the
mechanical components are mentioned, along with a mention of considerations for
previously researched handling methods. From concept sketch to final prototype, the
design of a feed system was one of the major contributions this work has produced.
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4.1.1 TRIZ Design Method
The TRIZ design methods that were covered in Chapter 2 encompassed several differ-
ent techniques and concepts to finding an ideal design. In order to fully understand
the problem and find the best solution, each design method has been explored. Us-
ing each method, or a combination of several, design concepts were generated and
the ideality of the problem approached. To find the best concept to use in the final
design, a detailed TRIZ based evaluation method was performed. The resultant of
the TRIZ design method is presented through the final design. Through this design
process, the problem of controlled pellet indexing through the inspection camber was
solved.
4.1.1.1 Design Methods
The following three tables encompass each TRIZ based method, starting with contra-
diction and resource analysis in Table 4.1, patterns of evolution in Table 4.2, and the
40 principles of TRIZ in Table 4.3. When examining the tables for the implementa-
tion of these methods, note that bolded or coloured concepts were those chosen for
concept generation in Section 4.1.1.2.
The first step is to identify contradictions that exist in the problem of controlled high
speed pellet indexing. One main trade-off contradiction that exists is high speed yet
accurate handling. These both need to be performed with the materials characteris-
tics in mind. Table 4.1 expands on this contradiction and identifies the other main
components of TRIZ design: resources and the ideal final result.
Now that the problem has been broken down into its components of the intensified
contradiction, idle resources, and ideal final result, a solution has been found. The
problem of obtaining high positional accuracy with such high production rates has
been solved with a method of self-aligning using the cylindrical shape of the pellets
and inspection tube. Next, the patterns of evolution and 40 principles (or lenses) of
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Table 4.1: TRIZ problem solving agenda using contradiction and resource analysis as
applied to pellet handling
1. Describe contradictions
a. Describe the contradictions that make up the problem
The handling system needs to be fast enough to keep up with in-line production
speeds but at the same time handle the fragile products carefully as to not
damage them. High speed handling also needs to be combined with accuracy to
allow for the best and most consistent sensor readings. The higher the handling
speed, the more uncontrollable motion there will be within the inspection
chamber.
b. Select one contradiction to resolve
The higher the handling speed the less accurate it becomes within the inspec-
tion chamber.
c. Intensify the contradictions
High speed indexing, slow speed accuracy.
2. Map Resources
a. List resources of the tool and object
Linear or rotary feed actuators, pellets.
b. List resources of the environment
Gravity , air, mechanical vibrations and sound, compressed air, factory work-
ers, electricity, and computing power.
c. List resources on the higher system level (macrolevel) and microlevel
Marco: vibrating (aka. endless) conveyer, inspection sensors, and
cylindrical inspection chamber . Micro: stainless steel, polished surface,
ceramic, round pellet shape , high compression strength, high density.
3. Define the ideal final result
a. Remove the contradiction using resources
Use gravity, ambient mechanical vibrations, and the cylindrical geometry of
the pellets to self-align within cylindrical pellet chamber. To do this, need to
allow pellets to rest un-actuated and uncompressed between pellet indexes in
the pellet chamber. Use compression properties of pellets to hold pellets steady
during actuation and use computation power to precisely control actuator
acceleration and deceleration to be as smooth as possible.
b. Evaluate the solution
Conflict of high speed indexing, slow speed accuracy has been improved af-
ter actuation motion is complete, allowing pellets to settle. A more detailed
method for accuracy during actuation needs to be considered.
c. Improve the solution
Actuator mechanism can control compression during actuation to ensure self-
aligned pellets remain tightly packed. Shape of tube could be changed to
control how easily the pellets settle. V-shape tube/rail would provide two
points to stabilize, where circular tube only has one point of contact.
NOTE: The bolded italicized coloured entries represent the ideas used to
generate concept designs.
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TRIZ have been applied in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, respectively, to expand on this
solution and to further develop concepts for other aspects of the handling system.
4.1.1.2 Design Concepts
TRIZ techniques for idea generation were used to generate several potential concepts.
Key ideas were taken from the design method tables of Section 4.1.1.1 and detailed
overviews of each generated concept are presented next.
Concept # 1 – Smooth Single Actuator
The first concept was generated by analysing system resources and using them to
solve the defined inherent contradiction as seen in Table 4.1. Ideas (colour coded in
GREEN) were also taken from Table 4.2 where patterns of evolution were used.
The design involves using gravity to settle pellets before actuating (seen in Figure 4.1)
and using smooth motion to ensure a tight pellet stack during high speed actuation.
In this design, methods for actuation are not specified, but it can be assumed they
are linear since the system uses a linear force. The actuator could take the form of
a linear actuator with advanced controller allowing for motion profile control, much
like those used for advanced automated handling systems. The control method of the
actuator is key to this design; using smooth acceleration, seen in Figure 4.2, pellet
motion can be ensured to not cause pellet separation without having to use potential
bilateral stack holding forces F1 and F2 seen in Figure 4.3.
By having only one actuator the design requires that it be controlled carefully to
ensure bumping or separation of pellets does not occur. Using the resource of com-
putational power, this method can be achieved without making substantial changes
to the current design.
Concept # 2 – Secondary Pneumatic Holding Actuator
The second concept uses patterns of evolution (colour coded in BLUE) from Table
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Table 4.2: Patterns of evolution as applied to pellet handling problem





• Evolution of sintered UO2 production methods at each production
stage with the lack of handling between stages
• Development of inspection techniques without the method to handle
pellets in or out of the system
• Development of inspection apparatus with inspection chamber





• Integrate inspection system directly to production line conveyers
• Integrate pellet handling with pellet indexing




• Segment actuation into many small continuous actuations
– Vibrations
– Circular motion






• Introduce new substance:
– Graphite as lubricant and can make pellet chamber with tighter
tolerances
– Add a second actuator on exit side of pellet chamber to control
outward motion too
• Introduction of a void:
– Use a pocket of enclosed air to control outward motion of pel-
lets in the form of a pneumatic piston or device
• Introduction of Action:





• Increase number of actuators to improve controllability, then
group function of many actuators into one
Increasing
of ideality • Move pellets with no actuator at all, ex. Use a sloped surface
• Position is controlled by a single device, rest is passive
NOTE: The bolded italicized coloured entries represent the ideas used to
generate concept designs.
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Table 4.3: TRIZ 40 principles applied to pellet handling problem
Principle Title Application
# 5 Merging Pellets are already being grouped together within
the pellet inspection chamber. Make these effects
more dominant by applying forces to keep in a
tight pack.
# 7 Nested Doll Already in use within system, pellets pass through
a nested chamber. No need to amplify.
# 11 Beforehand
Compensation
Apply holding forces to pellets before activat-
ing motion to ensure they do not shift while in
motion or while holding forces are being ap-
plied.
# 13 The Other
Way Around
Rather than having pellets pushed straight
through the inspection chamber or on an upward
slope, have pellets feed into the top of the
chamber and travel down.




Paired with # 13 Tilt or reorient the system
either on an upward or downward slope.
# 14 Curvature In-
crease
Go from linear actuation to rotary. Rather




Replace actuators with a vibrating inspection
chamber conveyer. Much like the conveyers
already used to transport the pellets.
# 33 Homogeneity Make or coat interacting surface of pellet cham-
ber out of same ceramic material, so wear on the
pellets is reduced.
NOTE: The bolded italicized entries represent the ideas used to generate con-
cept designs.
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Figure 4.1: Pellet inspection chamber with no holding forces F1 and F2 showing
settled pellets due to gravity and geometry of the pellet and chamber
Figure 4.2: Indexing actuator being controlled using a smooth extension stroke to
limit impact and separation of pellets
Figure 4.3: Pellet inspection chamber with un-settled pellets due to axial stack holding
forces F1 and F2
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4.2 to generate a solution.
The concept is to use a secondary actuator to resist the output motion of the pellets
as they approach the end of the pellet inspection chamber. The use of pneumatics
is to be used here to apply a stack holding force as pellets increment through the
system. The motion and function of this concept can be seen in Figure 4.4 and 4.5.
Figure 4.4: Pellets being held in a tight stack before actuation using opposing pneu-
matic holding force F2 from air supplied in the pneumatic actuator
Figure 4.5: Pellets continue to be held tightly together during actuation as the resist-
ing force F2 is supplied from the pneumatic cylinder as air is forced out
Concept # 3 – Upward Slopping
The third concept uses patterns of evolution (colour coded in PURPLE) from Table
4.2 to generate a solution.
The idea involves using a single actuator to control pellets held tightly together by
gravity in an upward sloping system seen in Figure 4.6. The pellets are held from
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falling back by a passive offset gap in the beginning portion of the inspection chamber
seen in Figure 4.7. This allows the actuator to focus on the forward motion only.
Figure 4.6: Single linear actuator extending and pushing pellets through the upward
sloping pellet chamber using gravity to hold pellets tightly together
Concept # 4 – Downward Slopping
This concept makes use of the 40 principles of TRIZ seen in Table 4.3 to form a design
concept.
The idea behind Concept # 4 is to reverse the operation, use the output end of the
pellet inspection system to control the feed of pellets through the system (Principle #
13 – the other way around). This is also paired with the idea to reorient the system to
allow for a downward slope for the pellets (Principle # 17 – dimensionality change).
Together, gravity allows the pellets to feed through the chamber, while the output
controls their decent as illustrated in Figure 4.8.
Concept # 5 – Rotary Feed Mechanism
This concept makes use of the patterns of evolution (colour coded in RED) from
Table 4.2 and the 40 principles of TRIZ seen in Table 4.3 to form a design concept.
Principle # 14, curvature increase, is utilized here by changing the linear actuation
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Figure 4.7: Single actuator retracting for next pellet while pellet trap stops upward
sloping pellets from falling out
Figure 4.8: Pellets are held in pellet chamber on a downward slope and are controlled
at the output end by a linear actuator
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to rotary motion. A rotating cam (Figure 4.9) or toothed wheel could be used to
perform the same actions as a linear actuator would. Using a curvature and rotating
actuation would allow for a more continuous smooth operation and would eliminate
return motion delays common to linear systems.
Figure 4.9: Rotating cam pushes pellets through the inspection chamber directly from
a feed conveyer
Concept # 6 – Vibration Feed
This final concept makes use of the 40 principles of TRIZ seen in Table 4.3 to form a
design concept.
The last concept generated uses Principle # 18, mechanical vibrations, to replace the
use of actuators all together. Mechanical vibrations move the pellets linearly through
the inspection chamber; in much the same way that vibrating conveyers used in other
parts of the facility could deliver pellets to the inspection unit too. Keeping the feed
and indexing motion the same simplifies the system but does not guarantee positional
accuracy.
4.1.1.3 TRIZ Evaluation
Here, TRIZ evaluation is to be used to find which concept designs had the most
potential. The concepts are deconstructed and ranked based on several criteria and
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either the best design would be chosen, or a combination of the top ranking aspects
would be used in a final design. Evaluation was based on the Seven Generic Evaluation
Criteria of the TRIZ method and are shown in the Table 4.4.
The design concepts were compared against the current solution used in the system
which is similar to Concept # 1 but with no smooth actuator control. The current
feed system from the first phase of this project (seen back in Figure 1.1) uses a single
actuator at the infeed side and pellets are left to settle between actuator strokes on a
level plane.
The inherent primary contradiction to this problem has already been identified in the
Table 4.1. To recall, the inherent contradiction was to have the speed of high speed
handling with the accuracy of low speed handling. The harmful features that this
contradiction was hoping to solve were the separation and error build-up along the
array of pellets packed axially within the inspection chamber.
4.1.1.4 Final Result of TRIZ Process
Based on the results of the TRIZ concept generation and evaluation, the design con-
cepts were ranked in Table 4.4. No single design meet all the seven criteria perfectly,
therefore a combination of concepts were used for the final design. Concept # 4, the
downward sloping system ranked highest in the evaluation, but still had some minor
harmful features that needed to be eliminated. By combining ideas from Concept
# 3, which used a passive holding trap, these shortcomings can be resolved. Since
a holding trap would not be appropriate in the downward sloping direction, the use
of a controlled friction brake (seen in Figure 4.10) was proposed. This will allow for
pellets to be held in place within the pellet chamber while the actuator proceeds to
remove and sort the pellet as pass or fail.
A solution was found to the design problem of coming up with a UO2 pellet handling
device that was capable of accurately indexing pellets within an inspection cham-
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Table 4.4: Seven Generic Evaluation Criteria of TRIZ as applied to pellet handling concepts
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Figure 4.10: Revision of Concept # 4 showing added friction brake at the end of
pellet inspection chamber
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ber, yet fast enough to meet production requirements. By working with the current
design of a cylindrical inspection chamber, parts of the design were constrained for
improvement, and needed to be incorporated in the final design. Through surveying
patents related to pellet handling and following the detailed TRIZ methods (Chapter
2), several innovative concepts were generated. Since none of the initial concepts were
able to fulfill all the ranking criteria of the TRIZ based evaluation, ideas from the top
ranked concepts were combined in a final concept design. The final concept was seen
to approach the ideal final result since it eliminated the problem contradiction, and
solved it using idle free resources: gravity, pellet/tube geometry, and simple control
methods.
The original scope of this problem was to design the full input, output, and rejection
system for pellet handling of the inspection unit. In order to better focus the TRIZ
design methods, the system was deconstructed into its components and the main
source of error, pellet separation from high speed handling, was isolated and solved.
The TRIZ methods used here have been useful to generate concepts, but also as a
refinement tool to approach an ideal system. The application of these concepts will
be seen next in Section 4.1.2 where functional prototypes were designed, tested and
implemented in the inspection system.
4.1.2 Angled System Validation and Design
Based on the TRIZ solution found, modifications to angle the system will be needed
in addition to designing the remainder of the pellet handling components. Although
the design methods previously used had generated a close to ideal TRIZ solution, the
design still needed to be incorporated along with the other handling systems. These
systems include the input feed, sorter, and pellet manipulation for end inspection
cameras. Small changes to the design were made to accommodate for these other
systems and for the hardware that was available. Many of the additional design ideas
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stemmed from the relevant TRIZ methods and principles identified in Section 4.1.1.1,
such as idle resources and patterns of evolution.
The next subsections will cover the remaining design work, functional testing, and
calculations needed to complete the pellet handling systems for the pellet inspection
system. First, the gravity feed angle needed to be experimentally determined, followed
by conceptual designing of the infeed system. Next, calculations were performed to
confirm designed parts were within hardware specifications, and after all components
were modeling on Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. Lastly, an overview of the
completed prototype is given along with detailed reasoning for component redesigns
that were needed.
4.1.2.1 Pellet Slide Angle Testing and Validation
In order to properly design a gravity fed system, testing was needed to find a working
angle where static friction and hang-ups were eliminated. Experimental testing with
actual UO2 pellets at a Cameco facility was required to confirm the gravity feed
function as seen on the inspection system at UOIT. The experiments performed at
Cameco by Brian Reiss [86] were repeated at UOIT to compare sliding angles and
slide-ability of pellets within the inspection chamber. At UOIT, slide tests were
performed using ‘dummy’ pellets made from stainless steel. These ground metallic
pellets, supplied by Cameco, were the closest representation of size and surface finish
to actual UO2 pellets that were available at UOIT.
In addition to the friction testing performed at Cameco, experiments at UOIT were
done to also prove the design concept of extracting pellets from the end of the stack
on a downward slope.
The experimental setup and tests were performed much in the same manner as those
done at Cameco. Consistency of testing was important to properly correlate the
results and prove the concept. For the UOIT setup, the unit was first levelled to
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ensure its base reference was in fact horizontal (seen in Figure 4.11) then an inverted
protractor was mounted with a weighted string as an indicator for the angle of the
unit (seen in Figure 4.12). This can be compared to the setup at Cameco using a
representative stainless steel inspection chamber in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.11: Leveling of inspection unit and table
Figure 4.12: The inverted protractor setup on the inspection system frame set at level
(left) and demonstrating an incline (right)
Test 1 – Finding slide angle with single and multiple pellets
Tests were performed with the procedure as follows and can be seen in Tables 4.5 and
4.6:
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Figure 4.13: Cameco angled tube experimental setup as performed by Reiss [86]
1. Pellets are placed in the tube while resting at 0◦
(a) First performed with single pellets
(b) Next tested with multiple pellets at once
2. The angle is increased from horizontal until the pellet slides the full tube length
(ignoring getting stuck in inspection viewing windows)
The very close results seen in Table 4.5 of the repeated experiments demonstrated that
the actual UO2 pellets behave very similarly to the ‘dummy’ ground metal pellets used
at UOIT. Using this strong similarity between pellets, it was assumed that further
testing with the ‘dummy’ pellets will behave in the same manner as the UO2 pellets.
When comparing the results of Table 4.6, similar and even smaller angles are seen with
the UO2 pellets when testing multiple pellets at the same time. This is reassuring
since this means the tests done at UOIT should work even better with the actual
pellets.
Furthermore, it was obvious that the 3rd camera window was causing some issue with
pellets getting hung up on its internal edges as seen in Figure 4.14. This may be
due to the window being machined slightly larger or with sharper edges. But as seen
in further testing, these effects were eliminated with higher angles and more pellets
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Table 4.5: Test 1a; angle at which slide was initiated and maintained in the tube
(Single pellets were loaded at a time)
Angle of Slide
Pellet Trial # Cameco Baseline UOIT Repeat Pellet Stuck Notes
1 17 19 3rd camera window
2 19 19 No
3 23 23 No
4 20 20 No
5 24 18 No
6 16 20 3rd camera window
7 20 16 3rd camera window
8 17 15 3rd camera window
9 19 18 No
10 21 25 No
11 18 – –
12 19 – –
13 21 – –
Average 19.54 19.30
Table 4.6: Test 1b; angle at which slide was initiated and maintained in the tube
(Multiple pellets were loaded at a time)
Angle of Slide
Trial # Pellets Cameco Baseline UOIT Repeat Pellet Stuck Notes
1 2 22 23 2nd at 3rd camera window
2 2 22 24 No
3 2 16 30 No
4 2 15 26 No
5 2 20 – –
6 3 18 25 No
7 3 – 25 No
8 4 – 24 No
9 4 – 23 No
10 5 – 28 No
11 5 – 30 No
12 10 – 25 No
13 10 – 27 No
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within the chamber.
Also noted, there is no major correlation between adding more pellets to the stack in
terms of slide angle. The major determining factor is the angle required to slide the
top most pellet, which often required a larger angle due to having no other pellets
pushing behind it. But the results are noticeably different from those in the single
pellet testing. A higher angle is required to allow the larger mass to move, and often
with less momentum building with larger stacks, this is a better observation of the
actual proposed functionality.
Figure 4.14: Pellet getting hung up on internal edge of the 3rd camera inspection
window
Test 2 – Finding slide angle starting at fixed decline
This second test has the tube set at fixed angle using only single pellets according to
the following procedure and can be seen in Table 4.7:
1. Tube set at a fixed angle from horizontal
2. Pellets fed in with minimal force added
Fixed angle testing was performed by propping up the system and maintaining the
angle required as seen in Figure 4.15.
Most of the stuck pellets occurred directly at the in feed of the inspection tubing, not
at the 3rd camera inspection window as found before. Again, as seen in Table 4.7 the
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Table 4.7: Test 2; fixed angle testing for pellets to maintain slide for full length of
tube (single pellets loaded at a time)










Figure 4.15: Fixed angle testing with inspection system being held at required angle
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UO2 pellets are performing better than the ‘dummy’ ones used at UOIT and further
confirm the design concept.
Test 3 – Finding slide angle for full stack of pellets held at fixed decline
The final test required that a slight modification to the experimental setup be made.
A hard stop (seen in Figure 4.16) was added to the output end of the tube, allowing
pellets to be held in place and removed manually one at a time. This experimental
test uses the results of the previous two tests to best represent the functionality of
the final prototyped gravity fed system.
Figure 4.16: Right angle bracket added as hard stop to hold pellets at output end of
inspection chamber
Test 3a: Testing tube set at fixed angle with full stack of pellets in chamber using
the following procedure:
1. Tube set at a fixed angle from horizontal
2. Inspection chamber fully loaded will pellets
3. Single end pellets removed
4. Removed pellet added back into top of stack
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5. Steps 3 and 4 repeated
Table 4.8: Test 3a; fixed angle testing for full stack of pellets





Test 3b: Same test as before but with a modification to slowly release the pellets in
a controlled manner. Modified procedural step:
3. Single end pellet removed and following pellet carefully lowered to hard stop
Table 4.9: Test 3b; fixed angle testing for full stack of pellets to maintain slide for
single pellet length (slow controlled drop)
Fixed angle Stuck Pellets (out of 40 trials)
40 0
Based on the results of the Test 3a from Table 4.8, an angle of 40◦ or greater eliminates
any pellet sticking. A major source of error with test seemed to be contamination
of the feed location. Previous unrelated tests performed using painted pellets left
deposits of paint on the inner tube surface at this location; this was likely the only
cause of pellets getting stuck.
Test 3b in Table 4.9 proves that a controlled drop can be performed on the pellets
within the inspection chamber with a full stack of pellets and not get stuck. This test
was designed to simulate the proposed method of indexing the pellets through the
chamber. Based on the results of these last two tests, it is safe to assume that any
angle over 40◦ will result in a consistent slide for the pellets in a full stack.
Some concerns with an angled feed and friction based system could be the effects of
humidity and temperature on its function. These concerns were solved though, by
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choosing an angle large enough to allow for friction to be well overcome, humidity
should not play a role. In terms of temperature, clearances allow for minor material
expansion and contraction due to operating room temperatures.
To summarize these findings, tests were performed at Cameco using UO2 pellets
sliding down an unpolished stainless steel tube to determine how they respond to
fiction forces. The tests were repeated using the sample metal pellets and prototype
setup at UOIT to correlate results. The repeated tests provided positive results for
similarities were the actual pellets and in several cases the actual pellets performed
better than the metal counterparts. Further testing was done to validate the concept
of having an angled feed and inspection system and the results were encouraging. It
was found that an angle of 40◦ and greater will provide sufficient sliding to maintain
a controlled removal of pellets. Designs that incorporate an angled system can now
be made with more confidence.
4.1.2.2 Infeed Concepts
Building on the idea of an angled inspection system, many pellet infeed ideas were
conceptualized. Based on the positive results found in the Pellet Sliding Angle Tests
of Section 4.1.2.1, gravity feed designs could be implemented with more confidence.
TRIZ concepts were used to guide idea generation of a simplistic yet fully functional
infeed pellet handling system, an ideal infeed solution.
First, patterns of evolution were used to increase the infeed ideality. The idea to move
pellets with no actuator at all would be an ideal system, such as the use of a sloped
surface or ramp. Using gravity to feed pellets into the system would only require a
method to control the flow of these pellets. One of the first concepts, seen in Figure
4.17, uses the Festo Feed Separators HPV to index pellets one at a time off an infeed
ramp, into guides, and into the inspection chamber.
Patterns of evolution was used to transition the infeed design to the micro level by
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Figure 4.17: Gravity infeed concept using a pneumatic indexer and highlighting the
use of end inspection cameras (top view) positioning them along the infeed ramp at
a known stop position
segmenting actuation into many small continuous actuations; circular motion. The
concept idea seen in Figure 4.18 replaces the discontinuous linear indexer with a
continuous rotary feeder. By having semi-circular cut-outs, a gear like indexer can
easily control the gravity fed pellets along a ramp without the need for complex
motions. Further micro level transitioning can be done by removing the infeed ramp
and using pure rotary feed motion, as seen in Figure 4.19. By using two synchronized
infeed gear wheels pellets could be delivered directly from the infeed conveyer to the
inspection tube and still allow an opportunity for end inspection. The final design
using a rotating in-feeder and twisting infeed ramp can be seen in Section 4.1.2.4
along with the final CAD design.
4.1.2.3 Outfeed cam mechanism design and validation calculations
For the inspection system outfeed, the final concept from the TRIZ design process
was implemented but with an added focus on patterns of evolution. The concept of
integrating pellet handling with pellet indexing in the transition to macro level was
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Figure 4.18: Gravity infeed concept using rotary gear indexer and highlighting the
use of IR sensors to trigger indexing machinery when pellets are detected
Figure 4.19: More continuous system where feed motion is guided purely by rotating
feed gears
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used similarly as it was in the infeed design; to replace linear motions with continuous
rotary ones instead. Rotating indexing motion for the outfeed was made possible using
a cam profile as seen in Figure 4.20. This rotating cam would allow for pellets to be
lowered in a controlled manner and perform indexing without the need for wasted
return strokes or added pellet stack holding mechanisms; a further simplified and
more continuous design without sacrificing control, accuracy, or speed.
Figure 4.20: Outfeed cam mechanism and cam profile as controlled via a stepper
motor
This cam and follower system works by using the pellet stack as the follower. The
cam mechanism was able to hold the pellet stack at a fixed position (at the top of the
cam profile) or at any desired position using the holding torque of the stepper motor.
As the cam rotates, pellets lower from the inspection chamber and the cam gradually
reaches the bottom of its profile. The profile then abruptly returns to its top starting
position, ready for the next pellet, and in the process removing the current pellet
from the inspection chamber. The process can be repeated continuously as the cam
rotates, lowering and indexing pellets all in one rotating motion.
In order for this design to work properly, the forces involved with the chosen outfeed
cam profile slope needed to be determined to verify they meet the torque specifications
of the chosen stepper motors. These calculations needed to be done to ensure the
stepper motor holding torque would be enough to resist the entire weight of the
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pellet stack. The Applied Motion Products HT17-071 stepper motor (reviewed in
Section 2.4.2.2 of Chapter 2) was chosen based on availability, but also because of
its relatively small size and favourable initial testing. Figure 4.21 illustrates the force
diagram representing the pellet stack weight, the resisting holding force of the inclined
cam surface, and the holding torque generated as a result.
Figure 4.21: Force diagram with resulting forces and torques of the outfeed cam
mechanism showing the holding torque, τH (top view), generated by the holding
force, FH (side view), which the stepper motor must be capable of resisting
Some assumptions were made while calculating the holding torque generated, these
consist of assumptions around the pellet stack weight, material friction, slope angle,
torque radius, and resultant forces. The pellet stack weight was calculated based on
its material density and it was assumed that the stack would bear its full weight on
the cam mechanism, ignoring the weight distribution along inner surface of the sloping
pellet inspection chamber. Materials were assumed to be frictionless since coefficients
were unknown. The cam slope angle was assumed to follow a two-pellets-per-full-
rotation cam design, where two identical profiles completed a full rotation. The cam
design also assumed a 30 mm centre of pellet (and weight) radius for slope and torque
calculations. Lastly, the generated holding force was set perpendicular to the axis of
rotation of the cam mechanism to coincide with the torque generated by the stepper
motor.
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First, pellet weight and slope angle were calculated. Based on density data from the
International Atomic Energy Agency [87] (sintered UO2 pellets average a density of
10.3 g/cm3) and the dimensions of the stainless steel dummy pellets provided to UOIT
(diameter of 13.65 mm and length of 18.15 mm), a stack of 20 pellets was determined
to have a weight of about 5.37 N. The angle was calculated based on rise over run of
sloped cam surface, taking into account the semicircular perimeter for run. An angle
of 14.25 degrees resulted.
Next, the holding force and torque were calculated. Using the side view force diagram
in Figure 4.21, the holding force, FH , was equated using the sum of forces and found
to be 1.36 N. Translating this to a measure of torque using the assumed radius resulted
in a holding torque of 0.041 N·m.
Comparing this result to the 0.33 N·m rated holding torque of the stepper motors
means the motors are more than capable to hold a stack of 20 pellets, especially with
the addition of material frictional forces. Therefore, initial design angle choice and
motor selection will be sufficient for the outfeed cam mechanism design.
4.1.2.4 CAD Design
Having completed the conceptual and validation stages of the design process, a com-
puter model could finally be created. The CAD design was a vital component of the
final prototype since much of what was modelled was to be rapid prototyped using
3D plastic printers. Since several of the components were to be printed exactly as
modelled, careful consideration had to be taken for material strength of 3D printed
parts, extra thicknesses was added where needed. The component would also need to
be designed such that they could be fabricated from stainless steel for a final working
system.
The first change to the inspection system was to add to the aluminum framing such
that it would be transformed from a level system to an angled gravity feed one.
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Before the existing CAD models could be fully reviewed for consistency with the
current prototype system, the scale drawing seen in Figure 4.22 was used to find the
cut lengths needed from 80/20 c© bar stock and was based on actual measurements.
This would create a frame angling the system at 45 degrees.
Figure 4.22: Scale drawing of angled frame showing previous inspector base and new
angled frame design with measurements and 80/20 c© parts listed
For the more complex in- and out-feed components and assemblies, all were fully
designed within the Siemens NX 8.0 CAD environment. A combination of 80/20 c©
aluminum stock and brackets, fabricated mounting plates, and prototype printed parts
had to be modelled for the added functions. These remaining components incorpo-
rated all the final designs and TRIZ ideas outlined in the previous sections and their
sub-assemblies can be seen distinctly in the exploded model view of Figure 4.23. The
added sub-assemblies consist of the angled frame, the infeed ramp with gear indexer
and incorporated inspection tube holder, end inspection camera and mount, and lastly
the outfeed cam and sorter mechanisms with mounts.
Pellets first arrive to the system and are directed down the twisted infeed ramp to the
continuous rotating gear pellet feeder. This design was chosen for reasons of using
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Figure 4.23: Exploded view of all added component assemblies with the original
inspection system seen in the centre (feeding from top left to bottom right)
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the ramp to allow access to both ends of each pellet. By using a simple twist along
a U-channel ramp seen in Figure 4.24, both ends of the pellets can be exposed to
end inspection cameras without the need to flip or pick up the pellets. Having the
pellet end viewing windows a slight distance apart helps reduces camera illumination
interference. The gear pellet indexer, also seen in Figure 4.24, driven via a stepper
motor, then rotates and feeds pellet along an circular outer surface and into the
inspection chamber.
Once pellets are in the inspection chamber the outfeed cam takes over in controlling
their decent past the various sensor viewing windows along the central inspection
tube. As the cam rotates, pellets are gradually lowered and indexed out of the system
as new pellets are indexed in the top by the infeed system. Pellets drop out of the
outfeed cam and are guided by the angled sorter as either pass or fail. Figure 4.24
gives a more detailed view of the outfeed assembly with cam and sorter affixed to an
end mounting plate with independent stepper motor drives.
Figure 4.24: Detailed view of in- and out-feed assemblies showing the infeed ramp
and gear indexer (left) and the outfeed cam mechanism and sorter (right)
Having independently controlled stepper motors allow for variable speed profiles. This
gives the gravity fed pellets time to fall into place during slower rotation stages and
rapid transport with quick rotation stages of the infeed gear indexer. The outfeed
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cam can follow a similar speed profile of slow to fast, allowing time for pellets to
settle along the cam curve but still being able to lower them at a pace which meets
the required system cycle time.
Figure 4.25: New inspection system complete assembly
With all the new components in place, Figure 4.25 shows the full new system as a
whole. With the addition of an angled base, the in- and out-feed gravity feed systems
could be used as per a result of the TRIZ design process. Following the gravity feed
theme, the twisted infeed ramp gives access for end inspection cameras to view each
end of each pellet without the need to flip or rotate the pellets, just tilt within a
confined channel. A single end inspection camera was also mounted to the inspection
frame and focuses its view at one of the pellet end viewing windows along the twisted
infeed ramp. Only one additional camera was added to the system as a restriction of
the frame grabber card used, but the design allows for two cameras to be mounted at
each viewing window. As a whole, the angled system design is complete. Fabrication
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and rapid prototyping of parts along with assembly followed.
4.1.2.5 Completed Prototype
Once all the final hand measured and CAD designed parts were fabricated and 3D
printed, they were finally assembled with the original inspection system. The com-
pleted pellet inspection prototype can be seen in Figure 4.26 and showcases the new
angled frame, in- and out-feed, and end inspection camera. The addition of a clear
sorting hopper was added to test the systems outfeed using steel dummy pellets.
More detailed views of the in- and out-feed can be seen in Figures 4.27 and 4.28,
respectively, as well as a functional view of the end inspection camera seen in Fig-
ure 4.29. The light natural coloured parts seen on the prototype are the 3D printed
plastic parts. These parts so closely resemble the CAD modelled components since
they were printed exactly as designed. Other build materials, such as aluminum plate
stock, were taken into consideration in the CAD designs too and thus also very closely
match the computer designs.
With the prototype complete some initial testing of the components could be con-
ducted to ensure their proper functionality. Both the in- and out-feed systems were
rigorously tested and some unanticipated behaviours were discovered. Although only
minor design adjustments were required, it would involve redesigning, reprinting and
reassembling the new components onto the system. The next section will cover the
details of the redesigns needed.
4.1.2.6 Re-Designed Component
The advantage of rapid prototyping parts is that they can be printed, tested, re-
designed, and reprinted within a much shorter time frame and on a smaller bud-
get compared to conventional fabrication methods. Had they been produced from
metallic materials utilizing traditional removal manufacturing processes such as CNC
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Figure 4.26: Complete inspection system prototype overview which incorporates all
the newly designed components accompanying the in- and out-feeds and end inspec-
tion
Figure 4.27: Pellet infeed ramp and indexing gear as loaded with painted stainless
steel dummy pellets (left) with a detailed view of indexer function (right)
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Figure 4.28: Outfeed cam and sorter on assembled prototype (left) with detailed view
of printed outfeed cam (right), clear sorting tray seen beneath also seen mounted
beneath the outfeed
Figure 4.29: End inspection camera setup seen illuminating UO2 pellets through one
of the end inspection windows
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milling, the material, labour costs, and fabrication time would have been significantly
more. Several of the systems components underwent redesigns, some due to improper
function discovered after initial testing and others due to incorrect specification infor-
mation given. Components, including those of the infeed, outfeed, inspection tube,
and sensor mounts, underwent redesign and reprinting because of these reasons.
The first issue to solve was pellet jamming which was occurring at the infeed. The
original design used an offset indexing gear (seen in Figure 4.30) and would direct
pellets toward the inspection tube opening along guides. These guides were shown to
cause some pellets to angle and jam at the opening as shown in Figure 4.30. Attempts
were made to save the part by creating relief areas to reduce jamming issues but only
a slight redesign and reprint could properly amend the issue. The redesigned and
printed part, seen in Figure 4.31, has the geared indexer centred so that it is aligned
with the inspection chamber opening, this way it delivers the pellet directly into the
opening without the need for guides to cause jamming issues. Thus, the issue had
been solved with a minor redesign and reprint, resulting in a more robust and refined
design.
Figure 4.30: Original design using an offset indexing gear (left) causing pellets to get
hung up on guides even with attempts to alleviate the issue (right)
The outfeed sorter placement was the next design issue discovered through initial
testing and required a slight redesign. The original design used an inline sorter at the
outfeed, but this did not work as intended since pellets exited the outfeed cam higher
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Figure 4.31: Redesigned parts that centre the indexing gear (left) and align directly
with the inspection tube opening (right)
in the rotation due the momentum of the pellet and the continuous function of the
outfeed cam. As a simple solution to accommodate for the effect, the sorter and cam
mounting plate was redesigned with an offset between the cam and sorter mounts.
The last, and most significant, design change was the redesign of the inspection tube
and sensor mounts. When the system was delivered and set up at PHCF, an issue
was discovered around pellet sizing. The actual UO2 pellets were considerable smaller
than the stainless steel dummy pellet provided by Camceo. The inspection system
was designed and prototyped to test with the dummy pellets sizing; adjustments
and redesigns would be necessary to accommodate the smaller pellet sizing. The
dummy pellets measured 13.65 mm in diameter and 18.14 mm in length, compared
to the actual UO2 pellets (with dimensions formally stated in Table 3.1 from Chapter
3) measuring millimetres smaller in both dimensions. Figure 4.32 provides a visual
comparison of the different pellet sizing.
The main issues with smaller pellets in a system designed for larger ones were having
pellet windows that were too large, having pellet windows and sensor positions not
lining up with the pellet stack positions, and having the outfeed cam not sized properly
for shorter pellets. The first issue, larger sized inspection windows, would cause
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of size difference between actual UO2 pellet (left) and
painted stainless steel dummy pellet (right)
smaller pellets to partially fall into the windows and jam within the inspection tube.
The next issue, having pellets of a smaller length, would mean as a stack of pellets
they would not align in the same order with both the pellet inspection windows and
the laser measurement sensors (2D and Ra) which are placed such that they align with
the start of a pellet within the stack. Lastly, the outfeed cam profile was designed with
an overall profile height matching the larger pellets. Smaller pellets would therefore
lower too far and engage the next pellet in the stack causing likely jamming issues.
The system was designed to only handle one size of pellet at a time. To accommodate
different pellet sizing, a few parts need to be swapped between batches. Therefore,
the only solution to the issue of different pellet sizing was to design and create these
alternately sized components. The inspection tube diameter and window placement
would need to be adjusted in the new design, in addition to improving sensor mount
adjustability, and adapting the outfeed cam profile height. The new inspection tube,
seen in Figure 4.33 alongside the original design, needed to be thicker due to the
material strength of the printed plastic parts (compared to the original stainless steel
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part) but still maintained the same outer diameter as to be compatible with other
components. The inspection tube windows were shifted to match the actual UO2
pellet sizing and the roughness scanner windows were also dramatically increased in
size. The original Ra scanner window length from the previous system design was
found to be too short to allow proper reflection of the laser of the scanner back to be
read by its sensors. The longer inspection windows also shown in Figure 4.33 solve
this shortcoming.
Figure 4.33: Redesigned printed inspection tube as compared to the original stainless
steel machined tube seen with fixed window placement and sizing
Through initial tests of the inspection system both at UOIT and at Cameco’s facilities,
the design was tweaked and improved, removing any issues found in the newly designed
parts and in the fabricated parts from the previous design. As with any new design,
testing for issues and solving these issues is essential. Since parts could be 3D printed
in a matter of days on a small budget, the approach of real world testing was done
for the system, rather than simulations, to properly account for all variables.
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4.1.3 Mechanical Safety Considerations
Since this device is being designed to operate in a manufacturing facility with human
operators present, safety needs to be of the up most consideration. Having the system
operate within safety shielding will help it to meet safety standards but would not
be practical when testing the prototype. A simpler self-containing unit design was
advantageous for this reason. The use of rotating indexers and low powered stepper
motors means any harmful pinch points were eliminated from the design. Lastly, for
safety there is a need to make sure all stored mechanical energy (from gravity or
electrical motors) is released to reduce any potential injury and damage when the
machine is being serviced, therefore an emergency stop switch was installed which
cuts all power to the stepper motors.
4.1.4 Other Handling Equipment
Many different handling systems were reviewed in Chapter 2, such as specialized
handling modules from Festo, and were already discussed in some detail. Most of
them did not end up in the final design, but several of them were considered and were
incorporated in early design sketches.
Figure 4.34 illustrates a conceptual sketch which makes use of a linear 2-axis gantry to
transport pellets from the production line, past a set of end inspection cameras, and
into the inspection unit opening. Similarly, other concepts made use of pick-and-place
robots to perform a comparable transfer motion in conjunction with end inspection
cameras. Concepts making use of rotary motion and belt feeds were also explored, in
addition to ramp ideas making use of the Festo Feed Separator (seen earlier in Section
4.1.2.2) or a linear actuator to power a mechanical linkage or pivoting ramp.
In the end, these other concepts were ruled out for a simpler, more elegant, and cost
effective gravity fed rotary design. Stepper motors were chosen as the main power
source for this final design due to their accurate yet straightforward controllability.
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Figure 4.34: Early conceptual sketch of a 2-axis gantry pick-and-place feeder with end
inspection cameras mounted on either side of the pellet as they are removed from the
production line
To keep this simplicity of control across the whole system and to only have to use one
type of controller, stepper motors were used for all rotary motions.
The final design eliminated the need for complex material handling systems by sim-
plifying the feed function down to a ramp design. The infeed ramp, with its minimal
handling needs, uses idle resources and rotary indexers, following the inspection sys-
tem’s material handling overall design theme. This theme, or method of solving the
problem, originated through the TRIZ design process and its result is relatively sim-
ple, yet an effective design.
4.2 Sensor Setup and Calibration
The UO2 pellet inspection system sensors have been mentioned throughout earlier
chapters, but have yet been fully introduced. This section will cover an overview
of the sensors selected from the previous work done on this system and will discuss
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their functions and capabilities. A brief look will be given into the design of the
electrical enclosures for the sensor electronics and controllers, along with a look at
the changes to the 2D profile scanners controller setup. Sensor calibration is a key step
into accurate measurements when performing testing; therefore the last sections will
cover the surface roughness scanner calibrations as well as the camera communication
setup and calibrations. Through improved sensor setup and calibrations, the system is
hoped to adhere more strictly to the detailed visual inspection criteria from Cameco,
as it was deconstructed back in Chapter 3.
4.2.1 Overview of Sensors
To perform the job of inspection an array of sensors are used, each with individual
purposes but together with an overall goal to find defects. A set of three of each
2D scanners, Ra scanners, and machine vision cameras are used along the inspection
tube. These sensors were chosen from the work done by Vanderlaan and Nokleby [5]
and remain as the sensors used for this work as well, with the addition of an end
inspection camera. Having three sensors enables the system to scan at three angles
around the pellet, resulting in a full 360 degree inspection of each pellet. The addition
of an end camera expands the system to also detect pellet end defects.
4.2.1.1 2D Scanners
Keyence LJ-G030 sensor heads (seen in Figure 4.35) were used with Keyence LJ-
G5001P controllers to complete the 2D scanner system. This sensor could measure
an approximate 20 x 20 mm section from a range of 30 mm away and is able to measure
micrometre variations in observed profiles. The profile measurement capabilities that
these sensors provide, allows the inspection system to measure depth of defects along
a pellet as well as any surface deformations. The degree of such defects may not be
as visible through a 2D camera image, so 2D having cross sections of a pellets profile
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Figure 4.35: Keyence 2D profile scanner head [88]
becomes a useful tool for defect detection.
4.2.1.2 Ra Scanners
Figure 4.36: Lasercheck Ra scanner head [89]
Lasercheck 6212C Non-Contact Surface Roughness Measurement Gauges (seen in Fig-
ure 4.36) were used to verify the pellet surface finish. These sensors use a non-contact
angle resolved laser scattering measurement method and can measure between 0.0125
- 2.0 µm (1 - 80 µin). As recalled from Chapter 3, a pellet must be under 0.76 µm (30
µin). These sensors are specialized to only measure the surface roughness of each pel-
let, something none of the other sensors are capable of yet is an important parameter
to control. Better surface finish allows for improved heat transfer when fuel pellets
were in service.
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Figure 4.37: Advanced Illumination LED ring light paired with a Sony industrial
CCD camera [90,91]
4.2.1.3 Machine Vision Cameras
The last sensors used were machine vision cameras, which consisted of industrial
inspection cameras, lenses, ring lights, and a frame grabber card to connect them.
A Cognex MVS-8504 high speed frame grabber card designed for PC-based PCI slot
machine vision was used. It supported and powered up to four analog cameras.
For the cameras, Sony XC-HR70 monochromic CCD analog cameras (seen in Figure
4.37) were used. They produced XGA 1024 x 768 pixel resolution with a high speed
29 f/s capture rate, making them ideal for high speed assembly line inspection. The
circumference inspection cameras were affixed with adjustable focus 16 mm lenses
with focal length of 200 - 3,000 mm, allowing them to focus in clearly despite their
varying mounting positions. Alternatively, the end inspection camera used a fixed
focus lens with a 160 mm focal length and a 470 nm (blue) wavelength bandpass filter
to reduce external light interference. Each lens was surrounded by a blue point source
LED ring light acting as the machine vision lighting and produce coaxial illumination
for the cameras. The small blue wavelength lighting was chosen to better highlight
small details on the ceramic pellets.
The machine vision system was designed to detect any visible flaws on the pellet
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surfaces in higher detail than human vision could provide. Together with the other
sensors, the system was designed to detect all visible and nonvisible flaws along the
full surface of each pellet.
4.2.2 Controller Enclosure Design
Due to all the sensors being used for the inspection unit, a collection of controllers and
electronics accompany the system. To safely house them, controller enclosure boxes
were designed and are seen pictured in Figure 4.38. These enclosures were custom
build using small metal electronic enclosures and were fully grounded and electrically
sealed. Each case was designed and built with its own AC power switch, DC power
supply, and DC circuit breaker along with sensor controllers. All industrial electronic
components were mounted to DIN rails. The Lasercheck circuit board controllers on
the other hand were fixed to custom made acrylic right angle circuit board mounts.
Having all the electronics and wiring organized and in a grounded electrical safety
enclosures will improve the safety of the inspection system. Having the enclosures
will make operating safer, will make transporting the components easier and safer,
and will help pass electrical safety checks within Cameco facilities. Creating these
enclosures was necessary in order to elevate the inspection system from a test bench
setup to a moveable and testable unit, improving the overall function and safety of
the system.
4.2.3 2D Profile Scanner Setup
Although the existing 2D profile scanners were used with the new system, some of
their settings and functionality had been changed slightly. Originally the scanners
were set to measure cross sectional area comparisons; this was changed to a profile
height comparison. Cross sectional area comparison measurements returns the area
difference between the measured profile and a saved reference profile, whereas profile
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Figure 4.38: Custom controller electrical enclosure boxes exterior (top), Lasercheck
Ra scanners enclosure internals (bottom left), and Keyence 2D scanner enclosure
internals (bottom right)
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height comparison returns the maximum height difference. The height comparison
was found to be more effective with initial tests since it was less sensitive to slight
changes in pellet position, resulting in only a small height offset rather than a larger
measured area difference. Using this setting also enables the sensors to return depth,
a measure none of the other sensors are capable of. The Keyence controllers were set
to trigger if an absolute height difference of greater than 200 µm was measured, this
would allow for any small pellet shifting to be discounted but larger surface changes
flagged as a fail. Figure 4.39 gives a demonstration of these settings in effect, showing
regular pellet deviation measurements compared to a defect measurement.
Figure 4.39: Keyence 2D profile scanner results demonstrating comparison between
regular pellet deviation (top left) and an actual chip defect measurements (bottom
left, right) with appropriate flags being set, OK and No Go respectively, for each
measurement
4.2.4 Surface Roughness Scanner Calibrations
The Ra scanners had been calibrated before using surface ground comparators from
Rubert Co., but seeing as the pellets are cylindrically ground, a more real world
calibration could be achieved using a cylindrically ground comparator. For this reason,
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a new comparator was acquired from Rubert Co. and the all three sensors were
recalibrated using Ra measurements more representative to actual UO2 cylindrically
ground pellets. The comparator had eight surfaces with roughness’ ranging from
0.025 - 3.2 µm (1 - 125 µin). A series of nine readings were manually taken for each
of the eight samples. Averages of these readings were used to plot the results in the
official calibration spreadsheet provided by Lasercheck with the overall curve given in
Figure 4.40. The overall calibration curve is represented by three quadratic equations
included on the graph, one each for of the low, mid, and high range values. As it is
evident from the graph of Figure 4.40, the high range values, those above 0.81 µm
(32 µin), do not fall as close to the calibration line, but this result is consistent across
all sensors with both comparators and is deemed a source of error in the sensors.
Regardless of this result, a curve was fit to help normalize these values.
Figure 4.40: Lasercheck Ra Scanner # 1 full calibration curve with respective
quadratic equations (y-axis dimensions in µin)
The low and mid range data points form a relationship that was better fitted with
the calibration curves as seen in Figure 4.41. This is the Ra range of most concern for
inspecting UO2 pellets, as an acceptable surface finish is one which falls under 0.76
µm (30 µin), as formally stated in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.41: Lasercheck Ra Scanner # 1 calibration curves: low range and mid range
(left and right, respectively, with y-axis dimensions in µin)
The new sensor calibrations and redesigned inspection tube windows were tested for
functional accuracy against actual Ra values of the gauge blocks and actual UO2
pellets. First, the calibration was tested by taking readings of the low range samples
on the cylindrically ground comparator. For Ra Scanner # 2 and Ra values up to
0.41 µm (16 µin), the absolute deviation average was found to be 0.016 µm (0.62
µin) when measuring manually. This means that the calibration returns measured
values with a fair level of certainly, especially in the low to mid-range, confirming the
calibration results found in Figure 4.41. Further testing the calibration, nominal sized
UO2 pellets were manually measured for surface roughness, then another set of pellets
were measured in the inspection tube with sensors fully mounted. The un-mounted
manual readings returned an average Ra of 0.18 µm (7.0 µin), while the mounted
inspection tube readings returned an average Ra of 0.17 µm (6.6 µin). This confirms
the functionality of both the calibration and the newly redesigned scanner inspection
windows, which allow full laser reflection to occur.
4.2.5 Camera Communication Setup and Calibrations
There were two main aspects of the camera system that needed to be setup; the first
being a method of communicating between programs and the second being a method
to calibrate the viewed area.
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The inspection system PC terminal ran two software packages, the main control pro-
gram and the vision algorithm program. The vision software ran the vision algorithm
and outputted a pass or fail signal within the software and optionally to an external
I/O (Input and Output) module. Ideally, the vision software could pass the signal
within the computer and eliminate the need for any external signals, but unfortu-
nately only DLL (Dynamic Link Library) and C# (C sharp) files could be generated,
both of which were not compatible with LabVIEW. Typically LabVIEW is able to
import DLL files as long as they are properly indexed when created, such that they
allow third party software to open them and have clear searchable commands. With
the Cognex software, this was not the case. For these reasons, the frame grabber
card’s external I/O module, which was set to output the camera algorithm results,
was paired with an NI DAQ to read the signals back into computer (seen pictured
in Figure 4.42). Pull up resistors were added to each DAQ input channel to increase
the voltage drop when the system is triggered, resulting in a clearer digital signal. By
using the NI DAQ, the digital I/O signals could be read in through the DAQ Assist
tool of the main control software running in LabVIEW. A graph set to output the
I/O signals in the LabVIEW environment can be seen in Figure 4.43.
Figure 4.42: Cognex frame grabber external I/O module wired to an NI USB-6008
DAQ with pull up resistors
All the cameras used around the inspection chamber are setup in the same manner;
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Figure 4.43: LabVIEW graph display showing all four camera I/O digital pulse signals
(displayed with inverted amplitudes) read into LabVIEW through the USB DAQ over
100 ms read interval
however they may vary slightly in distance due to their unique mounting positions.
In order to precisely set their pass/fail flags to the allowable defect areas determined
in Chapter 3, the camera pixel densities needed to be determined. The cameras were
calibrated using gauge squares, printed on paper, with predetermined areas: 4 mm2,
25 mm2, and 50 mm2. The paper cut outs were positioned at the camera viewing
windows on the inspection tube, as seen in Figure 4.44, and were measured in the
software with the blob analysis tool. The recorded blob pixel quantities were related
back to their known areas, giving a pixel density in mm2. Densities were found for
all four cameras and each camera had a defect limit, in number of pixels, calculated
based on the area of the smallest defect that had to be detected, a crack, found from
Chapter 3.
Figure 4.44: Camera calibration gauges as viewed from Camera ‘2’ with sizes from
left to right of 2 x 2 mm, 5 x 5 mm, 10 x 5 mm
Prior to their calibrations, the cameras were adjusted to the smallest distance to their
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targets as possible as were allowable by their mounts and minimal focal distances.
This was done in order to improve their field of view, in effect increasing their pixel
density. Through the calibrations, the circumference cameras averaged a pixel density
of 209 pixels/mm2, along with the end inspection camera achieving 645 pixels/mm2.
Using each cameras unique pixel density calibration, the system can more closely
distinguish between a minor impurity and a rejectable defect. This, in part, is a
major aspect to the systems defining ability to not only catch all defective pellets,
but to also judge minor defects if they are considered a true fail based on Cameco’s
detailed inspection criteria.
4.2.6 Sensor Summary
With an improved understanding of what each sensor’s functions and specifications
are, details about their new setups and calibrations were discussed. Slight changes to
the way the 2D profile scanners measure between their saved reference profile and their
measured profile, comparing height rather than area, should improve their function
and reduce false defect detections. By calibrating the Ra scanners using a comparator
with cylindrically ground gauge blocks, a more realistic calibration for UO2 pellets
was achieved. The calibration had also been verified using real UO2 pellets through
manual out of system measurements and by measuring pellets within the inspection
tube, both giving promising results. Lastly, the calibration of each inspection camera
will also help more accurately discern between rejectable pellets and those which only
have minor defects by normalizing all cameras to the same unit of measure.
4.3 Control Software Design
This section will cover a complete overview of the main control software created
in LabVIEW. This software needed to perform many tasks for the inspection sys-
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tem which included handling all sensor communications, interpreting results, tracking
data, controlling feed systems actuators, and executing a final decision of pass or fail.
It is a key aspect to the inspection system that ties together the electromechanical
systems, inspection hardware, and vision software. The control software is the main
program then runs all tasks associated with the inspection system. Its redesign and
functionality were vital to the performance of the prototype inspection system.
As specified in the software requirements section in Chapter 1, all communications
needed to be relayed into a central program for decision making and control. The
main program needed to be able to handle serial communications, each with special
transmission protocols for each controller and sensor, such that it would decode and
interpret messages into usable values. In addition to translating these protocols, it
would need to apply calibrations to the values where needed. This central control
program also needed to classify pellets as GOOD or BAD based on how it interpreted
all the sensor data, and would need to complete all its tasks at production rates of
2 pellets/second (500 ms cycle time). For this reason the control software needed
a real-time structure, having tasks timed and having a method to handle overtime
processes. Furthermore, the results of each pellet within the system had to be tracked
since inspection of a full pellet was done in stages along the inspection system. For
ease of use, the main program was also required to have a functional user interface
for testing purposes, giving a full overview of system function in one window. Lastly,
a log of run results was to be created for analysis and records, consisting of pellet
numbers and related scanner results.
In order to achieve these requirements, the advanced functionalities of LabVIEW
were utilized. A variety of built in tools were used, as well as custom ones created in
the LabVIEW environment. To handle communication requirements, an assortment
of adapters and I/O hardware were used to route this collection of communication
protocols into the main program. This section will cover the real-time control soft-
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ware design, management of communications, and the difficulties encountered in the
redesigned software.
4.3.1 Real-Time System Design
The goal of the program redesign was to use the LabVIEW software package to
develop a main control program showing deterministic characteristics, allowing for
realtime inspection of a production product. The software used was LabVIEW 8.5.1
and was run on Microsoft Windows based desktop PC. Although it was proposed
earlier, the new software did not use LabVIEW Real-Time Module or a Real-Time
target, but rather ran all software on the one PC in a GPOS. This was done because of
hardware limitations and for testing purposes since multi-tasking was needed during
these development phases. Program execution speed was also found to be sufficient
for testing the prototype while running on the GPOS. A RTOS and a real-time target
would be well suited for the final system, but not necessary for this prototype. The
Real-Time Module was taken into consideration when choosing the software package
to use mostly for later expansion of the system into a production setting and as a
possible area for future work.
The development of the main control program will be covered through exploring the
program structure, followed by a full program overview, a breakdown of the sub
programs, and deterministic deadline handling methods.
4.3.1.1 Software Structure
Typically, software engineers first plan out complex program functions and structures
using diagrams following the Unified Modeling Language (UML) standards. For this
work, since programing was done in a flow diagram format using G Programing, the
use of UML diagrams was not emphasised. Instead a sequence of tasks was developed
that needed to occur in the given order, some in series and other in parallel, for each
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iteration of the program. This list was used to form the structure of the program and
a sequence diagram developed from it can be seen in Figure 4.45. The list of tasks,
assuming at the time that a linear actuator was still being used, was as follows:
1. Feed Actuator Output [Serial Com.] – Movement command for index function
2. Process LOOPED a defined number of times:
(a) OUTPUT Sensors [Serial and Digital Com.] – Send Scan Trigger
(b) INPUT Sensors [Serial and Digital Com.] – Read scan results
(c) SET pass or fail flag and track pellet in an array
3. Feed Actuator Output [Serial Com.] – Movement command for return function
4. Sort Actuator Output [Serial Com.] – Movement command for sorter function
5. Check if system is over time and handle missed deadline
6. Record results to a log file
7. LOOP full sequence again until STOPPED
Initially the program was designed with simulated variables, such as sensor readings
and program time, in order to purely test system structure and eliminate any er-
rors involved with improper sensor communications. Process time error and defect
probability were programed into the simulated system too. The simulated variables
proved effective for early program design, but since this stage of the programing was
only intended for functional test purposes, only the final program structure will be
examined in detail in the coming sections.
To gain a better understanding of the final system structure, a program Class Diagram
was created. The sequence list and Sequence Diagram gave a good understanding of
the general processes to take place and in which order, but the Class Diagram pro-
vides insight into the program layout and relationship between substructures. Seen
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Figure 4.45: UML Sequence Diagram of early program structure
in Figure 4.46 is the Class Diagram of overall final system functionality and showing
the program structure having the ‘Main’ program, subprograms, and global variable
program structures. The top level program, ‘Main’, tracks all final pellet and timing
information and calls upon subprograms, ‘CameraControlPanel’ and ‘SerialWriteAn-
dRead’ to run sensor data collection. The serial communication subprogram uses
further sub classes, ‘KeyenceMeasRead’ and ‘LasercheckMeasRead’, to decode the
sensor message protocols and return a pass or fail status. Three global structures
are used to link variables between classes. Global structures ‘Keyence Global’ and
‘Lasercheck Global’ are used to relay pellet defect statuses between the two looping
structures ‘Main’ and ‘SerialWriteAndRead’, whereas ‘Stop Global’ updates all pro-
gram stops if the main is stopped. Both ‘Main’ and ‘SerialWriteAndRead’ are looping
programs and will loop continuously until the global stop is activated. Together, all
these program classes work together to control the system and form decisions whether
a pellet should pass or be rejected.
Through the use of these software engineering systems diagrams, an overview of the
system structure and sequence of processes was given. The use of program screenshots
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Figure 4.46: UML Class Diagram of final program
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will be used in the next section to give a more detailed program overview and will use
the G Programing structure of LabVIEW to aid in this explanation.
4.3.1.2 LabVIEW Program Overview
A full overview of the inspection system control software will be given in this section.
The best way to convey the program function and structure is to show it with the aid
of program screen captures. Program user interfaces will be used mostly to explain
program functions; generally the underlying code, although graphical in nature, is
too large to display clearly on one image. First an explanation is needed as to how a
LabVIEW program is structured.
A LabVIEW program, also known as a “VI” (Virtual Instrument), makes use of two
interfaces, a user interface called the front panel and a programing interface called the
block diagram. The front panel includes a large variety of virtual interactive controls,
readout displays, indicators, and input boxes. It is usually designed first, since the
tools used here form the basis of the program function. The next interface, the block
diagram, contains all the program structure and functions in a G Programing format.
Much like ULM flowcharts, these block diagrams use symbols to represent different
programing functions and use connectors to layout the flow or interaction of the
program between them. Lastly, LabVIEW programs can also be structured as subVIs
and can be embedded within the block diagram of another VI as an individual block
element. These embedded subVIs contain their own input and output connections
much like other block elements do, but instead they represent the inputs and outputs
of a separate program class.
As mentioned, LabVIEW VIs are typically first designed from the front panel, where
all the variables (in the form of controls and displays) needed for the program are laid
out in a functional manner. Once the functions of the user interface are created the
program itself, or block diagram, can be programmed. First a look at the Main VI
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front panel will be given to give an idea of overall program function.
As seen in the illustration of Figure 4.47, there are many user interface controls
and displays used in the main program. Along the top of the front panel are the
sensor status indicators and controls, Main timed loop frame durations, total program
execution time, late system deadline indicator, cycle iteration duration, and lastly the
global stop button. The sensor controls allow setting of the 2D and Ra Scanner pass
or fail tolerance and number of scan iterations per pellet, as well as indicators showing
the immediate pass or fail status of each read they perform. This immediate status
output is also shown for the vision system cameras.
Figure 4.47: Main program front panel with labelled control and indicator elements
(note: duration times represent wait timers added for prototype testing)
Next, are the Main timed loop frame times are displayed as indicators, allowing each
frame to be tracked for hang-ups. To the right of these are deadline indicators showing
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the actual total loop iteration duration, the total runtime duration, and the missed
deadline warning light. The system overtime handling routine was removed and is,
therefore, only handled with this indicator light. It was set this way in the final
program for prototype testing purposes but other developments will be explained
later in Section 4.3.1.4. Finally, the system software global stop, acting on a global
level for all subprograms as well, is located at the top right corner. The main program
global stop ends the operation of the whole program, which is needed since endless
loops are being used.
The last set of front panel indicators for the Main VI (seen in Figure 4.47) run along
the bottom, acting as an inspection chamber status display. This interface uses two
shifting arrays to display and track pellet identification numbers and respective pass
or reject statuses. Pellets are tracked on these arrays as they are processed through
the inspection machine. The array is shifted from left to right to represent the first
pellet entering the system at Camera ‘3’, the end inspection camera, which is the first
sensor a pellet is inspected by. Upon initial start-up of the system, pellet identification
numbers are shifted by a value of -22 to account for the remainder of pellets within
the system down to the outfeed cam. The preloaded pellets are all set as rejects since
they do not pass through all the inspection sensors and cannot be guaranteed defect
free. Only the pellets in the inspection machine are tracked on the front panel for
program and operating purposes, but a log file also records all instances of passed and
rejected pellets and which sensor detected them for later analysis and records. Also
seen along the status indicator array are sensor location labels which represent the
positon along the array each sensor is located. This is the array position the given
sensor will be writing its reject status to.
Now that the front panel functions are understood, it is important to see how they are
being controlled on the lower block diagram layer. First, a key feature of the Main VI
is its timed loop which can be seen labelled in the screen capture of Figure 4.48 as the
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light blue outlined loop structure identified with control nodes and frames. Frames of
the loop are seen separated by the gray vertical line dividers, each frame has individual
time controls and deadlines. The timed loop is a pre-built program structure in
LabVIEW that creates a loop with a vast amount of time control functions, this gives
the control program part of its real-time characteristics. The timing structures for
this program were set to use the computer timer with a 1 kHz frequency, giving 1
millisecond timer accuracy.
Figure 4.48: Main program block diagram with labels of key functions
To understand how the program flows, an elaboration of its loop and sequence struc-
tures is needed. Looking again at Figure 4.48, the outer most loop structure is a
timed loop with frames. These frames follow in sequence with the set deadlines and
continue to be looped until the stop condition is meet, in this case the Global Stop
is triggered. Outside the timed loop are initialization commands that only execute
once before the software enters the Main timed loop. Within the timed loop are other
structures, such as the 2D and Ra scanner updater For Loops. Flat and stacked se-
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quences (identifiable with their movie reel appearance) seen in the middle of the Main
timed loop, control the order of commands such that they execute frames from left to
right or in order if stacked. In the case a sequence is not specified, all non-connected
blocks will try to execute in parallel; which is not always desired.
The last significant program structure to note is the Case Structure, identified by its
required Boolean (green) input and typically ‘true’ or ‘false’ listed cases at the top.
Case structures follow as they would in conventional programing, allowing code to
execute only once certain cases are met. A more detailed visual summary of these
important case structures can be seen in Figure 4.49.
Figure 4.49: Appearance summary of most significant program structures
Going back to the program overview, the Main program starts on the outside of the
timed loop, where the initialization of variables and functions is performed. Before
the program enters and stays in the timed loop, variables such as global stop, pellet
number array, and pass or fail array are initialized. Functions are also initialized
including creation of the log file, motor controller message queue, and a call to start
the serial write/read subVI.
Next, the program enters the timed loop structure. When looking at the inner func-
tions within the Main timed loop, they can be seen to be separated into three distinct
time frames. The first frame is used to increment the shifting arrays for the next
pellet in the system. The second frame triggers sensors, updates pellet pass or fail
status, and updates the data log file with results. Commands to send motor controller
queue messages are also in the second frame so that they are properly synchronized
with scanner functions. The third and last frame checks the pellet status of the last
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pellet in the system and sets the rejection status for the pellet sorter. A system delay
which requires user input to continue is also placed in the last frame along with the
global stop control. The Main VI will continue to loop through the timed loop and
inspect pellets until the system is halted using the global stop.
In addition to the timed loop, another key feature of the Main program is the shifting
array design. The shifting array algorithm adds new entries to the start of the array
and deletes entries off the back end, keeping a constant number of pellets in the array
at any one time, just like the physical system does. Two synchronized arrays are
used, a numerical one to represent the pellet number and another Boolean one to
represent pass or fail status of the corresponding pellet number. By closely matching
the function of the physical system, the shifting array is both easy to understand on
the front panel, and is closely tied to the actual sensor position and read result on the
block diagram. Having multiple sensors inputting partial results of different pellets
each cycle makes compiling an individual pellets results a challenge. The shifting
array solves this in a straightforward manner. Lastly, with the use of the shifting
array design, the rejection system simply checks the last entry from the previous
pass/fail tracker in the array to determine if the pellet exiting the inspection unit
needs to be routed to the rejection bin.
Lastly, a program interrupt was added to the Main program as a feature built in for
full prototype testing purposes only. Since there are so many operations occurring in
such a short time span, pausing allows observation of the system one pellet at a time
while testing the prototype. The software interrupt pauses the system operation at
the end of every loop cycle until the user confirms it can continue. Having the user
controlled indexing allows the system to scan at full speed but waits for the operator
to observe its function and make adjustments if needed.
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4.3.1.3 SubVI Overview
The function of sensor and motor controller communications was not seen within the
Main program because it is handled by separate VIs. These other program routines
follow the program structure illustrated in the UML class diagram of Figure 4.46, in
the form of subVIs, and will be covered next.
The use of subVIs has been mentioned but not yet fully explained. The subVI acts
much in the same way as the main VI, where it too has a front panel and block
diagram, but the difference is it can be called from within other VIs as a subroutine.
Custom input and output controls are set for these programs that tie them to the
VI they were called from, but their overall functionality occurs on their own block
diagram. This subVI program structure was used to implement the camera triggering
and reading programing as well as the serial write/read programing. Again, front
panel screen shots will be used to describe these programs, although these subVI
front panels are more for function rather than for user interfacing. Since the subVIs
here perform more routine operations and are typically not viewed when running
the main program, aside from purposes of programing and debugging, they were not
designed as cleanly or compact as the Main program front panel.
All the serial communications involving write and read operations are handled in
the ‘Serial Write and Read’ subVI. This subVI is called once in the initiation of the
main program and continues to loop until the Global Stop is activated. The serial
communication front panel can be seen in Figure 4.50 and contains all the controls
and indicators for all serial communications in one interface. The front panel is broken
down into three sections. The first section handles the Keyence 2D scanner write and
read operations and the second section handles those for the Lasercheck Ra scanners.
The third section is a little different in that it mostly just performs write operations
for the stepper motor controllers and also processes logic operations to determine the
necessary sorter movement.
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Figure 4.50: Serial Write and Read SubVI Front Panel which contains settings and
functions for all serial communications in one interface (block diagram element image
at top right corner)
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The reason for the naming used, ‘Serial Write and Read’, is because the controllers
in communication with first need a command message sent (written) to request them
to perform an operation. The read request operations for both the Keyence and
Lasercheck sensors return a message in the form of a serial communication packet.
This message needs further interpretation by the control software to extract the mea-
sured values. Extracting and interpreting is handled by the subVIs ‘Key. Meas. Read
(Meas. Output)’ and ‘LaserCheck Meas. Read’, seen in Figure 4.51, for the 2D pro-
file scanners and the Ra scanners, respectively. These second level subVIs are called
from within ‘Serial Write and Read’ subVI and act as custom communication protocol
drivers for the Keyence and Lasercheck controllers. The Lasercheck subVI also in-
corporates the calibration functions found from Section 4.2.4 for the sensor readings.
Both of these sub routines also compare the extracted results to a set tolerance level
and return a pass or fail status for the readings.
Figure 4.51: Keyence (left) and Lasercheck (right) Measurement Reader SubVI Front
Panels acting as custom sensor drivers (block diagram element images in top right
corners
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Going back to the third section of the ‘Serial Write and Read’ subVI of Figure 4.50,
the addition of some front panel controls can be seen that differ from the sensor
interfaces. The stepper motor controller communication interface incorporates a sort
control logic table that uses the ‘SortState’ variable to track position of sorter. It
follows the logic decision process, summarized in Table 4.10, to judge if it needs to
move or not based on the input of the ‘Sort Control’ variable, which holds the final
pass or reject status from the Main program. The use of this logic table and a state
variable solve the issue that the stepper motors used have no form of feedback. Since
stepper motors movements can be precisely commanded, and use absolute increments,
a software tracker is all that is needed for proper prototype functionality.
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The last subVI used, and the second one called from the Main program, is ‘Camer-
aControlPanel’ (seen in Figure 4.52). This camera control program handles commu-
nications to and from the camera controller I/O module and returns a defect status
to the Main program for each camera. First the cameras are triggered to capture
images, using a digital output, then the subVI reads back the camera software results
through an analog input. The analog-in reader takes samples over a 100 ms time
period to capture the returned digital pulse signal. LabVIEW DAQ Assist tools were
used to read and write through the DAQ. Samples were analysed for maximum values
associated with a digital pulse and interpreted as a passed pellet if one is found. The
camera controller has been set with inverse logic; if low then reject, if high then pass.
This inverse logic was used as a failsafe in the case the communication is compromised,
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then by default it would be considered a reject. The front panel graphs in Figure 4.52
have been inverted to represent classic logic, but their scales display in the negatives
and still follow the inverse logic.
Figure 4.52: Camera Control Front Panel (block diagram element image at top right
corner)
Finally, to tie variables together with all the subVIs and the Main program global
variables were used. A global variable in LabVIEW is essentially a VI with a front
panel containing controls or indicators but has no block diagram. Three global VIs
were used: ‘Stop Glob’, ‘Keyence123 Glob’, and ‘LaserCheck123 Glob’. The global
stop was used to halt all programs at the same time, especially if they ran continuous
loops. The two sensor global VIs were used to tie results back to the Main program
and settings of measurement tolerances and read loop speeds from the Main program
back to the subVIs. The global variables allowed the separate looping programs to
communicate without having to sync their loop structures. This design made quicker
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loop times possible since neither was waiting on the other.
Altogether, the use of subVIs helped to streamline the program design. By dividing
tasks among several sub routines, the Main program could focus on its most important
tasks, compiling sensor results and tracking pellets.
4.3.1.4 Deadline Handling
To give the control software a true deterministic behaviour, it must be able to handle
missed deadlines. A Deadline Overtime Counter subVI was designed as a method
to handle missed deadlines but was removed for the final program when full system
testing was performed. It used a set overtime tolerance before it caused the system
to halt operation and require the attention of an operator. This method of handling
overtime occurrences allowed for the system to lag behind a little in the hopes it will
speed up again and catch back up with real-time operations. This gives a little room
for error in handling and communications. If the overtime periods continue, they are
counted for the total amount the system has gone overtime. Once the tolerance is
reached, the system is halted and awaits a user reset. This overtime tolerance method
provided a more advanced overtime handling feature, but had room for improvement,
such as also counting the number of overtime occurrences or trending these occurrences
to determine if the system is going out of control or not.
In the final sample defect testing program, an overtime indicator light was used and
was to be monitored by the operator. The original subVI was removed so that testing
speed could be controlled manually. Full speed inspection was still possible, they were
just separated by user controlled delays.
4.3.2 Communication Management
The management of sensor and controller communications was a main component
in the design of this software and was the primary reason why a complete software
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redesign was deemed necessary. Through the use of the LabVIEW platform and
interfacing hardware, this was made possible. The use of an NI DAQ with the camera
I/O module was already briefly discussed in Section 4.2.5, but also used were serial
port hubs and converters communicating to the PC through USB. This section will
give a synopsis of the communication management methods used for the inspection
system.
In order to communicate with the machine vision system, an NI DAQ was used to
send and receive camera software signals through the Cognex External I/O Module.
The vision software required a hardware trigger in order to capture images and would
only output results from the software as a hardware digital pulse signal. Due to these
requirements, data from the vision software was transmitted externally to the NI USB
based DAQ, then routed back into the computer via USB to be accessed by the main
control software. This communication hardware setup was seen in Figure 4.42 from
Section 4.2.5.
The remainder of the devices also make use of USB communications and occupy mul-
tiple communication ports on the PC. A variety of serial to USB hubs and converters,
along with USB hubs, were used to route all the necessary devices into the control
computer, which had a limited amount of physical ports available. Table 4.11 gives
a summary of which sensor signals are being transmitted over which communication
(com.) ports. The first devices seen in the table are the Lasercheck Ra sensors.
Each Ra sensor had an accompanying controller which communicated via serial port,
therefore individual ports were given for each controller. The Keyence controllers, al-
ternatively, were each capable of handling two scanners, therefore two communication
ports were given to accommodate the three scanners. One of the Keyence controllers
would send two results over a single serial port. The stepper motor controllers, in
a similar manner, could each control two motors, and only two controllers were nec-
essary for the three motors. Since only one message would control two motors for
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the system output, careful timing of messages had to be used to accommodate both
functions of the motors properly. The motor controllers communicated directly via
USB to the computer and were primarily used to send movement commands once they
were fully set up. Communications with the motor controllers also allowed for setting
controller properties, such as microstepping settings and reading controller statuses.
Table 4.11: Computer serial communication port arrangement
Com. Port Device Original Connector
COM4 Ra Sensor # 3 15-pin Serial
COM5 Ra Sensor # 1 15-pin Serial
COM6 2D Scanners # 1 and # 2 15-pin Serial
COM7 Ra Sensor #2 15-pin Serial
COM8 2D Scanner # 3 15-pin Serial
COM9 NI DAQ for Camera I/O USB
COM11 Outfeed Stepper Motors USB
COM12 Infeed Stepper Motors USB
4.3.3 Difficulties Encountered
Several challenges were encountered through the stages of the software redesign which
caused for extra time investment or difficulties achieving design requirements.
The first challenge came when deciding which software platform to use. Once Lab-
VIEW was selected and was successfully installed it was discovered that the system
hardware was not compatible to run the RTOS. The desktop PC required an addi-
tional RTOS supported Ethernet card to work properly since the setup uses Ethernet
to communicate between the RTOS target and a programing terminal. For this reason
among several others, such as being able to run the vision software and LabVIEW
together, LabVIEW Real-Time was never deployed on a separate machine, but in-
stead ran on the standard computer operating system for functionality and prototype
testing purposes.
As a result of running the LabVIEW control program alongside the demanding vision
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software, the second difficulty arose. The LabVIEW software began crashing under
testing due to a memory overload. The computer system needed more memory to
run as a RTOS as proposed to and desired. LabVIEW would crash and shutdown on
occasion, but this did not stop it from performing test runs and getting the results
needed; but it would not be stable enough to run in a production operations setting
with its current setup.
Lastly, a note on the use of the G Programing language is necessary. Although
LabVIEW is intended to be easier than traditional coding, many seemingly simple
operations in traditional code proved difficult to implement in LabVIEW, while on
the other hand, advanced functions were all built in and ready to use with setup
wizards to guide the programmer along. Creating large program structures proved
a challenge, but the result was a software system that met design requirements and
delivered convenience features such as user interfaces.
4.4 Machine Vision Algorithm and Lighting
A basic machine vision algorithm was developed in the previous iteration of this
project. It had worked as a proof-of-concept with the painted stainless steel replica
pellets, but was found to be the main limiting factor when testing with actual UO2
pellets. A major issue was that the original lighting arrangement produced high
intensity glare off the UO2 pellets. This glare would not only distract the algorithm
from detecting defects, but also created excessive false positive results due to the
intensity and variations of glare created. The original algorithm was also not adaptive
or sensitive enough on its own to isolate defects from this form of image noise.
A new base algorithm was developed using the same software package: Cognex Vi-
sionPro QuickBuild 6.1 Machine Vision Software Suite. Functionality was also added
for a fourth image source, the new end inspection camera. The new algorithm aimed
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to improve on the old one by adjusting setting and options to better suit the results
seen with the UO2 pellets. The minor changes enhanced some aspects of the vision
algorithm but it still struggled to deal with the glare noise. Further changes were
needed from the original algorithm.
The process of a full vision system overhaul was deemed necessary to achieve the
inspection system requirements. Any issues encountered through extensive testing
were resolved to the best of the current software and hardware capabilities. Issues of
glare, defect appearance, pellet shifting, and pellet variations were solved. Overall,
a variety of image processing and illumination methods reviewed in Chapter 2 were
considered too advance system due to these limitations found once testing at Cameco
had begun. The top image processing methods that were tested included the following:
• Erosion / Dilation – eroding to cut back effects of glare
• Equalization – to normalize image
• Filters – to cut low or high values
• Multiply by constant – intensify and distribute pixel grayscale values
• Add by constant – offsetting first image brightness in image subtraction to
avoid overflow values when subtracting two images
• Division / Ratioing – as an alternate method to image subtraction
• Quantize – reduce image bit size closer to binary images (similar to threshold-
ing)
Several additional features were considered but could not be used in the final system
because of limitations with the current software and/or hardware. Lastly, a review of
the machine vision system performance is given to gauge the functionality of the final
setup after extensive testing and refining.
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4.4.1 Old Algorithm Overview
Before the new developments can be explored, an overview of the old algorithm is
needed. A summary of how the old algorithm worked, along with some associated
limitations is presented now.
The old algorithm was based on the concept of image subtraction to find defects.
It compared a stored master image to the newly captured image and analyzed the
differences between them. The differences were distinguished using thresholding and
measured using a blob tool. Area measurements of the detected blobs (potential
defects) would be judged and would result in labelling the pellet as a pass or reject.
The image subtraction tool was originally set to return bounded values. This value
overflow condition simply subtracts the two pixel values and ignores negative values,
or values over 255; essentially only showing results between 0 and 255. The limitation
with this setting is that it does not show dark alterations between the images, only
bright ones. It worked in early testing since the simulated defects created with the
painted pellets only exhibited brighter defect marks, but would prove less effective
with actual UO2 pellets.
For the image comparisons, multiple master images were stored in a image database
file accessible to the software. These multiple master files allowed several master
images to be used rather than a single one, but its method of access produced some
limitations to its function. The images were stored in a cue, but only a single image
was compared per image capture. The master images would index to the next in cue
after each program iteration, rather than comparing the captured image to all of them
as was needed. A new method of multi-master image storage and retrieval would be
needed for the improved algorithm.
Next, the blob analysis was originally set to use a fixed hard threshold. The fixed
value chosen would not always be appropriate for each pellet being inspected, such as
with glare produced or shade of gray of the individual pellets. The fixed value would
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not always capture the defects seen either, as it does not adapt to what has been
captured, it would often over or under detect blobs. A more adaptive threshold value
would be needed in the final algorithm.
The last operation in the algorithm is the method of judging the results. The judging
criteria were based on the size of the top five blobs, since this is what the blob
analysis tool returns. The short coming was that they were compared individually
to a tolerance value and did not capture the additive area defect criteria properly.
Modification to the judging logic needed to be changed for more accurate criteria
adherence.
4.4.2 New Base Algorithm
The old algorithm was able to demonstrate the usefulness of machine vision towards
the pellet inspection application and provided a good starting point for further ad-
vancement. In order to have it detecting defects on actual UO2 pellets though, some
modification to the original settings would be needed. The new base algorithm de-
veloped followed the same functional principles and structure of the original, with
updates to the settings that were specific for the inspection of actual UO2 pellets.
Firstly, the image subtraction overflow options were updated. It was changed to
use absolute image subtraction between the master and acquired pellet images. By
its nature, the absolute operator returns both positive and negative resultant values
as positive. Thus, using the absolute setting allows any acquired image differences,
whether they are lighter or darker, to appear as bright areas in the final subtraction.
This means any change seen on the acquired image would be seen on the final subtrac-
tion result, which closer matches the defects seen on actual UO2 pellets. Only pixel
values that are equal in value to each other, such as the unchanged pellet background,
will be cancelled out in absolute subtraction.
The advantage of using absolute image subtraction would be improved detection of
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defects exhibiting dark, or a combination of dark and light areas, such as with cracks,
pits, and chips. Figure 4.53 demonstrates the use of the absolute operator on two
such defects. It also benefits the end inspection camera since all defects seen there
are dark in appearance. The bounded condition as a comparison, where only bright
differences appeared, worked on the simulated pellets defects since all alterations
appeared brighter (the light stainless steel showing under the dark paint), but would
be challenged by the actual defects.
Figure 4.53: Image subtraction with absolute overflow condition functional images of
a) pit and b) side chip defect (acquired image seen on left sides and absolute image
subtraction result seen on right sides; master pellet image not shown)
The next update made was to the blob analysis tools. Adaptivity was added to blob
tool by settings a hard dynamic threshold. By using a dynamic threshold, the software
could adjust its own threshold value based on the pixel distribution seen. Upper
and lower percentile bounds were set to guide the dynamic function, and from this
setting the software would select a more optimal threshold value. A demonstration
of the dynamic threshold setting can be seen in Figure 4.54 where two very different
defects are being analysed, both which require unique threshold values for proper
detection. The non-cleanup defect requires the threshold cut-off to include more
pixels on the lower section of the gray scale, whereas the crack defect appears very
bright in colouration and needs to ignore the darker noise seen. By properly setting
the dynamic threshold conditions, it can adjust for both extreme defect types. The
blob tool was set to detect light blobs on a dark background to match the results
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seen by image subtraction. Pixel cleanup was also set to ignore blobs of 10 pixels and
under, reducing detectable noise.
Figure 4.54: Function of the dynamic threshold shown through histograms of the
image subtraction results of a non-cleanup defect (left) and crack defect (right) with
superimposed blob result images
The judging criteria were also updated to be based on the addition of the top five
blobs. The logic underlying the judging and final result criteria were changed to
match the additive defect criteria requirements. A pellet would be set as a reject if
the addition of the top five blobs was larger than the set tolerance value. These values
were also updated according to the individual camera calibrations found from Section
4.2.5 of this chapter.
In addition to updates to the old algorithm, some added features were incorporated.
A new set of functions for the fourth camera, the end inspection camera, were added
to the VisionPro software. The software was also set to export and run a .EXE
(executable) version of the vision program. The executable program did not require
the full VisionPro software to be open and resulted in faster execution times, fewer
system resources consumed, and a more relevant user interface.
Lastly, along with the new software adjustments, a more reliable signal input and out-
put method was implemented by setting the I/O module to use Low-to-High polarity
logic. A longer 20 ms wide signal pulse was set to send from the module for improved
transmission.
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4.4.3 Issues Encountered and Improvements Made
Even with all the updates to improve the base algorithm, the vision software was
still not performing adequately. Through continued trial tests of the vision system it
became apparent that more drastic changes were needed. Several issues had still to
be fully resolved and several more were identified through further testing. The next
sections cover issues that were encountered and describes the methods used to solve
them. The result created an improved machine vision setup and algorithm.
4.4.3.1 Glare Reduction
The first main issue was encountered during initial testing with UO2 pellets. The
actual pellets produced far more glare than the stainless steel ‘dummy’ pellets did, as
seen in Figure 4.55, and needed to be solved. Although the painted pellets had very
closely resembled the appearance of actual UO2 pellets, their reflectivity was signif-
icantly less. Large amounts of glare had been seen off the stainless steel inspection
tube, but minimal off the painted pellet.
Figure 4.55: Comparison of glare produced on a painted stainless steel ‘dummy’ pellet
(left) vs. an actual UO2 pellet (right)
To solve the glare issue, several experiments were done to find the best lighting ar-
rangement. Several of the lighting principles reviewed in Chapter 2 were tested in
attempts to reduce or eliminate the appearance of the glare, or to better even out
lighting around the curvature of the pellet. The following machine vision lighting




• Diffusing filter on light source
• Camera exposure levels
• Polarization of both camera and lights
• Polarization of light only
• Polarization of camera only
• Angled Camera and ring light
• Angled Camera and off-axis light
• Off-axis light only
• Dark field lighting
To understand the final selection, a summary of the results found from each lighting
test will be given. A comparison of different methods through the aid of images will
be used. The illumination tests of reflection variations were all conducted initially on
Camera ‘1’ since it was most easily accessible for modification.
Lighting deflectors – The first method tested involved the use of white cardboard
deflectors. These deflectors acted to diffuse the axial point source lighting more evenly
around the cylindrically curved surface of the pellet. The deflectors and their effect
can be seen in Figure 4.56. The original lighting arrangement not only produced
high intensity glare along the closest surface, but it also did not reflect enough light
back around the curvature and made for darker areas where defects may not be seen
clearly. When the deflectors were added though, the ring lights were able to more
evenly illuminate the curved pellets.
The improvement from adding the white surface deflectors was so significant, that
they would remain mounted around the inspection windows for the remainder of the
lighting experiments.
Diffusing filters with light source – The LED ring lights included white plastic
light diffusing filters. These were tested in the hopes to reduce glare and even out the
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Figure 4.56: White surfaced cardboard diffuser flaps positioned on either side of
camera inspection windows along inspection tube for each of the three side cameras
image background. Unfortunately the semi-diffused light source did not produce a
noticeable difference and required that higher exposure levels be used on the cameras
since the diffusing filters made the light source less intense. The drawbacks outweighed
the benefits seen with this method.
Polarization of both camera and light source – In theory by polarizing both the
light source and camera perpendicular to each other, all direct reflections (glare) will
be cancelled and only scattered light will be seen. This theory was put to practice
with polarizing filters, but the result was unfavorable. Although the glare intensity
was greatly reduced, so was the appearance of any defects, as shown in Figure 4.57.
The defects do not scatter enough light to stand out from the original glare seen and
this method proved non-effective in this application.
Polarization of camera and light source separately – polarizing both the cam-
era and light together proved unfavorable for this application, so they were tested
independently to see if any benefits resulted. By polarizing only the camera, it means
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Figure 4.57: Polarization of both camera and light source (from left to right: deflector
setup, polarized light source, polarization of both light source and camera with a
perpendicular relation)
that it will only view light in a given orientation, set by the polarizing filter. Similarly,
by polarizing only the light source, the orientation of reflection can be somewhat con-
trolled. The filters were tested at different orientations for both the camera and light:
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal. Vertical polarization produced the best results on
both the camera and light separately and was found to improve light consistency along
the pellet curvature. In a vertical orientation, the polarization is set perpendicular to
the pellet centre axis. The glare intensity was also reduced. As seen in Figure 4.58,
the improvement and clarity of the defect is mildly better when only the camera is
polarized vertically though.
Figure 4.58: Polarization of light source and camera independently in a vertical ori-
entation (from left to right: deflector setup, polarization of light only, polarization of
camera only)
Off-axis lighting – involved reposition the LED ring lights from being coaxial to off
the axis of the camera. The purpose was to reduce glare produced by direct reflection
off the pellets and to better highlight textured defects. The ring lights were positioned
and tested in various off-axis positions, but produced the best results when placed at
a high angle along the axis of the pellets. The results of testing, presented in Figure
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4.59, found that signs of axial glare were still present but greatly reduced. The off-axis
lighting produced the most improvement seen yet far, in addition to the deflectors.
Figure 4.59: Off-axis lighting example with three different samples, from left to right:
standard pellet, chip defect, and non-cleanup defect (Top – deflector lighting setup;
Bottom – off-axis lighting)
Angled camera and lighting – due to the positive results seen from the off-axis
lighting arrangement, positioning the camera and lighting to be non-perpendicular to
the pellet surfaces was also tested. This lighting setup comprised of the LED ring
light remaining axially mounted to the camera, while both were positioned at an angle
to the pellet’s cylindrical surface. This setup was tested in hopes to reduce glare even
further by not creating any directly reflecting light. Not much difference was seen
from using the angled camera and lighting setup, yet the pellet shape became less
consistent due to the angled camera position. Keeping the camera angled, the light
was again tested in its off-axis position. Again, significantly reduced glare was seen,
but having the camera angled showed little benefit over its original perpendicular
position. The results can be seen summarized in Figure 4.60.
Dark field lighting – the last illumination setup that was attempted was dark field
lighting; having the illuminator set nearly parallel to surface to highlight any raised
or lowered surface defects. Unfortunately this setup could not be achieved with the
current ring lights and inspection tube layout, but would only really benefit surface
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Figure 4.60: Angled camera and lighting test results (from left to right: deflector
setup, angled camera and light, angled camera and off-axis light)
deformations. Many of the defects, such as non-cleanups, are more of a surface finish
variation and would not be highlighted well using this method.
Finally, after all the testing was performed, it was apparent that a combination of glare
reduction strategies was needed to achieve the highest level of glare reduction and the
most consistent pellet illumination. The best results were found from combining light
diffusers with off-axis lighting and vertically polarized cameras. The white surface
cardboard light diffusers function to even out lighting on the pellets around their
cylindrical profile. The effects of glare were reduced further using off-axis lighting,
which can be seen setup together with the deflectors in Figure 4.61. Finishing the
new setup are polarizing filters added to the cameras, turned to a vertical polarizing
position (perpendicular to the pellet axis), and can also be seen in the photograph of
Figure 4.61. The final setup, as viewed from Camera ‘1’, can be seen in Figure 4.62
and provides a complete overview of the added and modified features.
Figure 4.61: Improved illumination setup using off-axis lights and white cardboard
diffusers (left), and adjustable polarizing lens filters (right)
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Figure 4.62: Final illumination setup as viewed from the perspective of Camera ‘1’,
seen with: polarizing filter, off-axis light, and white surface deflectors
To summarize the final camera and lighting setup results, Figure 4.63 uses a pro-
gression of camera capture images to show the improvements made. Starting from
original setup and ending with the final, a comparison of the improvements that have
been realized with each additional method can be fully appreciated. With the major
glare issue solved, more pertinent vision algorithm issues could be solved.
Figure 4.63: Progression from original illumination setup to the final setup on Camera
‘1’, with features adding in each frame from left to right: original + cardboard diffusers
+ off-axis LED ring light + vertically polarized camera
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4.4.3.2 Small or Dull Defect Appearance
With an improved illumination setup, image processing issues became more apparent
as defects became more visible in the camera captures. Although they could be seen
more fully, they lacked a strong distinguishing appearance from the remainder of the
pellet background, giving a dull appearance. This dull appearance made it difficult
for the image subtraction operation to extract the appearance of defects. In a similar
sense, defects that were small in size, such as thin hairline cracks, were difficult to
single out among noise in the image subtraction results.
The dull appearing defects were therefore highlighted using image processing involving
image multiplication by a constant value and grey morphology erosion. These were
applied to both the master and acquired images. Erosion was used to reduce grain
and small impurity sizing on both images, while also eroding away any remaining
signs of glare. The constant image multiplication using a clamp condition was used
to widen the image gray scale spectrum and highlight lighter appearing defects. The
resulting effect can be seen in Figure 4.64 on a dull appearing non-cleanup defect,
which results in a fairly clear image subtraction result after the image processing had
been applied.
Figure 4.64: Non-cleanup defect will dull appearance enhanced by image processing
(from left to right: acquired image, image processing result, final image subtraction)
Erosion was also used to help increase the visibility of small dark defects, such as
cracks, by expanding areas of darker pixels and forming a more continuous connection
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between them. Figure 4.65 shows a hairline crack defect that has been enhanced with
image processing to appear fuller, giving a more distinguishable image processing
result.
Figure 4.65: Thin crack defect enhanced by image processing (from left to right:
acquired image, image processing result, final image subtraction)
4.4.3.3 Defect Outlines
The next issue encountered was that the blob analysis tool did not always select a
full defect, but often only a portion of it due to uneven gray appearance and from
the threshold cut-off value. The threshold would sometimes need to be higher in
order to reduce glare and noise interference. One of the main concerns around this
is the detection of cracks, because of their small size and often inconsistent intensity
appearance. Figure 4.66 demonstrates how a crack, although visible to the eye, may
not appear strongly after image subtraction.
To solve defect inconsistencies and poor visibility, the use of edge detection tools
was incorporated. An edge tool was added and returned an image with all edges
detected, even those of minor glare marks. The edge image was cleaned up using
image processing by subtracting a constant value from the image and applying a
large constant image multiplication value. This removed any dim edges found and
intensified the more prominent ones, such as the edges outlining a defect. The image
processed edge result then underwent an addition operation (with bounded conditions)
with the image subtraction result. Again, in figure 4.66, the crack which is hard to
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Figure 4.66: Edge detection feature effectiveness on a crack defect not well differenti-
ated by image subtraction alone (from left to right: acquired image, image subtraction
result, edge detection result after image processing, combine results with blob detec-
tion)
isolate from the image subtraction result is highlighted in its entirety using the edge
tool results and is easily visible for blob analysis.
The benefit of defect outlining also helped with other defects too. The added feature
captures more of the full defect which may be missed through image subtraction, such
as in the example of the chip seen in Figure 4.67. The image subtraction captures the
more intense areas of difference, but the edge detection tool is able to highlight the
defect outline to complete the image. A more complete blob is analysed as a result.
Figure 4.67: Edge detection feature effectiveness on a pit defect not fully captured by
image subtraction alone (from left to right: acquired image, image subtraction result,
edge detection result after image processing, combine results with blob detection)
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4.4.3.4 Shifted Pellets
Through continued testing of the algorithm, another issue became apparent; pellets
would vary in position slightly between image captures. The shifted pellet positions
were partly due to the normal variation in pellet length, but were also caused more
dramatically from end squares. Since pellets are stacked in series, small variations
in length can result in a larger additive offset further up the stack. The method of
direct image comparison used in the vision algorithm meant that if any change to the
scene was detected, the image subtraction would highlight it; this included a shifted
pellet. Although minor shifting was handled by cropping out a small portion around
the pellet boundaries, larger shift variations like those seen in Figure 4.68 would cause
false readings.
Figure 4.68: Shifting pellets seen on the end camera (top) and side camera (bottom)
(from left to right: acquired image, master image, shifted image subtraction result)
The method of cropping out pellet boundaries not only ignored a portion of the pellet,
but was also not effective with slightly larger position variations. To fully solve the
issue, pellet tracking was used. The use of a pattern matching tool, alongside fixturing,
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completed the pellet tracking function. The image processing tool PmaxAlign was
used to set an image fixture on centre of each pellet based on pattern matching of
a trained image. The assigned fixtures could then be used in later image processing
operations to guide the software to the centre of the pellet within the image.
Pellet tracking was used to eliminate the issue of shifting pellet and the result was
a far more accurate image subtraction. Bounding boxes matched to the exact pellet
position within the image and therefore the complete pellet area could be compared.
Not only were the pellet edges better matched, but also the minor glare pattern was
still seen on the pellets.
4.4.3.5 Pellet Variations
The final issue that was resolved was variations in shade of pellet or in grain detail.
The method of comparing a single master image per program iteration did not cover
all varieties of pellets tested. The example pellet variation given in Figure 4.69 was
enough to confuse the image subtraction, due to its overall lighter shade of gray.
Figure 4.69: Example of pellet variation exhibiting an overall lighter shade
The solution to this issue was to incorporate a true multiple master image comparison
algorithm with a built in failsafe to account for standard pellet variations. The pro-
gram structure was modified to perform four separate runs, each with identical setup
just with different master images. Results from each run were compiled and a pellet
would only be considered a reject if all four were warnings. All four comparisons had
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to fail, such that if only a couple of images failed for shading or grain detail variation
reasons, the pellet would not be rejected. The effectiveness of this method would also
depend on the representation of standard variations in the master images that were
used.
This multiple master pellet image method made the program more modular and
allowed it to run multiple masters each run, but also increased the size and runtime
of program. The feature could not be created fully as intended, by having to duplicate
code several times over, but worked to prove the concept.
With the last of the issues resolved, the overhauled machine vision algorithm was
ready for full system operation. The vision system was the one to see the most
changes since testing with actual UO2 pellets, but the end result was a far more
robust vision algorithm and illumination setup.
4.4.4 Additional Features
There were several other features that were proposed as solutions to issues encoun-
tered, and some were just added for additional functionality, but never made it into
the final algorithm. In most cases it was due to a limitation of the software used.
The additional features that will be reviewed include master image averaging, image
normalizing, and defect classification.
Master image averaging was conceived as a method to handle pellet variations. Image
averaging would average pixel values of multiple images into a single image. The
concept was not fully tested as it would still only be a single image comparison
approach. Multiple image comparison was deemed a better and more robust approach,
although image averaging could still be utilized to create more standardized master
images.
Image normalizing was another method proposed to deal with pellet variations. Through
an image normalizing tool, two images with different shades could be normalized to
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each other, but still retain their detail. Unfortunately the features that perform this
operation were not available with the current software licence. A similar image pro-
cessing function of equalization was tested but was found to create the wrong effect.
Equalizing tended to neutralize the image pixel differences rather than shifting their
intensities together, resulting in lost defect details.
Defect classification would be one of the most useful but possibly difficult additional
features to incorporate. If pellets could be classified by defect type, then individual
calibrations for the blob tool could be used. Larger surface visual impurities defects,
like non-cleanups and grinder marks, could use different calibrations than smaller
pit and chip defects. The result would be a more accurate evaluation of defects
opposed to the use of a single general tolerance setting. Oversensitivity of the vision
system would be reduced since each defect could have individual and appropriate area
tolerance settings. Defect classification may be possible with the current software but
would require extensive additions to the algorithm code and may not be the best
implementation of the method. More advanced pattern matching tools with taught
defect samples would be required to properly implement such a feature.
4.4.5 Vision System Performance Summary
After reviewing all the changes and improvements made to the machine vision al-
gorithm and illumination setup, a summary of its performance in its final state can
be discussed. The final machine vision setup became far removed from its original
composition. This is obvious when looking at the new illumination setup, but also
when viewing the program structure. With all the new vision software tools added,
the program grew considerably in the number of operations performed. The new al-
gorithm is summarized in the following sequence of tasks (where green text signifies
newly added features and red text signifies modified features):
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1. Capture an image – Acquired Image
2. Fixture Acquired Image
(a) Perform pattern match
(b) Apply fixture
3. Executes run 1 to 4 with identical setup just different master images
(a) Load Master Image from file
(b) Fixture Master Image
i. Perform pattern match
ii. Apply fixture
(c) Image process Acquired Image
(d) Image process Master Image
(e) Perform image subtraction between image processed Acquired and
Master images
(f) Apply edge tool to Acquired Image
(g) Image process edge result
(h) Perform image addition with image processed edge result and image
subtraction result
(i) Run blob tool on addition result
(j) Evaluate final run result based on calibrated area limits
4. Evaluate final results of all four runs
The result of all these added methods was an overall improved vision system. The
new illumination setup reduced the glare effects seen by a considerable amount, while
the algorithm changes made defect visibility and detection more reliable and effective.
A large focus of the changes was to improve defect detection, but also to reduce the
number of false positives that resulted. The system struggled with high rates of false
positive results, original due to the intense glare issue, but later also due to variation
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in glare patterns seen because of pellet heterogeneity. Image processing methods were
used to erode away glare noise to the best of their ability, just as they were also used
to isolate and detect defects. Without these drastic changes, the inspection system
would not have been able to properly demonstrate its function with the actual UO2
pellets.
Lastly, the vision system performance can also be based on the merits of its field of
view utilization, end square detection ability, and by some of its inherent issues.
4.4.5.1 Field of View
For machine vision inspection applications, a cameras resolution is only as important
as how well it can fill its field of view with the desired target. Properly utilizing the
cameras visible area allows for more detailed inspection images. With the current
setup, much of the cameras resolution was underutilized due to having large fields
of view from cameras mounted far away from their target. Using lenses with larger
magnification would help reduce the field of view and improve system performance.
The end inspection camera was able to be positioned closer to its target and exhib-
ited higher resolution images using the same camera. The crisper images produced
noticeably better results when detecting edges of defects as they had appeared better
defined. The difference between camera field of view utilization became obvious when
the cameras were calibrated for pixel densities. In Section 4.2.5, where the cameras
were all calibrated, the end inspection camera achieved greater than triple the pixel
density compared to the side cameras. This was solely because of a smaller field of
view achieved from the lens and camera position selected. Figure 4.70 provides a
comparison between the fields of view produced by both a side and end camera.
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Figure 4.70: Original uncropped camera images demonstrating field of view utilization
between a side camera (left – camera ‘2’) and the end camera (right – camera ‘3’)
4.4.5.2 End Square Detection
Given the current sensor selection, end square defects could not be detected using the
criteria conventions set out by Cameco Fuel Manufacturing. However, it was found
that the inspection system setup could detect other traces of end square defects and
could still be able to classify them as rejects. The vision system inspection methods
resulted in detection of end squares through the characteristic deformations they
create on the pellets. Shadows and markings from end squares were singled out in
the vision software and were often large enough to trigger a reject result. These
encouraging results mean that it may be possible to train the vision system with
rejectable end square defects to better hone an alternate method criterion. Through
machine vision inspection, other methods of measure could be used to detect end
squares, such as angle or length measurements, but would require future development
and more specialized machine vision algorithms.
4.4.5.3 Inherent Issues
Lastly, to judge the machine vision performance, some inherent issues need to be
considered. Two inherent issues discovered with the current vision setup and software
were defect positioning issues and software error handling issues.
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The first inherent issue, defect positioning, is in part a lighting limitation, but also
a general limitation when inspecting along the curved cylindrical pellet surfaces with
a two dimensional image. Defects can appear in good and bad positions along the
pellet curvature for the camera image. Due to the curvature of the pellet and the way
defects reflect light back to the camera in different positions around the curvature,
the same defect may not be as noticeable to the vision software depending on how
far around the curvature they are located. Figure 4.71 illustrates this exact inherent
issue taking place with a chip defect when it is well positioned and when the pellet is
rotated slightly resulting in poor defect positioning for the given camera view.
Figure 4.71: Good and bad defect position for the same chip defect
The second and final inherent issue discovered was error handling within the vision
software. In rare cases, images would match so closely that the resultant image
subtraction and blob analysis would find less than five blobs. Since the software
is expecting a minimum of five blobs for the evaluation step, it fails to handle the
missing information. Although a rare occurrence and only a very minor issue, it is an
identified software flaw and must be noted.
4.5 Methods and Design Summary
Throughout this chapter, a complete overview was given into the final prototype
design, and methods used to arrive there. Although detail was extensive, it was nec-
essary in order to capture the full design intent (for future developments) as well as
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to cover the complete prototype design. Since there were so many aspects involved
in the system, enough detail had to be provided to cover each of them effectively.
The majority of the system needed improvements before it would be able to meet
requirements of being a fully functional prototype for testing and demonstration pur-
poses. Aspects of the system that required further development included: mechanical
design, software and algorithm design, sensor setups and calibrations, communication
interfacing, and electrical design. Many of the concepts reviewed in Chapter 2 were
used to improve upon the current system capabilities.
For the feed system design, a TRIZ based design approach was used to break down
the feed system and isolate the main problem contradiction to be solved. The problem
of controlled high speed pellet actuation through the inspection chamber was solved
through a concept generation, evaluation, and refinement process, resulting in a final,
and approaching TRIZ ideal, result. Tests done to validate the angled system concept
were successful and therefore infeed designs were generated, along with full CAD
designs, and finally the completed prototype. Initial tests of the feed system found a
problem spot for pellets at the infeed. This was solved by centring the indexing gear
and rapid prototyping the redesigned part. However, a larger issue was discovered
when testing the system with actual UO2 pellets. There had been a size discrepancy
between the provided sample stainless steel pellets and the actual UO2 production
pellets. Several inspection system parts required resizing. Following the redesigns,
the parts were rapid prototyped (due to cost and time constraints) and refitted onto
the unit.
The sensors remained the same in this second phase of the inspection system, although
an additional camera was added for pellet end inspection. Also, the sensor controllers
and electronics were mounted into grounded electrical enclosures for operating safety
and transportation reasons. Changes to sensor setups involved the 2D profile scanner
measurement settings. Adjustments were made such that height rather than area
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was being measured, which better suited pellet position variations seen during initial
testing. Calibrations were also performed for both the Ra scanners and vision cam-
eras. The Ra scanners were recalibrated using cylindrically ground gauges to better
represent UO2 pellets, while the cameras were individually calibrated in terms of pixel
density for each mounting position and accompanying field of view. Having calibrated
cameras meant that more accurate blob areas could be set for defect classification.
Next, through redesigning the control software, new features were added. The more
apparent added features include a main user interface, pellet tracking, test data log-
ging, and user input controls. Other features that were improved through the new
software were the communications management and sensor triggering. Custom com-
munication drivers were created that could interpret messages sent from the different
sensor controllers, as well, the software was able to manage communications between
several serial ports seamlessly. Other core functionality features that were incorpo-
rated included real-time system functions such as timed loops and deadline handling.
Despite not being able to incorporate a real-time target or having it run on a RTOS,
the software was still able to run within the time restrictions. In addition to still
being on time, it was also able to multitask and monitor the vision system program
at the same time.
Lastly, developments on the machine vision system were covered. Due to difficulties
experienced with the actual UO2 pellets, both with glare and defect distinguishabil-
ity, several changes were made to the illumination setup and vision algorithm. An
array of methods were extensively experimented with to find the best combination
for this specific application. Issues with the setup and algorithm were identified and
resolved using the addition of several methods reviewed in Chapter 2. A performance
evaluation of the final vision system was given to gauge successes and imitations. It
was concluded that the field of view could use improvement along with the lighting
and camera arrangement. Together these would result in more defined defect images
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and consistent lighting despite defect positioning. With all systems running at their




The inspection system has undergone considerable development since the previous
project phase. Part of the development process included testing, refining, and re-
designing aspects of the system. Some initial testing was covered in Chapter 4 with
the development of the angled feed system and the machine vision algorithm. These
initial tests were vital to ensuring that aspects of the inspection unit were performing
as required and were used to further their improvement. This chapter however, will
cover more complete testing of the inspection system as a whole. The Test Plan is first
to be covered. It outlines complete testing of all aspects of the system. Procedures
for testing such areas as the feed system, sensor calibrations, control program, are
accounted for in the Test Plan as well as defect testing. Some of the initial testing
from Chapter 4 also followed procedures outlined in this Test Plan.
The sample test pellets is the next topic covered. These were crucial to properly test
the capabilities of the system and to formulate real world results for the system. Pellet
samples were provided by Cameco and represented a collection of different defect types
that can be found post grinding along the pellet production process. Pellet samples
fell under several categories which include standard defect free pellets and pellets with
various types of defects, which were then further classified as passing or not passing
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the defect criteria.
Early test results are presented which focused on trying to reduce false positives,
which were often caused by misreading or the appearance of glare. Enhancements
were made to the system in the area of defect detection and improved test results
are reported to reflect these changes. Following the testing results are examples of
successful defect detections found using the various sensors of the inspection system.
Detection examples are given for each defect type to illustrate and validate the systems
capabilities. Lastly, sources of error for the tests are presented along with limitations
of the system.
5.1 Test and Setup Plan
The Test Plan was used to structure the setup and test procedures for the system. It
outlined which aspects of the system required setup and testing, and in which order,
prior to having the unit shipped to Cameco. Systems such as the feed mechanisms,
sensors, electrical, and software were able to all be pre-tested and setup using the
stainless steel replica pellets that were available at UOIT. Some of these systems
had to undergo the same procedures again with actual UO2 pellets to confirm their
function, but by this point it was hoped that any issues had been eliminated. By first
writing a Test Plan, possible issues were anticipated and itemized as areas to watch
for when testing.
The next major purpose of the Test Plan was to structure the UO2 pellet and defect
testing. Pellet testing was broken down in stages that were aimed at refining the
system before it could move to the next stage of testing. Procedures were created for
all the stages to keep consistency between tests. Finally, for system validation to be
achieved, system functional requirements were itemized to act as the target.
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5.1.1 Feed System Testing
The first test was designed to ensure the feed system components were functioning as
intended. This test was performed first since all sensors rely on the feed system to
consistently deliver the next pellet to the appropriate scanning window at a precise
position and moment in time. Since this test consisted mainly of the mechanical
components, actual UO2 pellets were not required for initial functionality verification.
Earlier tests (angled slide testing) had been done that showed metallic dummy pellets
behave very similarly mechanically to their real counterparts and, therefore, extensive
initial testing and fine tuning could be performed offsite using these replicated pellets.
The test procedure simply involved feeding pellets into the infeed and outfeed/rejection
systems and allowed them to receive and clear pellets from the inspection chamber.
The rejection system was pre-programmed to sort pellets evenly to confirm its relia-
bility. During these tests the following performance merits were observed using the
mentioned methods:
• Snag and friction issues
– Visually watched flow of pellets to ensure they did not hang on any parts
nor stall within the chamber or on feed ramp
– Listened for knocking noises of parts being forced out of a stuck position
– Visually inspected chamber for signs of expedited friction wear
• Speed and position consistency
– Timed output of pellet stack several times to ensure they met the two
pellets per second requirement and that results were consistent
– Grabbed images using one of the inspection cameras after each pellet index
to compare for positional shifting
• Sorting
– Ensured pellets were being sorted to proper receptacles
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• Vibrations and impact issues
– Checked that mechanical vibrations or impacts (such as from infeed or out
feed sorting mechanism and tray) were not causing:
∗ Damage to the pellets
∗ Accelerated ware on mechanical components
∗ Noise in sensor readings - 2D profile noise, roughness scanners return-
ing faulty values, or cameras capturing blurry images
• Feed system E-Stop
– Tested hardware emergency stop functionality
• Sound (if applicable)
– Tested for unsafe levels of noise while machine was in operation (acceptable
if under 87 dB(A))
In order to validate the results seen off-site while using ‘dummy’ pellets, retesting using
actual production UO2 pellets was required. The same items were to be observed and
confirmed for proper functionality using UO2 pellets onsite.
5.1.2 Sensor Setup and Calibration
Once the mechanical component testing was completed, the next step was to ensure
the sensors were operational. A key first step to testing the sensors was getting them
properly calibrated for production UO2 pellets. Both the 2D profile laser scanners and
the inspection cameras require a master (“ideal”) pellet to base their decision criteria
on. The calibrations discussed here in regards to these two sensors are with regards to
setting the appropriate master pellets references. For the Ra scanners, confirmation
of calibration and possible re-calibration procedures are covered.
The Ra scanners had already been calibrated using a precision cylindrical grinding
gauge but may exhibit inconsistencies with their final mounted position (specifically
the top mounted sensor). Calibration of the roughness scanners required them to be
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removed from their mounted inspection position and to measure the gauge blocks at
equal distances. Once mounted the sensor on the upper portion of the inspection
chamber may exhibit a different distance to the pellets than the ones positioned on
the bottom due to a cylindrical offset of pellets in the chamber. Recalibration using
a set of production pellets varying in roughness while the sensors are mounted may
improve sensor accuracies.
Each calibration procedure started by preloading the inspection chamber with 18
standard pellets (24 needed to reach end inspection cameras) to act as place holders
for the master pellets which were loaded after them. The calibration procedures for
each sensor type follows.
Inspection Cameras
Setting new master images for the vision system relied on the use of actual pellets,
therefore final setup was delayed until the system was onsite. All four cameras were
calibrated with master pellets using the following procedure:
• Loaded three ideal pellets into system using feed mechanism
• Located ideal pellet stack in appropriate camera viewing window within the
chamber such that the one in view was centred between the two other ideal
pellets
• Saved image into capture tool each camera and respective program
2D Laser Profile Scanners
Again, setting final master profiles was delayed until actual pellets were available to
test on the system. As per the recommendations of the manufacturer, sensors need to
be powered on for approximately 30 minutes before circuits became stable and sensor
readings levelled out. Calibration of all three 2D profile scanners with master profiles
followed this procedure:
• Loaded single ideal pellet into system using feed mechanism
• Located ideal pellet in appropriate 2D laser scanner viewing window within the
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chamber
• Saved profile under Master Registration for each 2D scanner and respective
program
• Adjusted read area masks to eliminate any noise caused around edges of pellet
chamber
Surface Roughness Sensors
The purpose of testing the calibration here was to confirm it worked properly with
the actual UO2 pellets. Using standard pellets with assumed acceptable roughness
range, current calibrations were verified. If readings were out of range or inconsistent
with the values expected when comparing the pellet roughness to the calibration
gauges, then recalibration were required. The following procedure outlines potential
recalibration using actual UO2 pellets as gauges:
• Perform measurements using a surface roughness tester on actual UO2 pellets
to create a set of pellets exhibiting roughness values that span the acceptable
(and if possible unacceptable) range.
• Recalibrate each roughness scanner while mounted in their final positions with
readings from sample set of production UO2 pellets
Once all necessary calibrations were complete, validations were conducted. It was not
necessary to run these tests at production speeds, rather manual testing was used to
closer observe sensor behaviours. Results were contrasted between standard pellets
and ones that contained various severities of flaws to validate the setup and calibration
of the sensor. If the flawed pellet did not return a failed test case, then further
adjustments were made to the sensor setups. Similarly, if standard pellets falsely
triggered the sensors, fine tuning of tolerances and setups was required. Additional
validation was conducted with less significant flaws of each type to ensure all proper
adjustments were made before full speed testing was done.
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5.1.3 Electrical Safety Setup
Before the pellet inspection system was able to safely operate onsite at a Cameco
facility, it needed to pass an electrical safety inspection. The inspection system did
not make use of any high powered electronics that needed special considerations. The
main concern was exposed electronics such as controllers, power supplies, and wiring
connects. All these exposed electrical components needed to be enclosed safely and
grounded properly. The design of these enclosures was covered in Section 4.2.2.
5.1.4 Software Function
The program written in LabVIEW was used to control all the functions of the in-
spection system. Sensors relayed all their information into the program and the feed
system was controlled and synchronized within the programs timed loop. To ensure
the system was working properly, both the hardware and software needed to be tested
for functionality. The system control program needed to execute consistently within
its cycle time limit, capture sensor communications without loss of data, and log test
runs. The camera algorithm program running in VisionPro also needed to run in
synchronization with the LabVIEW control program. The following items outline the
specific functional requirements of the software that were tested for:
• LabVIEW Program
– Program executed within 500 ms timeframe
– Sensors communicated properly
∗ 2D serial communications did not read faster than signal was sending
∗ Ra scanner serial communications did not read faster than signal was
sending
∗ Camera results returned within 100 ms read window
∗ Indexing motors achieved consistent positioning
· Used direct motor position control (stepper motors)
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– Data from test runs logged and log files contained all data
∗ Time stamped
∗ Trial numbered
∗ Sensors triggered for a given trial number
– Program emergency stop functioned properly
∗ Halted feed system and sensors using software control
• VisionPro Program
– Ensured data or setting errors did not appear within VisionPro program
tree
– Camera hardware trigger functioned and was in time within LabVIEW
functions
5.1.5 UO2 Pellet Testing
After full system function was confirmed, testing of UO2 pellets began. First stage was
performing false positive testing, the rejection of “GOOD” pellets. Testing remained
in this stage until the system was performing as well as possible with the lowest
number of false positives achievable while still detecting pellet defects. The judgment
made here was subjective, but involved extensive trial and error testing before arriving
at any decision to continue.
Next, defect testing was performed. These were conducted to determine false negative
results, accepting “BAD” pellets, as well as any continued false positive results. To
track results, each type of defect was run through separately at first, completing
several iterations of each. Once results of the defect detection were found and any
adjustments made to better handle specific flaws, testing was done with multiple flaws
present during each run.
Tests were run at the full speed rate of two pellets per second, although user controlled
pauses were added after each pellet index to allow time to observe and record results
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that were not already being logged by the software. Scanning rates would only be
adjusted slower if poor results were found and no other adjustments could be made.
Records were made during and after each test run of any issue encountered such that
they could be resolved between test runs. Outlines of the different tests are given:
Type I – Unflawed testing (false positives)
• Loaded test run with only unflawed (“GOOD”) standard pellets
• Made adjustments to setup if flaws were falsely identified
– Continued until lowest possible false positive results occurred
• Ran multiple test iterations with the final setup to get an averaging result
Type II – Single defect testing (false negatives)
• Loaded test run with only one type of pellet defect
• Performed test run and analysed results
– Made adjustments to system if defects were being missed
∗ Re-ran iterations of the test with the new adjustments
• Redid the same process with the next defect type
Multi-defect testing (false positives and negatives)
• Loaded test run with a combination of defect types
• Performed test run iterations with increasing number of defect types
– Two defect types present
– Four defect types present
– All defect types present
• Analysed results
– Made adjustments to system if defects were not being captured
∗ Re-ran iterations of the test with the new adjustments
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5.1.6 System Test Procedure
The specifics of running a test needed to be defined to keep consistency between tests.
A key aspect to running the system for test purposes was that the system did not need
to index pellets at full speed to test sensors, but rather just needed to maintain full
speed feed rates. The UO2 pellet testing just outlined was performed in the following
manner:
• Preloaded inspection chamber with standard pellets
• Aligned in and out feed stepper motors to proper internal pole positioning
• Preloaded feed hopper with defined mixture of defect pellets and standard pellets
in a pseudo random distribution
– Pseudo random distribution included the following
∗ Defect pellet surrounded by normal pellets
∗ Defect pellet surrounded by other defect pellets (minimum two con-
secutive defect pellets)
∗ Normal pellet surrounded by other normal pellets (minimum two con-
secutive normal pellets)
– End defects were aligned so that they faced the single end inspection cam-
era
• Indexed out feed as needed to align pellets in scanning windows
• Ran all pellets through the system allowing automated sorting to take place
– Paused after each pellet scan
– Required user input to continue
– Notified user once all preloaded place holder pellets were out of the system
∗ Emptied both pellet sorting receptacles to ensures sorting had only be
counted for the test stack
• Analysed the sorted pellets
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– Categorized pellets in each sorting receptacle in terms of standard and
defective pellets
∗ Successfully detected and sorted defective of a given type
· Noted which sensor(s) detected the flaw in software test log
· Checked for sensor redundancy (if one sensor missed, did the others
catch the flaw)
∗ Successfully ignored and sorted standard pellets
∗ Missed defective pellets
· Noted which pellet and checked to see if sorted incorrectly or
missed altogether
∗ Falsely detected standard pellets as flawed
· Noted what caused the false positive result from software log and
vision run history
A slight variation made to this test procedure was to feed the outputted and sorted
pellets back into the infeed hopper. This method increased the number of pellet
inspections performed per test run and created a continuous flow of pellets. The
continuous re-feed was more representative of the actual function of the system along
the production line compared to batch testing. It also allowed for each sorted pellet
to be analysed in the order it was sorted.
5.1.7 System Validation
Based on the results of testing, the system function could be validated as long as it met
its functional requirements. The following requirements were needed for validation:
• Defect detection
– Ability to detect all defect types
– Detection failure rates ideally zero, but if not
∗ False positives of no more than 2.5% AQL
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– Successful sorting of flawed pellets
• Processing rates
– Meets rate of two pellets per second
– Each component must be able to operate and function properly at full
system speed
∗ Feed and sorting system
∗ Inspection sensors
· Throughput does not need to be at full rate for sensor tests as long
as the feed rates are
∗ Software must be able to operate and function properly at full system
speed
· Vision software
· Control software – Software cycle times do not need to be at full
rate for sensor tests as long as the computation times are
• Non-Destructive inspection
– Single run through inspection system must not cause any damage to the
pellets
∗ No added chips, cracks, or surface markings
5.1.8 Statistical Calculations
The data returned from the inspection system were in the form of binary “GOOD”
or “BAD” results. For this reason, a binary classification approach was used for the
data analysis related to the testing. Using this method, there were four possible
results produced. The four possible results are summarized in Table 5.1 using a 2x2
contingency table as they relate to this specific testing application. The two results
that are of most concern are the two error classifiers: Type I (false positive) and Type
II (false negative) errors. These were the two possible incorrect results the inspection
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system could produce. The meaning of a false positive for the inspection system
would be if a non-defect or passable pellet was labelled by a sensor as defective. A
false positive would, therefore, result in a wrongfully rejected “GOOD” pellet. Falsely
detecting a non-defect pellet is not as severe as missing a defective one, making it
only a Type I error, but if the testing error is too high then the system would become
impractical. The most severe error the system can make, Type II, would be falsely
passing a defective pellet, a false negative result. Type II errors must be eliminated
in order to guarantee the highest quality pellet production, but Type I errors must
also be low enough to make the inspection system viable.
Table 5.1: Binary classification results contingency table for automated pellet inspec-
tion unit
Tested Pellets Test says “BAD” (reject) Test says “GOOD” (pass)
Confirmed “BAD”
pellets (B)
True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)
Standard “GOOD”
pellets (G)
False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)
Total pellets (T) Total rejected pellets (R) Total passed pallets (P)
To get more useful statistics from the test results, three rates were calculated: False
Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), and True Positive Rate (TPR).
The calculation of these rates would normalize the statistics between each test run,
regardless of the difference in number of pellets testing between them, and could be
used to extrapolate the results to a standardized value, such as a batch of 1,000 pellets.
The following equations define each rate calculation:













Where the denominators were further defined using:
Standard “GOOD” pellets = Total pellets − Confirmed “BAD” pellets (5.4)
Confirmed “BAD” Pellets = True Positives + False Negatives (5.5)













= 1 − FNR (5.8)
5.2 Test Pellet Samples
With the Test Plan and any initial tests covered, the inspection system was moved
to Cameco’s Port Hope Conversion Facility (PHCF) where actual UO2 pellets were
tested. Despite the initial pellet sizing issue first discovered around this point, com-
ponents were able to be redesigned (covered in Section 4.1.2.6) and test sample sets
were gathered. Two sets of pellets were used: standard “GOOD” pellets and defect
pellets. Both sets of pellets served a purpose for testing the inspection system. Stan-
dard pellets that were defect free acted as typical pellets that would be considered a
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pass, or a “GOOD” pellet for the system. Defect pellets were representative of the
possible manufacturing defects seen, and would test the ability of the system to detect
them.
5.2.1 Standard Pellet Samples
Sample “GOOD” pellets were available at PHCF from their materials storage supplies.
All pellets were measured to meet nominal sizing and were visually inspected to be
defect free. Figure 5.1 is of a typical standard pellet. Specifically chosen pellet samples
(considered to be the desired finished product) were also used to create reference
master pellet images, as seen in the camera captures of Figure 5.2. Standard pellets
were used in false positive tests and as filler pellets between defective ones to simulate
regular production sceneries when performing defect testing.
Figure 5.1: Standard pellet photographs
5.2.2 Defective Pellet Samples
Defect pellets were provided by Cameco Fuel Manufacturing (CFM). They consisted
of new samples that were flagged as being defective by personal along the production
line. The samples contained actual defects produced during production, making them
the most realistic samples possible for the inspection system.
The first batch of defect pellets sent from CFM included ten samples of various defect
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Figure 5.2: Example master pellet images taken with the best standard pellet samples
(top left - camera 0, top right - camera 1, bottom left - camera 2, bottom right - camera
3)
types. They provided the ground work of testing and calibrations but were not suffi-
cient for full system validation as they did not cover the complete spectrum of defects.
The first samples also did not provide enough variation for testing, since many defect
types only had single samples, and not all the samples were full defects. Some samples
only had minor or small examples of certain flaws and were not classified as defective
under the criteria outlined in Chapter 3. Sample #3 was also an end pellet and could
not be compared properly in the system. Table 5.2 lists the first defect samples that
were provided for testing; notes were made for samples which were under defect limits.
Table 5.2: First UO2 pellet defect sample set from CFM
SAMPLE # DEFECT TYPE NOTES
1 End damage
2 Side chip Minor defect
3 Oxidization End pellet
4 Non-cleanup
5 Grinder damage
6 Grinder damage Minor defect
7 Grinder damage
8 End chip Minor defect
9 Crack Oxide
10 End Square Minor defect
A more extensive sample of defective pellets was requested and provided again by
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CFM. The new defective pellets were collected over a period of a few weeks, and again
were direct from the CFM production line. All pellets were measured to confirm they
matched the nominal pellet dimension being tested. A little over a quarter (26 of 94)
of the pellets were manually separated as being under nominal dimensions, such as end
pellets. The remaining (68) pellets were categorized by defect type and then further
measured and sorted strictly based on the visual inspection criteria from Chapter 3.
The final result was all nominal sized pellet samples sorted according to defect type
and according to whether they met the defect criteria.
Of the new samples provided, a large portion of the defects they contained were un-
dersized, according to the visual inspection criteria, and could be considered passable.
A little over half of the pellets (35) had confirmed defects, while the others (33) con-
tained flaws, but were not classified as a fully defective pellet. In total between the
two sample sets, 41 pellets were confirmed defective, while 37 were flawed but still
passable. Table 5.3 summarizes the new sample defects which will be shown in more
detail in the next subsections.
Table 5.3: Second UO2 defect sample set from CFM with defects confirmed and sorted





End Square* 6 20
Non-cleanup 6 12
Side Chip(s) 5 -
Crack(s) 5 -
End Chip(s) 4 -
Pit(s) 3 1
End Square* with non-cleanup 2 -
Foreign Material 2 -
Oxide** 2 -
*End squares were sorted visually as they could not be measure according to
their criteria
**Pre-grinding defect; tested with but excluded from final results
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5.2.2.1 Meet Defect Criteria
Pellets that either met or surpass the defect criteria outlined in Chapter 3 were clas-
sified as defective. Figures 5.3 through 5.14 represent all the various types of these
confirmed defect samples with photographed examples.
End square defects seen in Figure 5.3 can be noted by their signature side markings,
but more importantly by their end deformation which was used to sort this particular
defect type visually between three degrees of severity: large, medium, and small.
Only large end squares were considered to meet defect criteria in order to provide
some distinction between the different degrees.
For crack defects (seen in Figures 5.6 and 5.7), only side cracks were available for
testing, there were no end face crack samples.
Lastly, a special defect pellet, the marker pellet seen in Figure 5.14, was artificially
created to help track the start location of defect or test stacks. This “defect” pellet
does not follow any specific defect criteria, but rather contains dark markings drawn
on with a black permanent marker that could be considered a foreign material.
Figure 5.3: Large end squares new sample confirmed defects
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Figure 5.4: Side chip new sample confirmed defects
Figure 5.5: End chip confirmed defects; Sample 1 (left) and new samples (right)
Figure 5.6: Crack confirmed defect – Sample 9
Figure 5.7: Crack new sample confirmed defects
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Figure 5.8: Pit new sample confirmed defects
Figure 5.9: Non-cleanup confirmed defects; Sample 4 (left) and new samples (right)
Figure 5.10: Both non-cleanup and end square new sample confirmed defects
Figure 5.11: Grinder damage confirmed defect – Sample 5
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Figure 5.12: Grinder damage confirmed defect – Sample 7
Figure 5.13: Foreign materials (circled in red) new sample confirmed defects
Figure 5.14: Marker pellet
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5.2.2.2 Under Defect Criteria
Defects that are under criteria are those that have defects present but did not meet
defect classification to be considered a “BAD” pellet. Again, examples will be given
with photographs of what these mild defects looked like, but comparisons with those
that met the criteria will also be given. These comparisons will aid to demonstrate how
close defects can appear to each other, yet are sorted differently by strictly following
the defect criteria. Figures 5.15 through 5.22 cover these mild defects.
Again, the end square samples were sorted visually based on their end deformations,
not their markings on the side surface. Some medium and small end square defects
exhibited large markings along the sides but had only a mild degree of end squareness.
When comparing this defect type (seen in Figure 5.17, focus was placed on their end
faces and edges.
Figure 5.15: Medium end square new sample mild defects
Figure 5.16: Small end square mild defects: Sample 10 (left) and new samples (right)
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Figure 5.17: End square degree comparison between large (left) and small (right)
Figure 5.18: Side and end chip mild defects – Sample 2 (left) and Sample 8 (right)
Figure 5.19: Pit mild defect (left) compared to slightly larger but confirmed pit defect
(right)
Figure 5.20: Various non-cleanup new sample mild defects
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Figure 5.21: Non-cleanup comparison between new sample mild (left) and confirmed
(right) defects
Figure 5.22: Grinder damage mild defect – Sample 6
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5.3 Preliminary Results
Before defect testing with the pellet samples began, many preliminary results were
found. These results mostly cover the items just outlined in the Test Plan, but also
include some early pellet inspection results. Preliminary results were largely used
to setup and refine the system and were imperative for the final design outcomes.
As outlined in the Test Plan, early pellet tests were used to reduce false detections
before final defect tests were performed. Following the order of the Test Plan, results
pertaining to the feed system will be presented first, followed by the sensors, electrical
safety, and software. Lastly, false positive testing is presented along with some early
defect tests. Additional corrections made to the system as a result of the initial testing
will also be discussed.
Preliminary test results were for the most part used for system refinement and there-
fore some of these results have already been presented along with system development
in Chapter 4. The results presented here will be supplementary to those results al-
ready presented, and will also cover new areas.
5.3.1 Feed System
The automated feed system design of the inspector was extensively tested both at
UOIT and again at Cameco to ensure its proper function. The feed system was
crucial to full system testing since it was responsible to deliver pellets to the system,
position them correctly within inspection windows, feed them at a constant rate for
the 2D and Ra scanners, and properly reject faulty pellets. The feed system was the
first to be tested for full functionality since most other systems were dependent on its
function.
Initial tests were performed at UOIT with the stainless steel replica pellets. Aside from
some minor redesigns, the system was able to achieve the full two pellets per second
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feed and sorting rates with repeatability and consistency. The first redesign corrected
pellet jamming at the infeed, was already presented in Section 4.1.2.6. It was easily
solved by centring the rotation axis of the indexing gear to the inspection chamber
opening. With the redesign of the intake component, another issue was corrected.
Early testing found that pellets stall along the twisted intake feed ramp and it was
concluded the angle was not high enough to overcome static rolling friction at certain
points. By increasing the angle of the ramp by 10 degrees, the static friction was
overcome. The higher angle though now had the potential to cause pellets to roll over
each other or break formation if the ramp were fully loaded with pellets. Although
the higher angle had solved the stalling issue for testing purposes, it became obvious
that the material limitations of the rapid prototyped plastic components would need
to be overcome in later designs rather than increasing the angle.
Once the feed system was fully tested and calibrated at UOIT with the replica pellets,
the system moved onsite to Cameco’s PHCF. There, the feed system again underwent
rigorous setup and calibrations, especially since several components had to be re-
designed and replaced to overcome the pellet size difference issue. The actual UO2
pellets were smaller and their edges were found to be a lot harsher on the relatively
soft prototyped components as compared to the smooth metal pellets. The harder
ceramic pellets would tend to dig in and grip components that came in contact with
the pellet edges. This phenomenon led to the first set of issues with adjusting to
the UO2 pellets: jamming at the outfeed and inspection windows. The actual UO2
pellets were occasionally jamming the outfeed cam by digging into the final transition
of the cam profile. Figure 5.23 illustrates the occurrence using a replica pellet along
the original prototyped outfeed cam. Pellets would also on occasion catch and jam
at the inspection window edges, but as angled testing from Chapter 4 proved, using
a stack of pellets reduced window jamming in the machined tube. This is again an
example of the limitation of the relative softness of the prototyped plastic material,
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and additionally, the accuracy of the printed windows to have clean sharp edges.
Figure 5.23: Outfeed cam jamming sequence (left) and actual UO2 jamming (right)
A precautionary modification was also made to the outfeed sorting tray in order to
reduce impact. The brittle ceramic pellets had the potential to chip if they landed
on each other in the tray after sorting, therefore the plastic receptacles were replaced
with thickly padded trays.
As a result of these material limitations, the final feed rate needed to be reduced. For
the final test setup with the UO2 material, pellets were indexed through the system
at a rate of 1 pellet per second. This slower feed rate allowed for sensors to operate
as usual but feed systems could be monitored closer for any jammed or stuck pellets.
5.3.2 Sensors
With the feed system functional, the validation of sensor calibrations and setups was
possible and was the next priority. The sensors functionality needed to be confirmed
with the UO2 pellets. New master templates were created for the 2D scanners and
the cameras, and their setup and calibrations were confirmed. The goal of sensor
validation was to ensure the ability for the various sensors to defect obscurities in
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the pellets and to properly classify them as defects. The results of these validations
follow.
Inspection Cameras
As per the Test Plan, the inspection camera master images were setup at Cameco with
actual pellets. As it was discovered though, the actual pellets reacted very differently
then the painted replica pellets in terms of light reflection. Several drastic changes
had to be made to the illumination setup, which were covered in Section 4.4.3.1.
Due to the changes in the illumination setup, these master images had to be retaken
to represent the results seen with the improved lighting. Pixel density calibrations
were also applied successfully to each camera program. The calibrations proved to
normalize the detected areas and provided more accurate defect distinction.
In addition to the master images, defect images were also taken to set up and test
the vision algorithm. A full set of images of each defect sample and camera view was
created to be referenced any time a new feature was to be tested in the software.
Software fine tuning could be done completely on the computer without the need to
load and position defect pellets in the inspection tube, and therefore at a much faster
pace. If flawed pellets did not return a failed result, further adjustments were made
to the algorithm to validate its setup until all defect types were detected.
2D Laser Profile Scanners
Like the vision systems, the 2D scanner master profiles were also re-setup at Cameco
with the UO2 pellets after the new inspection tube and sensor mounts were rapid pro-
totyped. The master profiles were recalibrated and masked to measure only the pellet
cross section. Settings were then re-tested and confirmed. Upper and lower limits
were functioning properly to detect the given sample defects and the new distance
measurement setting, opposed to area measurement, was returning positive detection
results. The function was validated with chip and pit defect samples. Normal pellet
size and position variation was not causing false flags either, nor was the increased
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reflectivity of the UO2 pellets. The 2D profile scanners function had been validated
with the UO2 pellets according to the Test Plan requirements.
Due to the already reduced pellet feed rates, the number of 2D scans were increased.
Scan numbers were increased partly to take advantage of extra scanning time, but
also to fully distribute the scans along the full length of the pellet.
Surface Roughness Sensors
The last sensors, the surface roughness gauges, needed to have their calibration and
measurements validated as well. This validation was already covered at the end of
Section 4.2.4, but further testing was done prior to arriving at this result. Earlier
tests of the setup found that the Ra Scanners were not reading properly with the old
inspection tube due to improperly sized scanner widows. It was discovered that the
slot windows cut in the inspection tube were too short for reflection of the laser to
return to the sensor for a complete measurement. The result was low Ra values and
inconsistency in the measurements. When the inspection tube was re-prototyped, the
slot lengths were increased to the required size and sensor position adjusted so the
laser met the edge of the new pellet.
Again, due to the slower adjusted feed rate, more scans of the Ra scanner were per-
formed on each pellet since the system was already running slower for feed limitation
reasons. The Ra scans took longer than most other sensors and the added scans
helped to validate their function with fewer test runs. Increasing the number of scans
was also necessary to properly distribute the readings across the full length of the
pellet.
5.3.3 Electrical Safety Results
Having all the electronics safely and tidily placed in grounded electrical enclosures
ensured passing the Cameco electrical safety evaluation. The only recommendation
made was to also ground the inspection unit frame, which would also ground any
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components attached to it (such as sensors, cameras, illuminators, and motors). Be-
ing that the frame was constructed from aluminum extrusions, this was a simple
requirement to fulfill.
5.3.4 Software
Preliminary results for both the LabVIEW control software and the VisionPro camera
software will be discussed here. Results pertaining to the Test Plan will be given as
well as earlier development results for both systems.
5.3.4.1 Control Software Performance Results
Since many of the features in the initial creation stages of the program were running
with simulated parameters, testing was used to ensure that each feature was working
correctly as intended and that they met the design requirements. Afterwards, actual
hardware signals were introduced and testing was ongoing as changes were being made
to the vision software and feed system; the main program needed to be consistently
tested for proper functionality.
Through early simulated system testing, the timed loops were shown to be effective
at tracking task execution times and being able to set up multiple timed frames for
each operation in the inspection cycle. Deadline tacking also proved effective with
the timed loop structures, since details of each time frame could be tracked. It was
also possible to log overtime tasks for debugging purposes, but this function was
done manually instead. Missed deadline handling could have been done using many
methods; several were designed and tested. The first designs involved immediately
stopping all processes when a deadline was missed, but this proved to be impractical
in a production setting. A single overtime task in production would not cause any
catastrophic effects, but continuously missed deadlines would. For that reason, the
method that counts the total milliseconds overtime and stops only when they reach a
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tolerance level proved effective and practical. Although, for actual pellet testing in the
prototype, user input confirmations were added to slow the operation and therefore
deadline handling was replaced with operator observations.
Hardware communications were first tested with randomly generated simulation data
and later with the actual sensor hardware. The software proved effective at tracking
and rejecting defect pellets using the shifting array approach. Since a fixed number
of pellets were held in the inspection tube at any given time, the shifting array was
able to accurately represent the physical pellets and indexing functions. Additionally,
the software was able to perform the hardware communications and other tasks well
within the required 500 ms time frame. Optimal cycle times of 43 ms and 150 ms were
found for the 2D and Ra scanners, respectively. This was the minimal write/read time
that would consistently return complete communications. The camera signal was also
being consistently captured within the 100 ms DAQ data sampling (at 1 kHz) read
segment. With adjustments to the cameras software though, the delay and sample
period values needed small adjustments to re-synchronise the communications. The
addition of data logging was also very effective, such that date and time stamps, as
well as all sensor defect triggers, were tractable and were used for more detailed results
analysis.
The addition of feed system controls proved successful. The rejection system success-
fully triggered and was able to respond in time for rejection of only defective pellets
as needed. Mechanically and through software, the system continuously sorted al-
ternating passed and failed pellets at full system speed. There was only a slight
reaction delay found with the software based emergency stop. This was due to the
fact that once triggered, it only reacted after the given loop completed. This was not
a significant enough delay to warrant fixing.
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5.3.4.2 Vision Algorithm
Much of the preliminary tests were about getting the algorithm to properly identify
defects and to reduce false positive results (which were predominately from the vision
system). Through this early testing, several issues were discovered and noted for
improvement. The first issue which was causing continuous False Positive (FP) results
was the presence of high intensity glare. Through the process of reducing glare,
another issue, the uneven lighting of the cylindrical surface, was also resolved to the
best of the available materials. Two other discovered issues that were causing FP
results were shifting pellets and pellet shade variation; these too were resolved. In
terms of improving defect detection, the issues of dull appearing defects and partial
defect detection were solved. Both illumination configurations and image processing
functions were tested in various combinations to find the optimal setup for UO2 pellet
inspection. Much of the initial results and the experimental processes used to find
the improved settings were already covered in Section 4.4.3 as part of the system
development process, and will therefore not be reiterated here.
By following the Test Plan some other results were found. Errors in the VisionPro
software were appearing on a very rare occasion and were sourced to an error handling
issue within the software. If under five blobs were detected then the software was not
able to handle the empty data requests of the next function. This error was also
briefly covered at the end of Section 4.4.5.3.
The method used for hardware triggering has already been covered in various sections,
including camera communication (in Section 4.2.5) and the system control software
(in Section 4.3.1.3), but the results of its function as yet to be confirmed. Camera
triggering using the external I/O had always worked well once it was setup, but reading
in the results produced some problems. Through experimentation, it was found that
a minimum of 100 ms was needed to properly capture the results signal sent from the
vision system. Since both the camera software and the control software were running
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on the same computer at the same time, processing times would often vary. The 100
ms sample time allowed for slight variations in processing time for the vision software.
When changes were made to the vision algorithm, the communications would need to
be retested to ensure timing still matched between the systems. If not, a delay was
calibrated to shift the sample set. Once settings became stable, so did the signals.
Longer read sample periods, to guarantee any signal would be ready, were not efficient
for the control software. Optimizing the settings allowed for quicker software cycle
times and less wasted sampling.
5.3.5 Early False Positive Testing
These tests were run with all non-defective standard pellets in order to isolate be-
haviours rated to false positives. The goal was to optimize the system settings to
reduce FP results as much as possible without sacrificing defect detection abilities.
Ideally the system would not reject any of the non-defect pellets and produce all true
negative results.
Prior to the FP tests, several test runs were performed to ensure the system capabil-
ities. Cameras were not being utilized in these runs; it was solely based on the 2D
and Ra scanners. These tests were given the naming convention of TR# for a given
test run and number. Results data for these tests can be found in Appendix A.
TR1 to TR4 – As these were merely test runs, there was no distinguishable pattern
of improvement between trials, but the feedback gained from these tests was used to
reduce the FP readings from the 2D scanners. On average between the four tests, a
30.1% FP rate was observed, with the lowest being TR2 at 15.9%.
Actual FP tests were performed next with all the sensors functioning. Tests were
given the following naming convention: FP#, for each respective FP test number. As
tests were run, all the systems were closely observed. The best method to debug the
sensors was to watch their output. For the vision system, viewing the final results after
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each scan helped to best determine what issues may be present. The image subtracted
results would display whether a pellet had been a shifted pellet, and whether a light
or deflector had been moved out of position. Any reoccurring issues were noted and
resolved before the next FP test was performed. The test result data can also be
found in Appendix A.
FP1 – All the cameras required adjustments to their illumination setup and/or pro-
gram settings to some degree. This being the first full test with the cameras, any
minor setting dissimilarity between the acquired images and the stored master im-
ages were discovered and corrected. FP1 returned the highest of all the FP tests with
a false detection error of 92.3%, which was mainly attributed to 100% false detection
of all the cameras and some minor false detection of the 2D scanners. As seen from
the camera results in Figure 5.24, camera 0, 1, and 3 were exhibiting a shifted pellet
(these set of tests were before pellet tracking was implemented), and cameras 0, 1,
and 2 were showing signs of changed white surface deflector positioning as compared
to the master image on file. Camera 2 also needed a light adjustment before the im-
ages would match up cleanly. Cameras 0 and 3 required that their image processing
multiplier be lowered to reduce over sensitivity, and finally, camera 1 had the master
imaged changed to a cleaner version that closer matched the test pellets.
Figure 5.24: Final results of cameras displaying setup issues during FP1 (from left
to right: camera 3 - shifted pellet issue; camera 0 - lighting issue; camera 1 - shifted
pellet issue; camera 2 - lighting issue)
FP2 – The second successful test run showed significant improvement for most of the
cameras, while the 2D and Ra scanners achieved a perfect record of no FPs. Cameras
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3 and 0 were still causing some troubles, returning FP error results of 63.9% and
27.8%, respectively. Image processor settings for camera 3 were again displaying over
sensitivity and needed further adjustments before the next test run. This second test
run produced an overall system FP detection error of 57.4%, significantly lower but
still much too high to be practical.
FP3 – For the third run, 2D and Ra scanners once again were able to achieve a perfect
record. All cameras, except camera 0, achieved under 10% FP errors. Additionally,
all cameras at some point during this test run returned a slow signal result which
was missed by the control software and marked as a reject pellet. This repeated error
was corrected with a short read delay. All other false detections were due to small
variations in pellet glare, with camera 0 experiencing the most of such errors, giving
it an 18.2% FP rate. Overall, the system was able to achieve a 24.2% error though,
which is less than half of the previous record.
FP4 – The final FP test run performed before the more significant improvements were
made to the vision algorithm. This test produced the lowest of all the test runs at
9.8% FP detection error. Only camera 0 and 2 were the cause of these false detections
and was due to glare variations. Even with the much improved settings, the system
was still getting distracted by glare hot spots, as seen in the results of Figure 5.25.
Figure 5.25: Glare variations confusing vision algorithm (left - camera 0, right -
camera 2)
The continual improvements achieved through early FP testing were very encouraging
for the system and its capabilities. Being able to properly detect defective pellets was
the true purpose of the system though, the FP testing was just part of the process to
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reduce or eliminate wrongful detection. The true test of the system came later with
defect testing results.
5.3.6 Early Defect Testing
The first full defect test was performed as a trial run of the newly configured system
after all the initial false positive tests were complete. Defect tests were given the
naming convention DT# for the respective test number. For early defect testing,
those performed manually and the one recorded, only the first defect sample set was
available. For testing purposes, they were all assumed to be defect pellets and were
not subjected to the strict application of the defect criteria just yet, as they were also
the only samples at the time.
As the test statistics were analysed, FPs were recorded as well as true positives (suc-
cessful detection of a defect), both of which were rather straight forward. False nega-
tive (FN), however, required some more interpretation. When viewing the test results
data in Appendix A it can be seen that FN results exist for all sensors, but this statis-
tic is deceiving. It is very likely a single sensor will miss a defect as they are only
targeting a portion of each pellet at any one time. It appears on the statistic as
though it has wrongfully missed the defect when in fact it may have never been ex-
posed to the actual defect area. For this reason, the overall system FN statistic is the
most important value to consider since it reflects the overall system ability to detect
a defect with any one sensor. After all, it only takes one sensor fail flag to reject a
pellet.
DT1 – marker pellet followed by defects 2, 6, and 7 – This test used the three most
difficult sample defects to detect through initial manual system testing. Running this
first defect test using them would test the extreme capabilities of the system and
ensure it was ready for further defect testing. Overall, the system only had one FP
instance during this test, resulting in a FPR of 3.2%. The system was able to reject all
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defects which resulted in a phenomenal TPR of 100%, meaning a 0% Type II error was
achieved. In addition to the test statistical results, the system was able to properly
detect and locate the marker pellet from all camera views (an example can be seen
in Figure 5.26) and also one of the 2D scanners. This means the marker pellet was
working successfully as intended to locate the start of the test stack both manually
by the operator and by the software. Although the test statistics were encouraging,
there were some individual sensor results documented during the test that required
extra attention.
Figure 5.26: Marker pellet successful detection (from left to right: camera 0, 1, and
2)
Just viewing the test statistical results does not provide the full picture as to how the
system performed. There is more meaning behind the data that cannot be displayed
in a table, even though more information was added, such as which sensor caught
which defect. One observation that was seen during the testing, and is reflected in
the results, is that the defects were not being properly detected by the machine vision
system. The first two defects were missed entirely, while the third was rejected due to
its pellet sheen variation rather than detection of the crack present. All three pellets
were rejected, but as seen in Figure 5.27. according to the cameras, it was either
for the wrong reason or it was missed entirely by the cameras and rejected by other
sensors. The highly adjusted FP tested settings had slightly lowered the ability of
the vision system to detect defects, even though they were tested with saved defect
images at each stage to ensure they would not sacrifice detection ability. More than
just vision settings adjustments were required. Improvements had to be made to the
algorithm if both defect detection and FP errors were to be improved.
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Figure 5.27: Defects 2, 6, 9 (circled in red due to their small size and low visibility)
as seen by the early vision system (camera raw images seen on top with final results
on bottom)
The initial defect testing had also made it obvious that the current defects were not
fully representative of full defects sizing and defect variations. The system needed a
larger sample of defects to test with for this reason. More significant vision system
improvements also needed to be made before continuing defect testing.
5.4 Improved Results
Since the early false positive testing, the vision system was given many improvements
– pellet tracking, edge detection, dynamic thresholding, multiple master pellet com-
parison, and blob area addition – which were used to enhance the defect detection
capabilities. Extensive algorithm testing and reprograming was done to fine tune de-
fect visibility and detection using the vision software. First FP testing was redone to
confirm the new improvements were not causing an increase in FP results, following
which several defect tests were conducted with the new defect samples.
5.4.1 False Positive Test
A single successful and extensive false positive test was performed, but this time with
the improved vision algorithm. It would confirm system function with the new settings
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before proceeding to conduct defect tests. One improvement made that would reduce
FP results was pellet tracking. Performance examples of the implemented pellet
tracking feature with non-defect pellets can be seen in Figures 5.28 and 5.29. The
feature worked to properly locate shifted pellets and to create a fixture by which
the vision software would perform its image processing operations on. The result
produced a cleaner image subtraction result for non-defect pellets as well as better
matched defect pellets (Figure 5.30) for later image processing operations.
Figure 5.28: Fixturing non-defect shifted pellet from side Camera 0 (left – master
pellet fixture; middle – acquired shifted pellet fixture; right – clean image subtraction
result)
Figure 5.29: Fixturing non-defect shifted pellet from end Camera 3 (left – master
pellet fixture; middle – acquired shifted pellet fixture; right – clean image subtraction
result)
FP5 – a near perfect record achieved with 2D and Ra scanners again, while all cameras
were well under 10% FP rate but overall system score was slightly higher than before,
at 12.5% FP. This reflects the changes made which made the system more sensitive
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Figure 5.30: Fixturing a non-cleanup end square defect pellet from end Camera 1 (left
– master pellet fixture; left – defect pellet fixture)
to defect detection, but also slightly more prone to FP than the best achieved result
before. Since it is only a minor setback in results, the new settings were validated and
the system was able to proceed to defect testing. Test data can be found in Appendix
B.
5.4.2 Defect Testing
With the vision system improvements in place and with acceptable false positive rates,
defect testing was officially conducted. As per the Test Plan, individual defect type
tests were performed first. Where possible, only new pellet samples which met the
defect criteria were used for these tests such that they would better evaluate the true
function of the system. It was found though, that pellet defects which contained
end square deformations would often cause disruption further up in the stack. For
this reason, the testing procedure was modified to include single defect test runs for
end square defects. These tests determined if the system could pinpoint a single end
square defect pellet out of the lot, but also better controlled the stack disruption it
caused.
The improved system defect tests used the same naming convention as before, DT#,
and tested various different defects. The first few tests, DT2 through to DT5, con-
tained vision system results that were unreliable due to communication timing issue.
The issue was that the camera results signal was not properly being transmitted and
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therefore the data log was incomplete. Most of these tests were reproduced with cor-
rected communications and were logged successfully along with the remaining tests.
All defect tests were set up such that the marker pellet would lead the test sample
group and was the first to go through each sensor, just as in DT1. This allowed easier
tracking of the tested defect pellet set both during the testing and in the data log
files. These results are given under each of the following test headings and detailed
test results can be found in Appendix B.
DT2 to DT5 – End Square, Non-Cleanup, and Crack defect tests –
unreliable data sets, therefore results not tabulated.
DT6 – FOUR Pit defects – As documented earlier in Figure 5.8 (page 232), there
were only three pit defects which officially met the defect criteria. The fourth pit
defect that was included in this test was the last pit defect from the new sample,
shown in Figure 5.19 (page 235). Although it was confirmed to be just under defect
specification, it was used to increase the test batch size. This, however, resulted in a
higher Type II (false negative) error of 31.3%. Regardless of this high error rate, the
system was able to successfully detect a pit defect 68.8% of the time using both the
camera and 2D sensors and only produced a FP rate of 6.9%, which is lower than the
previous FP test result. A surprising result was that the end inspection camera had
also detected some minor pellet end defects successfully which were not anticipated
to be among the test sample.
DT7 to DT9 – End Chip defects (THREE used for DT7, FOUR for DT8 and
DT9) – The end inspection camera had performed well during earlier setup testing
and its perfect results with the end chip defects was not overly unexpected. Amongst
the three test runs, the system was able to detect the end chip defects 100% of the
time, resulting in a 0% FN error. A cumulative FP rate of 15.7% resulted, which is
still within reason compared to the other tests. One unexpected result found was that
the 2D scanners were able to detect the chip edges along the pellet cylindrical face of
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the end chip defects and were rejecting them as a result. Also, similar to the previous
test, the side inspection cameras were successfully detecting some minor defects that
were non-critical to the current test, but were successfully rejected and recorded in
the results.
DT10 and DT11 – FOUR Side Chip defects – Both the 2D scanners and
cameras were responsible for capturing the side chip defects. In some cases the cameras
would not capture the particular defect, but the 2D scanners would, and vice versa.
Having the redundancy of both sensors checking for the same defect proves effective if
a defect is missed by one or the other. The test runs returned combined result of 7.7%
FP rate and 10% FN rate, which was caused by missing one defect in DT10. Based
on the two tests, the system was able to detect side chips successfully 90% of the
time. One other mishap during DT10 which attributed to some of the test errors was
a pellet getting stuck at the viewing window of camera 2, causing sensor misreadings.
DT12 – SIX Non-Cleanup defects – The phenomenon mentioned just earlier,
where the presence of end square deformations caused pellet stack upset, was first no-
ticed in DT12. Although non-cleanup defects were being tested, they often contained
mild end square deformations as well. All three sets of sensors suffered because of
the stack upset, but the 2D scanners were found to have returned the largest number
of FP. Because of this occurrence, the number of FP were far higher than previous
tests, at 48.4%. The system was successfully able to detect all non-clean up defects
without any FN errors.
DT13 to DT15 – SIX End Square defects – Both DT13 and DT14 noticed the
same end square defect phenomenon, where the defect caused changes in the stack
length and upset the scanning position for the fixed scanners. The same two test
runs also had a few pellets get stuck in various camera viewing windows. This higher
occurrence of pellets getting stuck could be attributed to the general stack upset
caused by the end square defects. The result of the three test runs was a combined
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FP rate of 23.9%, and a FN rate of 11.1%. Meaning the system was able to correctly
detect the end square defects 88.9% of the time, just with a higher number of FPs than
usual. Most of the successful defect detections came from the inspection cameras and
some from the 2D scanners as well. An unexpected result was that the end inspection
cameras were able to detect a considerable portion of the end square pellets due to
the deviations in end detail. Being that end squares are some of the harder defects
to notice, these results were promising.
DT16 and DT17 – SINGLE End Square defect – These were the last defect
tests performed and were designed to see if the system could catch a single end square
defect since multiple defects were causing errors in readings. The buildup of pellet
separations caused by the deformed ends of the end square defects were creating ill
testing conditions. By loading only one end square defect into the system, a more
production realistic test environment would be created and the impact of the stack
disruption would be minimized. The combined results of the two tests showed lower
FPs at a rate of 16%, but a slightly higher Type II error at 27.3%. Much of this error
had come from a single camera and was likely due to an un-calibrated lighting fixture.
It had still successfully detected the single end square defect amongst the standard
pellets 72.7% of the time.
As a summary of all the single defect type tests performed, test results were totalled
and combined test statistics were calculated. Between the twelve improved defect
tests, cumulative statistics were found to give a FP rate of 18.2%, FN rate of 11.8%,
meaning a TP rate of 88.2% was achieved. The total defect test FP rate was higher
than previous FP tests, which had set the system standards to reach, but a good
overall system performance was achieved.
To illustrate an example of system performance given these cumulative statistics,
if a batch of 1000 pellets were inspected, 10 of which contained actual defects, the
automated inspection system would properly detect and reject 9 of the defective pellets
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and only miss 1. Of the remaining standard pellets in the batch, 810 would continue
out of the system unadjusted. The remaining 180 pellets would be sorted as rejects
and sent for reprocessing.
Based on the results found, the last phase of the Test Plan, multiple defect type
testing, was not performed. The benefits and limitations of the system had already
been found through individual defect type testing. It can be concluded that all sensors
performed well in the detection of various different defects, but more controlled and
specific testing would be needed to determine if the Ra scanners were effective for the
UO2 application. The inspection system returned reasonably good test statistics for
the setup limitations involved, which will be discussed later in Section 5.6. Conducting
further multi-type defect testing would not prove system function beyond what had
already been found.
5.5 Successful Detection
In the case of the automated inspection system, a successful detection would include
both true positive and true negative results. A closer look will be taken in this section
at both cases with screen shot examples and notes to which sensors proved capable
to detect which defects.
5.5.1 Defect Detection
A true positive would consist of the successful detection and rejection of a confirmed
defect pellet. Examples of these results are presented by defect type and include
which sensors were responsible for their detection. Where appropriate, results are
also reported on the measured effective area (MEA) of the cameras for the images
captured, which is the area in square millimetres as determined by the camera pixel
density calibrations.
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End Squares – Cameras and 2D Scanners
This defect was one of the more difficult ones to detect because of its tendency to
have little visible markings, only end deformation, which was not directly measurable
by any sensor used in the system. The most effective sensors for detection were the
cameras. As seen in Figure 5.31, the side cameras were able to detect markings made
on the cylindrical surface, with an MEA of 8.4 mm2. Unexpectedly, the end cameras
were able to detect shade variations caused by the end deformations (also seen in
Figure 5.31 with a MEA of 5.2 mm2) and in some cases proved more effective than
the side cameras. There were also cases of the 2D profile scanners triggering as a
result of the side markings.
Figure 5.31: Successful end square defect detections from both the side (top) and end
(bottom) cameras (raw images on left and final results on right)
Side Chips – Cameras and 2D Scanners
For this cylindrical surface defect, the two obvious sensor types proved effective for
detection. The effects of absolute image subtraction with the camera sensors had
already been explored with side chips back in Figure 4.53, on page 190 in Section 4.4.2.
Combined with edge detection, the cameras demonstrated their ability to detect side
chips as seen in Figure 5.32 (MEA for each chip left to right: 18.7 mm2, 5.3 mm2, 8.6
mm2), where the bright outline is the result of the edge detection. Also very effective
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were the 2D profile scanners, seen in Figure 5.33 with measured detections of 978 µm
and 677 µm as displayed on the images.
Figure 5.32: Successful side chip defect detections from side cameras (raw images on
top and final results on bottom)
Figure 5.33: Successful side chip defect detections from 2D scanners (scanner taking
readings on left and measurements displayed on right)
End Chips – Cameras and 2D scanners
The end inspection camera was set up specifically to detect end defects such as chips.
For this reason it faired best at detecting them. Two such examples can be seen in
Figure 5.34, with MEAs of 5.3 mm2 and 1.8 mm2 (for one of the three chips). Not
only can the chips be very clearly seen in the raw images, but the vision algorithm is
able to isolate them very well. One limitation of the end camera is the fact it needs
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to avoid false readings due to the markings in the middle of each pellet. In attempts
to ignore the middle section containing the markings, a portion of the first chip in the
pellet is not being fully measured. In addition to the end camera, the 2D scanners
were recorded triggering from the end chips on occasion due to the pellet edges being
compromised from the defect.
Figure 5.34: Successful end chip defect detections from end camera (raw images on
top and final results on bottom)
Side Cracks – Cameras
Only the circumference cameras were able to capture the hairline crack defects found
on the UO2 pellets. The effects of image processing and edge detection were already
seen in Figures 4.65 and 4.66 – Chapter 4. Figure 5.35 shows the resultant detec-
tion capabilities for two defects. MEAs for each crack was 3.1 mm2 and 2.5 mm2,
respectively.
Pits – Cameras and 2D scanners
Pit defects are seen to the inspection system in a similar fashion to side chips, therefore
the same two sensors proved effective. The successful effects of the absolute image
subtraction and edge detection have already been seen on chip defects back in Chapter
4, Figure 4.53 found on page 190 and Figure 4.67 on page 201, respectively. These
vision algorithm enhancements helped produce the clear detection results seen in
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Figure 5.35: Successful crack defect detections from side cameras (raw images on top
and final results on bottom)
Figure 5.36, where the MEAs were 9.0 mm2 and 1.8 mm2. The 2D profile scanners also
played a role in their detection, as seen in Figure 5.37 with a measured displacement
of 989 µm.
Figure 5.36: Successful pit defect detections from side camera (raw images on top and
final results on bottom)
Non-cleanups – Cameras
Only the vision system was recorded successfully detecting non-cleanup defects. Due
to their sheen, only a portion of each non-cleanup was usually isolated and measured,
as seen in Figure 5.38. The defects are large enough to trigger the system though,
with MEAs of 21.0 mm2 and 27.8 mm2.
Both Non-cleanup and End Square – Cameras
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Figure 5.37: Successful pit defect detection from 2D scanners (scanner taking reading
on left and measurement displayed on right)
Figure 5.38: Successful non-cleanup defect detections from side camera (raw images
on top and final results on bottom)
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These defects generally only had minor end square markings compared to the non-
cleanups present and therefore were best detected by the cameras. Figure 5.39 shows
an example successful detection using the vision system of the non-cleanup, but with
the end square marking also visible, just not singled out. A MEA of 13.3 mm2 resulted
from this capture.
Figure 5.39: Successful non-cleanup and end square (highlighted by red ellipse) defect
detections from side camera (raw image on left and final result on right)
Surface Finish – Ra Scanners
The Ra scanners were designated to detect pellets with irregularly rough surfaces, but
no such samples were encountered and therefore were not tested. Therefore, successful
detection cannot be confirmed.
Grinder Wheel Marks – Cameras
Only one test sample with a grinder wheel mark was encountered and the best results
seen were with the cameras. The defect was too undersized to consider for successful
detection though.
Grinder Damage – Cameras or Ra Scaners
No results were recorded for this defect, although it would be suspected that the
cameras and Ra scanners would fair best to detect them.
Inclusions and Foreign Materials – Cameras
Since these defects are generally visual, the cameras were best to detect them. The
two forgiven material samples tested in Figure 5.40 demonstrated the ability of the
vision system to detect them, although a non-cleanup is also detected alongside both
foreign materials. Edge detection can be seen to highlight around the foreign material
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markings. The first sample returned a MEA of 0.3 mm2 for the single foreign material
spot.
Figure 5.40: Successful non-cleanup and foreign material (highlighted by red ellipse)
defect detections from side camera (raw images on top and final results on bottom)
Oxidization – Cameras
Again, this is a purely visual based defect, therefore the cameras were found to best
detect them. Figure 5.41 gives an example of two samples being successfully detected.
Measured areas are not presented because they have little meaning since the detection
is purely based on the highly reflective surface appearance.
Figure 5.41: Successful oxide defect detections from side camera (raw images on top
and final results on bottom)
Marker Pellet – Cameras and 2D scanners
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Lastly, the artificially created defect pellet, the marker, was nearly always successfully
detected by all the cameras, side and end, and the 2D scanners. Examples of the
results seen by the vision system were presented in Figure 5.26 in the earlier Section
5.3.6.
5.5.2 Non-Defect Distinction
A true negative could be considered either passing a non-defect pellet, or successfully
passing a defect pellet which does not meet the rejection criteria; the latter of which
will be the focus of this section. The vision system was the most capable of detecting
pellets which contained minor defects, but measured in under the defect criteria.
One such example would be the pit defect see in Figure 5.42. It comes just short of
being a true defect according to its criteria, and as seen in the figure, is still properly
measured. A MEA of 0.9 mm2 resulted which allowed it to sort properly as a pass.
Another example of two different non-cleanup defects, seen in Figure 5.43, are also
detected properly and measure in under their specific defect criteria, at a MEA of
18.3 mm2 and 10.3 mm2, respectively. Unfortunately they are still flagged as a fail
since they are still a larger defect compared to the single set tolerance value used.
But this still shows promise because if detected defects could be compared based on
their specific type, this result would have been a successful pass.
Figure 5.42: Successful chip non-defect detection from side camera (raw image on left
and final result on right)
The 2D profile scanners were also capable of passing minor defects due to the tolerance
ranges used. Overall though, they are still more sensitive to even minor variations
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Figure 5.43: Successful non-cleanup non-defect detections from side camera (raw im-
ages on top and final results on bottom)
in the pellet surfaces and are less flexible compared to the vision system in terms of
classifying passable defects.
5.6 Sources of Error and Limitations
There were several sources or error and limitations related to the automated inspection
system that have contributed to some of the testing errors exhibited throughout this
chapter. They were found to be sourced from both the pellets themselves and the
hardware and software components of the inspection system, such as the control
software, the vision system, the laser sensors, and the feed system.
The first sources of error were from the pellets themselves and cannot be avoided.
UO2 sintered and ground pellets contain naturally occurring grain structure variations
and production batch variations. These slight variations combined with the shiny
surface finish produce changing glare patterns which make machine vision inspection
a challenge. Each production batch may also produce a slightly different shade of
pellet which also adds to the complexity of the inspection problem. Together, these
variances have produced FP and can be considered as one of the main challenges when
trying to reduce the false positive occurrences.
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Another unavoidable source of error is the stack upset created from end square pellet
defects. The inherent misshapen ends of these defects also caused false readings by
altering the pellet spacing beyond the typical pellet dimensions. In addition, all pellet
ends contained die stamp markings as a method of production tracking. Although
these markings are needed for production means, they would reduce a considerable
portion of the end that can be inspected due to them being overly large, rough,
and non-uniform. Defects that continued into this centre portion could not be fully
measured by the end cameras as a result.
Next, the errors sourced from the hardware and software of the inspection system,
along with their limitations, need to be covered. Starting first with the main Lab-
VIEW control program, hardware limitations existed which interrupted proper func-
tion. With the growth in complexity of both the LabVIEW program and the vision
algorithm, the main control software would crash occasionally due to a memory over-
load. Luckily, this issue would merely end some test runs prematurely but did not
effect the overall results data that was being logged. Along the lines of limited com-
puter memory, a real-time system and target were unable to be created due to a
limitation of the computer networking card, as required by the software platform.
In terms of the main program software, development limitations existed as to the
LabVIEW packages that were available. Executable targets could have been created
with more advanced real-time packages. Having both the LabVIEW and the vision
software running simultaneously on the same computer platform means they are not
only competing for resources with each other but also with the general purpose op-
erating system running in the background. This main source of software limitation
is likely the cause of late and missed vision software signals. As a source of error,
the control program would sometimes misread vision software result signals due to
unusually slow pulses from the vision software. This was almost fully corrected for in
later tests, but required read delays and extended sampling periods.
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Looking next at the vision software itself, the software license restricted the use of
more advanced tools. Simpler, and possibly less effective, functions had to be used
as a result; such as with the edge detection tool, pattern matching, and fixturing.
Also as a result, image normalizing tools could not be accessed which could have been
applied to the acquired and master images for a closer comparison. The features that
were added had increased processing time for the vision algorithm, more specifically
the repetition needed for the multiple master pellet comparisons, which could have
been avoided with more advanced features. Lastly for the vision software, the use of
only one area based decision criteria for the full spectrum of defects, both large and
small, had oversimplified the defect judgement criteria. Larger passable defects would
still be rejected in order to ensure smaller defects would be rejected. This in turn
also caused oversensitivity to small glare variations that would produce false positive
results.
For the machine vision hardware, the illumination setup was both the main limiting
factor and main source of error. The point source lighting was not ideal for the curved
semi-reflective surfaces of the pellets. They would create high intensity glare that was
inconsistent as a result of the normal pellet variations. The presence of the glare
caused noise in the images and would distract the vision algorithm away from duller
defects, or cause false detections altogether. The LED ring lights also produced an
uneven lighting distribution around the curvature of the pellets, creating dark areas
that could hide defects (as seen in Figure 4.71 on page 209). This likely played a role
in the camera system missing smaller but noticeable defects. The changes made to the
illumination setup had improved the results but was merely a temporary compromise.
Shifted deflectors or lights would completely skew results and had to be constantly
checked for alignment. There is no doubt the limitations of the illumination setup
had been a major source of error in this system, but it was still able to produce fairly
good results with the compromises made.
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Among the remaining sensors, the laser based 2D and Ra scanners were mainly limited
by the fact they only take partial scans. Each sensor takes a reading, 2D profile slice
or Ra point measurement, along the pellet but do not see the full pellet. Having to
scan within a restricted time frame means only a definite number of cross sections and
roughness measurements can be taken, giving a sampled representation of the pellet.
If a defect falls between the sample readings, it will be missed by these sensors.
Finally, the feed system had mainly caused issues due to material limitations of the
soft rapid prototyped plastic components relative to the hard UO2. Both the twisted
infeed ramp and outfeed cam were rapid prototyped and exhibited issues of pellet
edges catching and causing pellets to either get stuck or jam the mechanisms (as seen
in Figure 5.23 for the outfeed cam). The feed rate had to be adjusted slower as a
result. Also due to the material and prototyping accuracy limitation, pellets could
get stuck in the larger camera viewing windows along the inspection tube and cause
faulty sensor readings. By running the system at a slower rate, these issues could be
monitored and corrected appropriately.
5.7 Summary of Testing and Results
This chapter was comprised of all the formal testing and results used for the evaluation
of the system. These results differ from, but complement, the earlier developmental
results presented in Chapter 4. Prior to testing the system, a plan was created to out-
line all the setup and testing procedures needed for the inspection system. Following
which the test sample pellets were presented. These samples formed the basis for all
testing and underwent close manual examination and measurement of all defects in or-
der to classify them correctly according to the defect classification criteria. Next, the
Test Plan was executed as closely as possible and formed the basis for the remaining
sections of the chapter. Some procedures had already been followed in previous stages
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of this project, such as with the calibration and setup of sensors, but their outcomes
were presented here as preliminary results. Other preliminary results included early
trial runs, false positive testing, and early defect testing. All these tests formed the
basis for priming the inspection system for the final defect tests and in the process
eliminating any issues found.
From the findings of the earlier testing, improvements were made to the vision algo-
rithm that would enhance its defect detection ability and its flexibility; allowing it to
track and target pellets and compare them to multiple master profiles for each pellet.
First, a false positive test was performed to confirm the new features were not causing
an increase in errors. This was then followed by a series of defect tests which were
analysed with statistics for false positive and negative rates, as well as true positive
rates. Successful detection examples found during these tests were presented next,
followed by limitations of the system and sources of error found during testing.
Some of key findings were discovered through system testing and analysis. Firstly,
sensor redundancy, where either a camera or a 2D scanner was capable of detecting
the same defect type, was proven effective if one set of sensors miss the defect. The 2D
scanners do not provide a guarantee they will capture a defect due to their sampling
nature, but the camera system too has limited reliability; together they form a more
reliable system. Next, it was realized that more specific testing for the Ra Scanner
was needed. The tests performed did not prove its functionality since no confirmed
surface finish defects were encountered. Recorded results cannot be confirmed as true
detections without further testing. Lastly, end square defects were found to cause
a stack upset effect, which is less predominant with fewer defects present, but still
attributes to a grouping of false detections. This grouping may in fact be used as a
sign to find end squares if they are not detectable otherwise.
With an overall false detection rate of 18.2% and false negative rate of 11.8%, the
statistics associated with the results do not properly portray the potential of the
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system. High false detection rates were partly due to the limitations of the hard-
ware and software and could be improved through future work. Some compromises
were made using the existing hardware and software which limited the reliability and
performance of the system. Selection of more appropriate illumination and lenses,
for instance, would greatly improve the system’s vision capabilities. All errors aside,
the system had performed better than hypothesised for certain defects, such as end
squares, and shows considerable potential for an automated UO2 inspection system.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This final chapter will aim to bring closure to the work accomplished in this thesis,
but will also act to guide future research and work. In the previous thesis [5], focus
was on defining the needs and requirements used to structure this project, research-
ing and sourcing scanning technologies, validating the chosen scanners, and creating
a prototype scanning structure. Though this provided the frame work for this con-
tinuation of the project, there was still much development that needed to be done
before the system could demonstrate fully automated inspection of UO2 pellets. In
the following remarks, the focus of the current work will be discussed, along with
what contributions were made. Conclusions will be drawn for the various aspects of
the project and a brief discussion of the implications of this work will be given.
The work completed does show room for improvement and also opens venues for
continued research; which will be discussed in the final section titled Recommendations
for Future Work.
6.1 Conclusions
The focus of this thesis was to continue the development of the previous automated
UO2 inspection unit work set out by Vanderlaan and Nokleby [5], and to advance the
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system to be able to test with actual UO2 pellets in a production setting. Require-
ments were redefined and expanded on as they applied to this new phase of the project.
Several contributions were added to the project, starting with literature research on
the origins of pellet defects and on internal non-destructive pellet inspection. Inter-
nal inspection has been saved for future developments as it was found to be beyond
the scope of the current project. Next, pellet defect criteria were deconstructed and
applied to the sensors of the automated inspection system. Following which, methods
of TRIZ were used to design a novel feed system which was then constructed for the
inspection unit. Re-setup and creation of new calibrations were also performed for the
inspection sensors: profile scanner setup, vision camera calibrations, and roughness
calibrations. Furthermore, a real-time software architecture, running in LabVIEW,
was adopted for the system which also incorporated an intuitive user interface design.
Significant improvements were also made to the vision system while testing with UO2
pellets, which included the camera setup, illumination setup, image processing meth-
ods, and vision algorithm. Additionally, an end inspection camera with corresponding
machine vision functions were added to the inspection unit. Lastly, one of the most
important contributions made was testing the inspection unit with production UO2
pellets and defects. Because there were so many new contributions to this project,
it was necessary to cover topics extensively for future development and to properly
describe design intents.
Some conclusions can be drawn as to the achievements and short comings of the in-
spection system. The positive results produced from this work starts with the inline
handling and inspection design. The simple yet functional feed system design allows
the inspection system to be placed directly inline with production operations. The
inline inspection system is able to achieve production rates. A full two pellets per
second cycle time was achieved for all subsystems: material handling, sensors, vision
algorithm, and control software. Although the control software posed challenges of
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handling a complex sensor system and the need to meet production speeds, it was
successfully redesigned within a new graphical program development package. Despite
some hardware limitations, it was found that LabVIEW provided a good real-time
program development environment with built in functionality, communications wiz-
ards, and time structures. The new platform was found very capable for the required
project tasks and provides room for expansion. Another positive result was that the
vision system had proven capable of detecting nearly all defect types, even with com-
promises made using the current hardware and software. The vision system was also
capable of classifying between mild defects and full defects by strictly adhering to
classification criteria.
Through UO2 pellet testing, the automated inspection system was able to show the
progress of improvements made from the early false positive tests. Defect testing pro-
duced good detection and statistical test results with an additional focus on reducing
the number of false detections made. Together, these achievements and positive re-
sults give a promising outlook for the inspection system.
Next are the shortcomings and limitations of the current system and of automated
UO2 pellet inspection in general. Difficulties existed in creating an automated system
that had to deal with large amounts of pellet detail variability and vastly different
defect types (in size, shape, appearance, and criteria) while only having a single
tolerance level and decision criteria for each sensor. In addition, the detection of end
square defects was not specific to any scanning method used and had to rely on other
inherent characteristics for successful results. A shortcoming in terms of the sensors
used was that the 2D profile scanners might not be fully essential. This sensor was
intended to measure surface shape, which the cameras cannot, but generally such
defects are visible. This redundancy proved effective in testing the current system
since neither sensor was perfectly reliable, but improvements of the more versatile
vision system may reduce the need for 2D profile measurements.
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The current vision system had used the same blob size classification for all defects
and had no method to classify which defect type was being inspected. This, along
with the illumination hardware, became the larger limiting factors which withheld
further improvement. Additionally, the hard sintered ceramic pellets brought forth
the material limitations of the handling system and withheld the current system from
its full automation potential.
The work done for this thesis has implications to improve UO2 fuel pellet quality
and economy, but can also be applied to pelletized products in general. This project
brings the future prospects of implementing a fully functional automated UO2 inspec-
tion system ever closer to reality. Testing and demonstrating the system has proven
that operating inline at full production rates and being able to detect all defect types
is possible. The automated system ensures the highest fuel pellet production quality
standards by inspecting the full circumference and both ends of each and every pellet.
Through close manual examination of the sample defect pellets, it became apparent
that defects were being over sorted using the manual visual inspection methods. Im-
plementing the automated system could produce cost savings by classifying defective
pellets more accurately and reducing the number of pellets that only contain minor
defects from being sent for reprocessing. Being able to classify pellets as a full reject
or as an acceptable defective gives the automated system an advantage over manual
inspection methods.
The techniques developed for the inspection of UO2 pellets could also be generalized
to the inspection and handling of any cylindrical pelletized product, providing novel
inspection, handling, and machine vision methods. Although some system limitations
need to be overcome before the automated inspection system would be ready for
production, it has tested favorably with UO2 pellets and validates the function of the
system.
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6.2 Recommendations for Future Work
With final project remarks made, this section will serve to guide future development
and research of the automated UO2 inspection system. The future work discussion
has been broken down into several topics to better organize ideas. First and fore-
most are the recommendations for further development of the current system design;
covering the mechanical, software and sensors. These suggestions address methods of
overcoming the limitations found through the current project and explore topics for
continued development and research.
Following the above, recommendations to broader research and development areas
are covered. These include suggestions for actual production implementation of the
automated system, additional features which could be added to and alongside the
inspection system, and finally a recommendation for Cameco Fuel Manufacturing for
aid in better automated inspection.
6.2.1 Mechanical Improvements
Limitations existed for the feed system design in terms of prototyping materials and
level of control used. Investing in stainless steel machined parts and adding a polished
surface finish to the indexing cam would increase the performance of the current feed
system. Also, adding feedback to the stepper motors would increase control and
provide confirmation that the desired rotation was achieved. For the rejection system,
a smoother and more energy absorbing ramp design is needed to ensure pellets are
not damaged at full speed operation. Lastly, for the mechanical aspect, an increase
in modularity of the design is needed to make interchanging components and setups
for different sized pellets easier with less need for recalibration.
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6.2.2 Sensor Improvements
Each sensor setup has presented limitations and has shown room for improvement,
the majority of which are around the camera system as this was the most complex
compared to the 2D and Ra scanners.
Starting with the vision system hardware, improvements can be made to the field of
view utilization of the cameras, which would result in higher pixel densities. With
the proper selection of magnified lenses, defects would better fill the field of view
and their details would appear a lot more defined, aiding the vision algorithm in
more accurate detection. Next, significant development is needed on the illumination
setup. Changing the lights to those that are better suited for off axis applications
would help with evenness of lighting and improve the current illumination setup, but it
is recommended that further testing be done of various lights and arrangements (both
off axis and diffused) to find the best match for this application. Lastly, for vision
system hardware, the addition of a second end inspection camera would complete the
vision system but would require a different image acquisition card capable of handling
the additional camera.
Looking at the vision software, some additional features and improvements were al-
ready mentioned in Section 4.4.4, but will be expanded on here. Master image aver-
aging was proposed as a method to reduce variations within master images. Image
averaging was possible with the current vision software, but this approach was not
fully tested as it would not be as effective without the use of image normalizing. The
use of image averaging and normalization could be explored for future systems and
may prove more effective than the multiple master image comparison used currently.
Image normalizing was a feature proposed to help regulate pellet shade appearance
variations noticed between production batches, but this feature was not available with
the current software license.
Some more advanced vision functionality that was also proposed was the application of
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individual decision criteria based on defect type through a defect classification method.
Defect classification would allow for separate blob area calibrations for each defect
type, including surface visual impurities such as non-cleanups and grinder marks,
and smaller more defined defects such as pits and cracks. Pattern matching using
actual taught defect examples may be a potential area to explore to implement defect
classification. Another more advanced function would be the addition of other vision
measurement tools to detect characteristics specific to end square defects, such as
measuring the angle between the pellet end and cylindrical surfaces. In order to
properly incorporate more advanced functionality, vision software that allows more
customization of the source coding is recommended.
If the vision system is able to reach higher levels of reliability then the removal of
the redundant 2D profile scanners may be possible. If this is not the case, then an
expansion of the 2D profile scanning can be made with 3D scans of the full pellet to
eliminate the sampling limitation of the current sensors. Lastly, more specific and
dedicated testing of the Ra scanner could be done to validate its functionality with
actual UO2 pellets.
6.2.3 Software Improvements
Most of the software project requirements were met, but some areas of improvement
still exist and will be presented here as future work. Further advancement could be
made on the missed deadline handling aspect, to better handle overtime instances.
The future system could count the number of overtime instances in addition to track-
ing total overtime in milliseconds, from which trending could be done to predict if
the system is going out of control even if only by small amounts each time. An error
handling scheme may also be needed if non-expert users are intended to operate the
system, such that faulty operator input values are handled effectively. Currently, in-
put values are not set to have any limits nor will they recognize a value which is not
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realistic for the system.
In order to more effectively run the software created for this project, more than one
computer system is needed. It is recommended to use the LabVIEW software on a
real-time computer platform and operating system, using the method of a real-time
target to run the software and a PC to display the user interface and controls. This
was one of the intentions using the LabVIEW software package, but was restricted
due to hardware limitations. The use of programmable logic controllers (PLCs) could
also be incorporated to handle simpler sensor control tasks.
Lastly, an area of future software development could include data addition from all
the sensors to find cumulative defects. The results from all sets of sensors could be
gathered together to form a complete cumulative exterior result of each pellet in order
to more effectively detect defects such as cracks, chips, or pits. These specific defects
use total lengths, between multiples of the same defect, to judge a defective pellet.
Being that defects may appear anywhere around the circumference of the pellet, the
partial scans would need to be added together for proper criteria judgement.
6.2.4 Production Implementation
In order to bring the current automated inspection system closer to a production viable
system, one recommendation would be to reduce the system complexity. This can be
done by breaking the system components down into separate subsystems consisting of
simpler individual tasks. One such subsystem could be dedicated to Ra measurements
and have its own independent PLC controllers and even a separate rejection system.
Dividing up tasks such as roughness scanning and visual inspection between two
separate systems may be more beneficial for the overall speed of the system for each
task; focus could be placed on optimizing one aspect of the inspection at a time. The
different inspection methods are related but not dependent on the other and therefore
splitting them up would not affect the overall pellet inspection function. Separating
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the systems would also mean fewer pellets would need to be held in any one system at
a time and potentially make changing between different pellet lengths easier. Lastly,
simpler inspection tasks may even be placed along the production line with little need
for handling modification, and where needed, could use industrial handling products
such as the Festo feed control devices covered in Section 2.4.
6.2.5 Additional System Features
Some recommendations for future research areas and additions for the inspection sys-
tem will also be given here. One future area that has partly already been covered is
internal NDT. Pellet quality also depends on the internal structure of the pellet as
much as it does on external finish, only that internal flaws cannot be as easily seen.
Internal inspection could potentially be added earlier in the pellet manufacturing cy-
cle to detect defects before they fully form, such as from sintering or grinding. The
automated inspection system designed could also be coupled with an automated den-
sity checker to measure yet another area of quality and potentially sort out defective
pellets before reaching the current inspection machine.
Another possible area to explore could be the sorting of defect pellets into categories
of fuel pellets grades. Lower grade fuel pellets could be those which contain only
minor defects, while higher grade pellets could be guaranteed to meet a higher level
of quality standards.
6.2.6 Recommendations to Cameco Fuel Manufacturing
This last recommendation is directed to CFM in terms of their pellet end markings.
The die marking seen on the end of each pellet reduces the inspectable area drastically,
as seen in Figure 6.1, where a halo inspection area is all that is allowed in order to
ignore the large centre portion where these markings are found. The effects of these
markings on end chip inspection was also mentioned in Section 5.5.1 and was seen
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in Figure 5.34, where a portion of the chip was missed as a result. If an automated
inspection system is to be used, then making the markings smaller, using a method
such as common laser engraving, would allow for more complete end inspection.
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datalog (13.12.03.1103) datalog (13.12.03.1127)
"TR1" "TR2"
Tested Rejected % False Pos Tested Rejected % False Pos
twoD2 48 10 20.8 twoD2 26 0 0.0
twoD1 48 1 2.1 twoD1 26 4 15.4
twoD3 48 12 25.0 twoD3 26 3 11.5
LC123 48 0 0.0 LC123 26 0 0.0
System 66 18 27.3 System 44 7 15.9
datalog (13.12.03.1218) datalog (13.12.03.1235)
"TR3" "TR4"
Tested Rejected % False Pos Tested Rejected % False Pos
twoD2 15 1 6.7 twoD2 35 5 14.3
twoD1 15 8 53.3 twoD1 35 11 31.4
twoD3 15 15 100.0 twoD3 35 15 42.9
LC123 15 0 0.0 LC123 35 0 0.0
System 33 15 45.5 System 53 19 35.8
datalog (13.12.05.1157) false positive test datalog (13.12.05.1351) false positive test
"FP1" Stats "FP2" Stats
Tested Rejected % False Pos Tested Rejected % False Pos
cam3 21 21 100.0 cam3 36 23 63.9
twoD2 21 2 9.5 twoD2 36 0 0.0
twoD1 21 2 9.5 twoD1 36 0 0.0
twoD3 21 1 4.8 twoD3 36 0 0.0
cam0 21 21 100.0 cam0 36 10 27.8
cam1 21 21 100.0 cam1 36 2 5.6
cam2 21 21 100.0 cam2 36 3 8.3
LC123 21 0 0.0 LC123 36 0 0.0
System 39 36 92.3 System 54 31 57.4
datalog (13.12.05.1416) false positive test datalog (13.12.05.1534) false positive test
"FP3" Stats "FP4" Stats
Tested Rejected % False Pos Tested Rejected % False Pos
cam3 44 4 9.1 cam3 23 0 0.0
twoD2 44 0 0.0 twoD2 23 0 0.0
twoD1 44 0 0.0 twoD1 23 0 0.0
twoD3 44 0 0.0 twoD3 23 0 0.0
cam0 44 8 18.2 cam0 23 4 17.4
cam1 44 3 6.8 cam1 23 0 0.0
cam2 44 2 4.5 cam2 23 2 8.7
LC123 44 0 0.0 LC123 23 0 0.0
System 62 15 24.2 System 41 4 9.8
Test Results Test Results
Test Stats Test Stats
Test Stats Test Stats
Test Results Test Results
datalog (13.12.05.1549) defect test
"DT1"
Tested Rejected False Pos Caught True Pos Missed False Neg
cam3 17 - - - -
twoD2 17 1 - D9 1 MP, D2, D6 2
twoD1 17 3 - D2, D6, D9 3 MP 1
twoD3 17 3 - MP, D2, D9 3 D6 1
cam0 17 2 - MP, D9 2 D2, D6 2
cam1 17 2 - MP, D9 2 D2, D6 2
cam2 17 3 1 MP, D9 2 D2, D6 2
LC123 17 - - N/A - N/A -
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datalog (14.02.20.1243) false positive test
"FP5" Stats
Tested Rejected % False Pos
cam3 142 9 6.3
twoD2 142 0 0.0
twoD1 142 0 0.0
twoD3 142 1 0.7
cam0 142 4 2.8
cam1 142 3 2.1
cam2 142 4 2.8
LC123 142 1 0.7
System 160 20 12.5
datalog (14.02.20.1602) defect test PT
"DT6"
Tested Rejected True Pos
cam3 85 6 5
twoD2 85 1 1
twoD1 85 1 1
twoD3 85 2 2
cam0 85 6 4
cam1 85 11 8
cam2 85 15 9
LC123 85 - -
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos














datalog (14.02.21.1105) defect test EC datalog (14.02.21.1117) defect test EC
"DT7" "DT8"
Tested Rejected True Pos Tested Rejected True Pos
cam3 13 4 4 cam3 13 5 5
twoD2 13 - - twoD2 13 1 1
twoD1 13 1 1 twoD1 13 2 2
twoD3 13 1 1 twoD3 13 2 2
cam0 13 3 2 cam0 13 2 1
cam1 13 - - cam1 13 1 0
cam2 13 - - cam2 13 4 0
LC123 13 - - LC123 13 - -
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 31 6 1 0 5 System 31 8 3 0 5
3.8% 0.0% 100.0% 11.5% 0.0% 100.0%
datalog (14.02.21.1142) defect test EC$ Summary of End Chip defect testing
"DT9" "DT7 - 9"
Tested Rejected True Pos Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
cam3 70 12 12 DT7 31 6 1 0 5
twoD2 70 3 3 DT8 31 8 3 0 5
twoD1 70 3 3 DT9 88 29 16 0 13
twoD3 70 5 4 System 150 43 20 0 23
cam0 70 9 2 15.7% 0.0% 100.0%
cam1 70 7 6
cam2 70 16 6
LC123 70 1 0
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 88 29 16 0 13
21.3% 0.0% 100.0%
datalog (14.02.21.1203) defect test SC datalog (14.02.21.1216) defect test SC
"DT10" "DT11"
Tested Rejected True Pos Tested Rejected True Pos
cam3 23 2 2 cam3 29 3 3
twoD2 23 1 1 twoD2 29 1 1
twoD1 23 1 1 twoD1 29 3 3
twoD3 23 2 2 twoD3 29 2 2
cam0 23 2 1 cam0 29 4 1
cam1 23 1 1 cam1 29 1 1
cam2 23 5 1 cam2 29 3 1
LC123 23 - - LC123 29 - -
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 41 6 2 1 4 System 47 9 4 0 5
5.6% 20.0% 80.0% 9.5% 0.0% 100.0%
Summary of Side Chip defect testing
"DT10 - 11"
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
DT10 41 6 2 1 4
DT11 47 9 4 0 5
System 88 15 6 1 9
7.7% 10.0% 90.0%
Test Results Test Results

























































datalog (14.02.21.1243) defect test NC
"DT12"
Tested Rejected True Pos
cam3 59 3 3
twoD2 59 27 10
twoD1 59 25 6
twoD3 59 19 9
cam0 59 15 10
cam1 59 13 12
cam2 59 16 11
LC123 59 1 0
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 77 45 30 0 15
48.4% 0.0% 100.0%
datalog (14.02.21.1349) defect test ES datalog (14.02.21.1404) defect test ES
"DT13" "DT14"
Tested Rejected True Pos Tested Rejected True Pos
cam3 12 3 3 cam3 20 2 2
twoD2 12 1 1 twoD2 20 8 3
twoD1 12 1 1 twoD1 20 4 2
twoD3 12 1 1 twoD3 20 1 1
cam0 12 2 2 cam0 20 6 2
cam1 12 - - cam1 20 4 2
cam2 12 4 0 cam2 20 9 2
LC123 12 - - LC123 20 - -
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 30 7 4 0 3 System 38 17 7 2 10
14.8% 0.0% 100.0% 26.9% 16.7% 83.3%
datalog (14.02.21.1427) defect test ES Summary of End Square defect testing
"DT15" "DT13 - 15"
Tested Rejected True Pos Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
cam3 29 5 4 DT13 30 7 4 0 3
twoD2 29 4 0 DT14 38 17 7 2 10
twoD1 29 6 4 DT15 47 22 10 1 11
twoD3 29 1 1 System 115 46 21 3 24
cam0 29 11 2 23.9% 11.1% 88.9%
cam1 29 3 1
cam2 29 12 6
LC123 29 3 1
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 47 22 10 1 11
28.6% 8.3% 91.7%
Test Results












































datalog (14.02.21.1507) defect test ES datalog (14.02.21.1546) defect test ES
"DT16" "DT17"
Tested Rejected True Pos Tested Rejected True Pos
cam3 31 2 2 cam3 75 6 5
twoD2 31 2 0 twoD2 75 1 1
twoD1 31 1 1 twoD1 75 4 4
twoD3 31 1 1 twoD3 75 3 2
cam0 31 4 1 cam0 75 16 3
cam1 31 2 1 cam1 75 3 2
cam2 31 - - cam2 75 - -
LC123 31 - - LC123 75 0 1
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
System 49 7 4 1 2 System 93 25 17 2 6
8.7% 33.3% 66.7% 20.0% 25.0% 75.0%
Summary of Single End Squre defect testing
"DT16 - 17"
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
DT16 49 7 4 1 2
DT17 93 25 17 2 6
System 142 32 21 3 8
16.0% 27.3% 72.7%
Summary of defect testing
"DT6 - 17"
Tested Rejected False Pos False Neg True Pos
DT6 103 17 6 5 11
DT7 - 9 150 43 20 0 23
DT10 - 11 88 15 6 1 9
DT12 77 45 30 0 15
DT13 - 15 115 46 21 3 24
DT16 - 17 142 32 21 3 8
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